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This thesis describes experimental and theoretical work on quasifission in reactions forming 
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Hinde and Prof. M. Dasgupta. All measurements documented in this work were made 
with the assistance of the nuclear reaction dynamics group and tlie technical staff of the 
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detector system consisting of two large area position sensitive multi-wire proportional 
counters. Analysis of the data was carried out by the author , using the customised software 
dagui written by Dr. R. du Rietz , which was based on the existing C++ ROOT framework 
and its libraries. The Time Dependent Hartree Fock (TDHF) calculations were performed 
by the author under the guidance of Dr. C. Simenel, t he developer of the TDHF3D code 
that was used. 
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Abstract 
The quest to synthesise super heavy elements is at the frontier of nuclear physics research. 
These elements can only be formed by the fusion of two heavy nuclei. The repulsive 
electrostatic energy between such nuclei is extremely large and more often than not j the 
syste1n re-separates pren1aturely into two heavy fragments ; intermediate in mass con1pared 
to the original nuclei. This non-equilibrium process is called quasifission. Only occasionally 
does fusion occur resulting in the formation of a compound nucleus. 
Finding the variables determining the competition between quasifission and fusion is 
a problem currently challenging experin1entalists and theoreticians~ The dynamic evolu-
tion of the dicnulear system is governed by several degrees of freedom; fluctuations and 
quantun1 properties. A self consistent and reliable calculation of the competition between 
quasifission and fusion is beyond current theoretical capabilities. Prediction of the most 
favorable reactions to form superheavy elements i thus currently relies on empirical sys-
ten1atics. To aid in the de, elopment of a complete self-consistent ; realistic and tractable 
1nodel it is important to determine which degrees of freedom are critical in quasifission 
dynamics and what is the dynamical nature of quasifission. 
This thesis addresses this problem by studying reactions forming heavy and superheavy 
elements using experimental and theoretical methods. In total eight reactions with targets 
of 23 U and 232Th were studied experi1nentally. Six reactions were studied in pairs forming 
he same compound nucleus while the two heaviest reactions were betv\ een projectiles of 
4
°Ca and targets of 23 U and 232Th. For. he heaviest reaction (4°Ca + 238 U) a detailed 
theoretical stud was also conducted. 
The experimental part of this thesis presents a detailed analysis of the binary fission 
e ents from these reactions. The large angular co erage of the CUBE fission spectrometer 
as used to obtain wide-ranging ma s-angle distributions for each reaction i at energies 
.. 
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spanning the Coulon1b barrier. The results point to the role of shell effects around 20 Pb in 
the n1ass-asyn11netric quasifission exit channel, the pr sence of n1ass-sy1nmetric quasifission 
and t he evolution of the balance between quasifission and fusion with increasing ZpZy . 
The theoretical part of this thesis examined the 4°Ca + 23 U reaction within the Ti1ne 
Dependent Hartree Fock (TDHF) 1nodel, using the TDHF3D code. This is the first time 
that the TDHF approach has b een used to extensively study quasifission. The results 
revealed that the orientation of the heavy deformed prolate nucleus plays a 1najor role in 
the reaction outcon1e, in agreement with experi1nent. It was found that aligned collisions 
lead to quasifission and short contact tin1es of 5-10 zs, ·whilst anti-aligned collisions lead 
to longer contact times (> 23 zs) . TDHF accurately predicted the presence of quasifission 
and the average n1ass splits in this reaction. The influence of shell effects around 208Pb 
in the calculated quasifission characteristics was confirmed by an analysis of the neutron 
and proton numbers of the outgoing fragments . 
These findings are a pron1ising step towards t he forn1ulation of a consistent theoretical 
picture of nuclear reaction dynan1ics of heavy syste1ns. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Motivation 
At the frontier of nuclear physics research is the push to synthesise superheavy elements 
(SHE), lying at and beyond the limits of the periodic table, with atomic numbers above 
Z=lOO. They have only been made artificially and their short half-lives cause them to 
decay after a time ranging from a few minutes to just a few milliseconds (the longest lived 
exception being Dubniun1, with a half life of over a day). These elBments are created in 
quantities on the atomic scale, atom by atom, and no practical method of 1nass creation 
has been found. Their very short half-life makes their physical and chemical properties 
extremely hard to study. This is further compounded by the fact that they are very difficult 
to 1nake as a consequence of their n1inuscule (pico barn to sub-pico barn) formation cross 
sections . 
Superheavy elements can only be created through the bombardment of elements in 
a particle accelerator, by the fusion of two lighter nuclei. The nuclei are brought into 
contact by providing them kinetic energy sufficient to overcome their mutual Coulomb 
repulsion. Interest in the formation of these very heavy elements was sparked by theoretical 
predictions of an island of ele1nents, on the periodic table , with enhanced stability. This 
stability resulted from quantum 1nechanical shell effects, around neutron number N=l84 
and proton numbers between Z=ll4 to 126 [l , 2, 3], associated with symmetries of the 
spherical shape. Experimental efforts aiming to form superheavy nuclei followed this 
prediction [4, 5]. 
In recent years there has been a steady stream of experimental evidence for SHE high-
lighting the topical nature of this field. Evidence of the formation of long-lived isotopes of 
1 
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elements vvit h Z = 113 [6], 114 [7], 116 [8], 117 [9] and 118 [l ] have given further 1non1ent u1n 
to t his quest. 
1.1 Quasifission: A competing process to fusion 
Producing superheavy elements is an extremely challenging experimental task due to ev-
eral reasons. Firstly, the formation of an evaporation residue (ER) is heavily suppressed 
by fission of the equilibrat ed compound nucleus ( CN), via a process known as fusion-
fission (FF). l\!Ioreover , the non-equilibriurn process called quasifission ( QF) hinders C 
formation by several orders of m agnitude [10, 11 , 12, 13]. The formation of a true CN is 
charact erised by equilibration of all degrees of freedon1 and a cornplete loss of identity of 
t he entrance channel [14]. In the QF process, following the capture of the projectile by 
the t arget nuclei, the syst em re-separat es prematurely, not forming a t rue CN. QF events 
mark the transition between deep inelastic collisions (DIC) and complete fusion. In DIC 
t he entrance channel m ass-asymmetry is preserved , but there can be large dissipation of 
kinetic energy and angular momentum [15]. QF events exhibit full energy dissipation but 
incomplete drift t owards the energetically favored mass-symmetric configuration [16] . 
Finding the variables that det ermine the competit ion between quasifission and fusion 
is a problem currently challenging experimentalists and t heoretician . 
1.2 The Interplay between Experiment and Theory 
The ground state and excited state energies of SHE provide a testing ground for models of 
nuclear structure and t he limits of nuclei. Hence producing new nuclei in thi region and 
studying their nuclear structure and chemical properties is an important goal in nuclear 
phy ics. Progress in the fie ld is driven by testing and refining theories using xperimental 
results and the theories in turn making predictions for future experin1ent . 
The outcome of a heavy-ion collision depends e sentially on a few prop rties of the 
entrance channel: energy, masses , angular mon1entum, N / Z asymmetry, deformation and 
orientation of the nuclei , and their internal structure [10 , 11 , 12, 17, 1 J. Microscopic effects 
such as shell clo ure and neutron exce s are also reported to influence the probability of 
QF [19 , 20]. The experirn ntal problern i to identify the role of each of thes variables 
in CN formation . The theoretical problen1 is sirnilar , in that we n ed model that can 
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account for all of these properties. However , the challenge is to have a self consistent 
model , with a few input parameters, that can reproduce existing experimental results and 
also make predictions that guide future experimental efforts. The ultimate goal is to have 
a theory that can accurately predict optimal reactions to form SHE, thereby eliminating 
the need to perform expensive experiments that may fail to do so. 
In this work , this problem is addressed by measuring the characteristics of QF events 
and their relationship with FF. 
1. 3 Thesis Outline 
This thesis is an experimental and theoretical study of quasifission and heavy-ion reactions. 
Measurements were made of the fission fragment mass-angle distributions for reactions of 
12 C 180 24 JVI0' 28 ,30 Si 34S and 4°Ca with targets of 232Th and 238 U forming composite 
' ' b ) ' 
nuclei ranging from 25°Cf to 278 Cp, at near-barrier energies. The reaction forming 278 Cp 
was studied further using the Time Dependent Hartree Fock (TDHF) model , a numerical 
solution to quantum mechanics. 
The thesis outline follows: 
-
Chapter 2: Theory This chapter explains the theoretical descriptions of heavy-
ion reactions relevant to this work. It discusses capture reactions before a brief 
review of the current literature. We discuss the first empirical evidence for 
quasifission and the subsequent work in this field. We then explain how the 
Liquid Drop JVIodel (LD JVI) predicts the evolution of the dinuclear system and 
how Potential Energy Surface (PES) are used, within a classical physics picture , 
together with Langevin dynamics to describe the evolution of the shape degrees 
of freedom. We end with the Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock formalis1n. 
Chapter 3: Experimental Methods and Instrumentation A description of how 
the experiments were conducted and of the supercomputing facilities used in 
this work. It includes details of heavy-ion beam production using the ANU 
14UD accelerator , the targets, the detector syste1n and 1neasurement procedure 
for the reactions presented in Chapter 5. Also included is a brief description 
of the fERCURE and NCI computing systems used in the work presented in 
Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 4: Mass-Angle Distributions (MADs) A description of Ma s Angle 
Distributions, the kinematic coincidence method and the data analysis proc -
dure . 
Chapter 5: Results and Interpretation of MADs This chapter pr s nts the 
results of the experimental 1neasurements rnade in this work and a systernatic 
investigation to determine which degrees of freedom are critical in QF dynam-
ics. Results from the eight reactions studied are presented in ascending order of 
compound nucleus mass . Shells effects in the exit channel are the primary focus . 
Other observations such as threshold values beyond which fusion starts to be 
suppressed by QF , t hresholds between n1ass-symmetric and mass-asymmetric 
quasifiss ion and t he effect of target nuclei are also presented. 
Chapter 6: Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock Calculations . This chapter presents 
a t heoretical study of the 4°Ca + 238 U reaction using the Time-Dependent 
Hartree-Fock (TDHF) systematics. An extensive computational campaign was 
undertaken to investigate t he role of energy, orientation and angular mornen-
tum in this reaction . A comparison with experimental results is discussed and 
suggestions made for future work with this model. 
Chapter 7: Conclusion. A summary of the results and discussion presented 111 
Chapter 5 and 6, with a focus on the most significant results. 
Chapter 2 
Background and Theory 
Heavy ion reactions are the cornerstone of nuclear physics research. They provide a means 
of forming and studying nuclei, including SHE, and nuclear states not seen in nature. An 
understanding of the dynamics of heavy ion reactions is necessary to predict optimal 
conditions for SHE production. This thesis presents an experimental study of a range of 
reactions that form very heavy and super heavy compound nuclei , arrd a theoretical study 
of the heaviest reaction measured here. 
In this chapter we present a brief history of the knowledge of heavy ion reactions 
relevant to this work. We begin with an outline of the various possible outcomes of heavy 
ion reactions, leading in to the discovery and nature of quasifission and the experimental 
methods of studying it. We then outline the liquid drop model , a macroscopic model used 
extensively to predict the behaviour of heavy ion reactions. The chapter ends with the 
Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) formalism. 
2 .1 Nuclear Reactions 
A heavy ion reaction begins with · the interacting nuclei approaching each other. During 
this initial phase, the nuclei interact only through the long range electrornagnetic force 
which has infinite range. As the nuclei are both positively charged, they experience a 
mutually repulsive force. The attractive nuclear force has a much shorter range ( typically 
a few fm) , comparable to the size of a nucleon. As they come together , there are broadly 
three possible outcomes: 
5 
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1. Elastic scattering: The nuclei may pass each other without influencing each others 
internal structure. This outcon1e occurs if the relative kinetic energy of the nuclei 
is too low for t hem to overco1ne the potential energy barrier ( or Coulon1b barrier) 
resulting from the Coulomb interaction. It may also occur if t he i1npact parameter 
(b), the distance between the centres of the nuclei at closest approach if they were 
to follow straight lines, is too high , thereby reducing the radial inj ection energy [16]. 
2. Inelastic scattering: The nuclei m ay pass each other, like in elast ic scattering, but 
at least one is excited from its ground state by the electromagnetic force. Energy 
of relative motion of the nuclei is coupled to the internal states of the nuclei. This 
energy is eventually lost from the system through the emission of one or 1nore ga1n1na 
rays . 
3. Reactions: The nuclei have enough energy to overcome the Coulomb barrier and can 
approach close enough to interact through the nuclear force. Kinetic energy is then 
dissipated through nuclear interactions. This outcome occurs when the surfaces of 
t he nuclei "touch", which is a reasonable approximation if the nuclei are 1nodelled 
as hard spheres. The interaction via the nuclear force manifests in a wide variety 
of nuclear reactions, which can involve considerable changes in shape, transfer of 
nucleons and dissipation of energy. These include capture, where the system is 
trapped for some t ime in the potential pocket inside the barrier. 
Following capture, the collective motion of the nuclei is governed by the nuclear and 
electromagnetic force. This motion is far 1nore con1plicated than that of the first 
phase since the shape of the nuclear system can vary as a function of time and the 
motion is not lin1ited to the single degree of freedom describing the s paration of the 
centre of the nuclei . This phase of the motion is not well understood and several 
1nodels are used to describe it. Regardles of the description of the motion, three 
specific outcom s can be identified: 
( a) Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) : The nuclei reseparate , never having been joined 
by more than a neck. While nucleons can pass through this neck to achieve 
/Z equilibration and kinetic energy dissipation , little or no net transfer of 
1nass can occur. The fragments that result fro1n this reaction thus have masse 
very similar to tho e of the r acting nucl i in th entrance channel. 
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(b) Quasifission ( QF): The nuclei achieve a mono-nuclear state characterised by a 
wide neck, but still end up reseparating. The kinetic energy of the nuclei is 
completely dissipated and net mass transfer takes place from the heavy nucleus 
to the light nucleus. The wide neck of the mono-nuclear state facilitates rapid 
mass transfer. Thus the masses of the outgoing fragments can fall anywhere 
between the masses of the initial nuclei and complete symmetry. Although 
deep inelastic scattering and quasifission both result in the separation of two 
fragments on short time scales, experimental results [16] provide a very clear 
distinction between the two. This implies that there is a bifurcation in reaction 
trajectories, leading to the different outcomes. 
(c) Compound Nucleus (CN) formation: The nuclei form a compact shape, known 
as a compound nucleus and no longer correspond to two nuclei joined by a 
neck. The probability of reaching this state is denoted P CN. Any information 
about the initial conditions such as mass asymmetry or particle identity is 
lost. The formation and decay of the intermediate CN are decoupled and only 
certain quantities are conserved, namely the total angular momentum, linear 
momentum and energy. After equilibration the CN may lose energy through 
neutron evaporation to form an evaporation residue (ER). 
Alternately, the CN may reseparate into two fragments via a process known as 
fusion fission (FF). The excitation energy of the CN has a strong influence on 
its decay by fission. At high enough excitation energies the CN decays into two 
symmetric fragments. At lower excitation energies its sensitivity to shell effects 
around the spherical closed shells N , Z= 20 , 28 and 50 [21] and deformed closed 
shells N = 88 and Z = 53 [22] increases and asymmetric mass splits may be 
observed. This is much like neutron induced fission of 238 U or the spontaneous 
fission of nuclei in the actinide region, but at higher excitation energy and 
angular momenta. 
2.2 Quasifission 
The QF process was discovered over three decades ago [23 , 24], when it was first recognized 
that fission fragments from a heavy-ion induced reactions do not necessarily originate from 
the fission of a compound nucleus. It was realised that fission fragments could come from 
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a non-equilibrium process where a CN is not formed. 
This conclusion was based on several different observations: Fir tly, in t he reaction of 
132Xe + 56Fe [24] an unusually large fission cross section of 1040 n1b was measured. Thi 
exceeded the upper bound imposed by the disappearing fission barrier for spins larger 
t han 72 n, according to the Rotating Liquid Drop JVIodel [25]. Therefore, t he fission-like 
processes originating from total angular momenta above 72 n was termed "fission without 
a barrier". 
Secondly, it was noticed that the width of the mass distribution increased significantly 
for the partial waves where the fission barrier vanishes and was wider than expected on 
the basis of a compound nucleus model [26]. The fission n1ass distribution in reactions 
of 20 Ne + natR e and 40 Ar + 165 Ho [27] was observed to widen above partial waves for 
which the fission barrier disappeared. This was confirmed in a subsequent study [28] 
that examined a larger data set and the term "fast fission" was used for 1-values where the 
fission barrier vanishes. Finally, it was noted that the fission fragment anisotropy in heavy-
ion induced fission substantially exceed expectations based on the transition state model 
(TSJVI) [29 , 30 , 31 , 32 , 33]. Large deviations of angular anisotropies from the predictions 
of the TSM [106] for con1pound nucleus fission were shown in Ref. [29 , 30] for reactions 
of proj ectiles heavier than and including 24 JVIg with 208Pb targets. These results w re 
interpreted as the presence of QF in these systems. 
Subsequent studies of t he two-dimensional mass-angle distributions [16 , 26 , 32, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 38 , 39, 40] and n1ass-energy distributions [41, 42, 43, 44] of fis ion fragments 
clearly demonstrated that these fragments are the result of a dynamic process, in which 
the system evolves toward mass syrnn1etry on a time scale sin1ilar to the rotational p riod 
of the complex . This process is now referred to as quasi-fission although formerly t he 
terrns "fis ion without a barrier" and "fast fission" were also used. 
2.2.1 Recent work 
Recently. much progre s in the theoretical description of this process has been achi ved 
and further preci e experirnents have been conducted which provide further constraint 
on our under tanding of these complex processe that al o play a critical role in atte1npts 
to synthe ize h avy and uper-heavy nuclei via heavy-ion fu ion proces e . 
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1\/Iass-angle distribution measurements reported in Ref. [39], using beams of 208Pb on 
targets ranging from 16 0 to 64Ni followed later by those of Ref. [16, 26] using beams of 
238 U, on targets ranging from 16 0 to 89Y showed broadened mass distributions and strong 
mass-angle correlations for targets heavier than 27 Al. In these experiments, evidence for 
QF included the observation of broadened mass distributions for the fission-like fragments 
and a strong correlation between fragment mass and emission angle. The associated 
timescale of QF was inferred to be 10-20-10-21 s, different from that of FF which is at 
minimum 10-20-10- 19s [45, 46]. 
In Ref. [4 7] a direct proportionality was found between the entrance-channel mass-
symmetry and the QF flux. Reactions forming 243 ,249 Md showed incomplete relaxation 
of the mass degree of freedom for more mass-symmetric entrance-channels. The nuclear 
orientation of the interacting nuclei was found to influence QF in Ref. [36, 37]. Unusually 
large anisotropies were seen for 16 0 + 238 U at sub-barrier energies, and were interpreted 
as enhancement of the probability of QF for tip collisions with the prolate deformed 238 U 
nucleus. This work also demonstrated the existence of QF for charge product Zp*Zr= 
736, far less than the threshold value of 1600 set by earlier dynamical models [10]. Similar 
observations were made by Ref. [48, 49] using light projectiles ranging from 7Li to 16 0 on 
actinide targets, confirming the effect of deformation on QF. However, measurements of 
ER cross sections for the 16 0 + 238 U reaction showed that CN formation is still present 
at sub-barrier energies [50] showing that these two processes can exist at similar partial 
waves. However, severe inhibition of ER cross sections for 60 ,64Ni + 154Sm at sub-barrier 
energies was reported in Ref. [19, 51], showing the dominance of QF for capture on the 
tip of a deformed target nucleus, for reactions with heavy projectiles and highlighting the 
fact that QF hinders ER formation by several orders of magnitude. 
vVhile these measurements of QF were focused on heavy composite nuclei, subsequent 
experimental work on lighter composite nuclei indicated an unexpected shift to lighter 
systems, in the onset of QF. Evidence for QF was seen for asymmetric reactions, forming 
systems as light as 216Ra and 220Th. Severc:l reactions forming the same composite system 
were used , thus varying the entrance channel mass-symmetry. For 216 Ra, reduction in the 
ER cross sections [52] and broadened mass distributions [52, 53] were observed for the 
more mass-symmetric entrance channels. This entrance channel dependence of QF is also 
strongly seen in the reactions forming 220Th ·system. Substantial reductions in ER cross 
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sections were observed for reactions involving projectiles heavier than and including 40 Ar 
fanning 220Th [54] . Inco1nplete mass relaxation was also observed in the fragment ma s 
distributions for projectile heavier than and including 34S forming 220Th [38]. For each 
of these relatively light systems it is clear that there exists a critical entrance channel 
1nass-asymmetry and charge product which 1narks the onset of QF. 
Disentangling QF and FF processes experimentally is not always easy since t heir ob-
servable characteristics may overlap considerably. The work in Ref. [32] identified a 
second , distinct mode of quasifission. For reactions with relatively large entrance channel 
mass asymmetry it was observed that quasifission can also contribute to 1nass-symmetric 
fission. This reaction mechanism has been called deep quasifission (DQF) in t he t heoret-
ical works of Aritomo [55, 56]. Experimental work in the last decade has shown that the 
competition between fusion-fission and quasifission is affected by shell driven deformation 
and orientation as well [32, 36, 37, 57, 58]. 
In the current work we show that the quasifission process is strongly influenced by sh 11 
effects encountered during the evolution of the dinuclear system. Reactions of projectiles 
ranging fro1n 12C to 4°Ca ·with actinide targets 232 Th and 238 U are used . We use two 
unique combinations of nuclei to form the same isotope of heavy elements ranging from 
2socf to 21scp. 
2.3 Nuclear Models 
This section briefly describes the Liquid Drop Niodel and the Shell Model, two core 1nodels 
used to study nuclear reactions. 
2.3.1 The Liquid Drop Model 
The nucleus is n1ade up of protons and neutrons, which are in turn mad up of three quarks. 
The protons and neutrons interact through the strong and weak nucl ar fore s and the 
electro1nagnetic interaction. However , a quantun1 chromodynamic (QCD ) approach solve 
for very interaction that takes place between these particles. A QCD approach however, 
isn ·t practical for nucleon-nucleon interaction since the problem quickly become nu1ner-
ically intractable for even light mass nuclei. Therefore alternativ n1odels ar required to 
practi nuclear physics. Broadly peaking, there are two approache : macro copic and 
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. . 
m1croscop1c. 
l\!Iacroscopic approaches parameterise various properties of the nucleus and make analo-
gies with larger systems like fluids. They are used to predict properties such as mass and 
binding energy as smoothly varying functions of atomic number Z and neutron number 
N. l\!Iicroscopic models use a quantum mechanical approach to build up an energy level 
structure and therefore can account for the discrete values of quantities like energy and 
angular momentum, and experimentally observed deviations from the smooth behaviour 
predicted by purely macroscopic approaches. 
The liquid drop model (LD1VI) assumes that the nucleus can be treated as a uniformly 
charged, incompressible fluid of uniform density. These are reasonable assumptions since, 
to a first approximation, the nucleus is an incompressible, homogeneous mixture of pro-
tons and neutrons. l\!Ioreover, due to Coulomb repulsion the protons will be distributed 
approximately evenly. Based on this, the semi empirical mass formula [59] is used to 
estimate the binding energy of a nucleus: 
_ 2/3 -1/3 (A - 2Z) 2 EB - av A - asA - acZ(Z - l)A - asymm A + c5(A, Z), (2.1) 
where A is the mass number and Z is the atomic number. The terms correspond to the 
volume, surface, Coulomb, symmetry and pairing effects, respectively. The coefficients are 
calculated by fitting to experimentally measured masses of nuclei 
The volume term ensures that the binding energy increases with increasing nucleon 
number. Since the strong nucleon-nucleon interaction is a short range force, each nucleon 
interacts only with its nearest neighbours. Hence an increase in volume causes a linear 
increase in the binding energy. 
The surface term takes into account the fact that nucleons at the surface of a nucleus 
interact with fewer other nucleons than those in the interior. These nucleons contribute 
less toward the binding energy. Hence, the· surface term is negative and is proportional to 
the surface area, which in turn is proportional to A 213 for a given spheroidal shape. 
The Coulomb term accounts for the repulsive force between protons. It decreases the 
binding energy as the number of protons increases. As a first approximation, the nucleus 
can be considered a sphere of uniform charge density. The potential energy of such a 
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charge distribution is: 
3 Z 2 e2 E=---
5 4nEo R ' 
(2 .2) 
where e is the charge of an electron and R is the radius of the sphere. Since the nucl ar 
radius is proportional to A 1/ 3 the Coulomb term is proportional to A - 1/ 3 . Internal elec-
trostatic repulsion exists only in nuclei with more than one proton. Hence as a refine1nent 
to t he commonly used Z2 dependence, following Bohr and :Niottelson [61] we take t he term 
proportional to Z(Z - 1). 
The symmetry tern1 is introduced to account for the fact that nuclei have nearly equal 
number of protons and neutrons. It prevents nuclei like a hydrogen atom with 100 neutrons 
from being energetically favourable. The sym1netry tenn determines the width of the mass 
"peninsula" and together with the Coulo1nb term determines the path of the stability line 
through the N , Z plane. This reflects the fact that as Z increases, the line of stability 
moves along > Z and not l = Z. 
The pairing term accounts for the experimentally observed fact that nuclei with even 
nu1nbers of protons and neutrons tend to have lower binding energies than those with odd 
nu1nbers of protons and neutrons. 
Nuclear defonnation can also be paran1eterised in the liquid drop model. As the nucleus 
deforms, the surface energy increa es ,~rhile the Coulomb energy decrease . To incorporate 
deformation in the LD NI the nuclear radius is parameterised using spherical harmonics 
and a deformation parameter /32 . The spherical surface and Coulomb energie ar denoted 
by Ei and E~ respectivel}. The Coulon1b term is then determined by calculating t he 
Coulon1b energy of a homogeneous charge distribution. The urface term is determined 
by integrating over a surface eleme_nt dS. The change in energy due to defon11ation of he 
liquid drop i then [60]: 
0 1 2 4 5 2 3 0 1 2 4 5 2 3 
( 
3 ) ( 3 ) 6.E = E -3? - - - ? + ... - Ee - .82 + - - 2 - ... 211 - 105 ( 411) - 411 105 ( 411) (2 .3) 
Thi expre ion can be u ed to detern1ine the fi ion barri r wi hin he LD1\I. To i1nplify 
notation ,..-e introduce a2 = (5 ft.hr ) 112 82 and the conventional fi ility param ter: 
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. Eg 
X = - 0 (2.4) 2E5 
The fissility parameter x quantifies the 'readiness' of the nucleus to sc1ss1on. The 
following derivation is only valid for small values of I 1 - x I- Equation 2.3 can then be 
written as: 
o (2 2 4 3 ) !:lE = Es - (l - x) a 2 - - (1 + 2x) a 2 + ... 5 105 (2.5) 
For x < l and a 2 = 0 the deformation energy has a positive curvature. For sufficiently 
large a2 the deformation energy is negative. The third-order expression in a2 allows us to 
calculate a fission barrier. The maxima of the third order polynomial is found by solving: 
8!:lE 0 (4 4 ) a = 0 = Es -(l - X )a2 - -(1 + 2x )a2 
a2 5 35 
(2.6) 
The two roots of this equation are a2 = 0 and 7(1- x)/(1 + 2x). The first corresponds 
to the spherical minimum and the second to the maximum barrier height: 
E - 98 (1 - x)3 Eo 
barr - 15 (1 + 2x)2 S (2.7) 
For x > l the fission barrier disappears and for x < l it has a non-zero height. Using 
the LD1VI parameters of l\!Iyers and Swiatecki [62] we get an expression for the fissility 
parameter: 
z2 1 
X = 0.01965--------
A (1 - 1 17826 (N-Z)) 
· (N+Z) 
(2.8) 
The liquid drop model without the pairing term is a purely macroscopic treatment of 
the nucleus. \tVhile it predicts the overall trend in binding energy quite well (figure 2.1) , 
it fails to predict the locally observed deviations from a smooth behaviour. It is also 
incapable of accounting for the fine structure of nuclear excitations. 
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Figure 2.1: Binding energy per nucleon as a function of mass nun1ber A. The 
dots correspond to experimentally measured binding energies . The solid curve is 
the calculation of t he semi-empirical mass formula ( equation 2.1). It reproduces the 
overall experin1ental trend very well. 
2.3.2 The Shell Model 
The shell model is used to explain properties such as the local deviations observed in 
the binding energy curve, t he qu ant ised nature of energy, angular mo1nentum and the 
fine structure of nuclei. T his approach en1ploys various forms of a central potential to 
reproduce experimentally observed prop erties . The corresponding Ha1niltonian is used to 
determine the eigenenergies of the potential and build up a spectrum of energy levels. 
The harmonic oscillator together with the centrifugal potential is one example of a central 
potential [63] : 
mw 2 n2 
VH armonic-Oscillator ( r) = 2 O r
2 + 2mr2 l ( l + l) , (2.9) 
where 1n is the average nucleon mass . 
The Woods-Saxon potential is 1nore comn1only used to describe nuclei. Bas d on ex-
perimental m asurements of nuclear density, it is empirically determined to be: 
Vo 
Vwoods-Saxon = - ,-R (2 .10) 
1 + e a 
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The Woods-Saxon and Harmonic-Oscillator potential alone do not reproduce all of the 
observed shell gaps . A shell gap is a sharp drop in the nuclear binding energy that occurs 
at certain nucleon numbers. They correspond to closed shell configurations. The Nilsson 
potential [64] uses a modified form of the harmonic oscillator potential: 
(2.11) 
The parameters "" and µ are experimentally det ermined. They are adjusted so that the 
energy levels generated by the Nilsson potential match experimentally observed ones [60]. 
Solutions to the Schrodinger equation, using this potential predict the observed shell gaps. 
Deformation in the shell model is accounted for by introducing a deformation parameter 
E into the potential. This is done by allowing the radial term to differ in strength along 
one axis. The Nilsson potential then becomes: 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
WJ_ - Wz 
wo 
(2 .15) E=---
vVhen E > 0 one axis is longer than the other two and the deformation is called prolate. 
Conversely when E < 0 one axis is shorter than the other two and the deformation is called 
oblate. In the vVoods-Saxon potential /32 is used to parameterise quadrupole deformation 
and is related to E via 
(2 .16) 
Introducing deformation removes the degeneracies usually associated with a spherical 
potential and there is now a preferential orientation. Also j z , the component of the 
" 
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angular 1110111 n u111 along the axis of y111n1etry i the con rved quantity. not total ano-ular 
1110111entu1n J . 
2.3. -3 Refinen~ents to Mod-els 
The core concepts of the Liquid Drop and Shell l'viodel have been pr ented here. The 
point here is not to xplain each of the e in detail but to highlight the fact that everal 
variants of these 111odels exist [65, fr6] and everal refinement are n1ade dependina- on the 
application. 
One exan1ple 1s the Rotating Liquid Drop Niodel (RLDNI) [25] which incorporate 
rotation in the LDNI. Further to thi , the work of ierk [67] pre ent a n1acro copic model 
for the en rgy of rotating nuclei ·with everal refinement to the RLDl'vI. Refinement 111ade 
include the addition of finite-range effect in the nuclear urface energy. finite urface 
diffu ene effect in the Coulomb energy and in the rotational n10111ent of inert ia and an 
i111proved pecification of nuclear hape . Another example i een in t he work of I(rappe 
[6 ] where the t emperature dependence of the nuclear free energy wa de cribed u inO" a 
finite-range 111a forn1ula . Sub equently Karpov et al [69] al o u ed a generalized finite-
range liquid-drop model (FRLDl'vI) t o de cribe the fi ion dynamic of hot rotatinu nuclei . 
The pot ential energy, level-den ity parameter and Helmholtz free ener 0 y are calculated 
u ing the generalized FRLDl'vI. In t he vvork of Zagrebaev et al [ 0. l, 7 ] an extended 
ver ion of t he two-centre hell n1odel i u ,ed to calculat e the multidin1en ional adiabatic 
potential energy of a dinudear y ten1. T hi allow for a unified de cription of DIC. QF 
and FF. 
i\Iacroscopic n1odel , are u 'ed to generate a multidin1en -ional poten ial ener 0 -y ' lu-face 
(PE ) that de ,cribe, the energy land cape encountered by a dinuclear -y , en1. Dinu-
d ar ,ysten1 -. forrned via heax y-ion reaction'. haYe 'i 0 ·nifican exci a ion enero-y E* ha 
1s distributed into internal de£Tee ... ' of freedorn that evol-ve dynarnically. The 'e inch de 
deforrnation . orient at ion. neck and 'hape deoTee of f ·ee on1. an1ono- o her -. PE are 
coupled v;ith fluctua ion-di ,,ipation calcula ion, tha accoun for he dvnan1ic evol 1 io 
of th sy ' tern OYer the PE . Thi.: ap roach allow l... o rea he vario 1- de 0 Tee - of ·e 
c 0111 c ynarnically. The Lano·eyin ap roach 55. 56. 0. 71. 7-_ 1 one l ch exarn le .ha 
has ha considerable ... ,ucce- - in ·eprodl cino- na -.: an e ero-y 
the ti nescales of heaxy-ion rear io -. Thi - fo ·rnali rr1 ha bee 
·i b · ion.: an ·e IC 
1 e ex en._ivelv o rno el 
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several reactions and make predictions for formation cross sections of SHE [73, 7 4]. 
In this work we do not focus on macroscopic approaches but instead use Time De-
pendent Hartree Fock (TDHF), a microscopic theory, to study the dynamics of a nuclear 
reactions and add to the wealth of existing theoretical knowledge. Chapter 6 presents 
a comparison between this microscopic model and experimental results. To the author 's 
knowledge this is the first time a 1nicroscopic model has been used in an extensive way 
that n1imics the macroscopic approaches described above. 
2.3.4 Time Dependent Hartree Fock Formalism 
A complete and rigorous explanation is covered in [75 , 76]. The following is only a summary 
of the i1nportant points. 
For the low energies studied here , we assume a non-relativistic regime and that we 
can ignore the internal structure of nucleons; i.e assume that they behave as fundamental 
particles with no internal quark structure . In this non-relativistic regime , quantum systems 
obey the Schrodinger equation: 
iltdw(t) = fiw (t) 
dt (2.17) 
This equation can be solved exactly for simple cases such as the Hydrogen ato1n. In-
creasing the number of particles quickly makes the problem intractable and to apply it 
n1ore generally we need to n1ake some approximations . The Pauli principle for fermions 
must be sati fied. Due to this principle, most collisions are forbidden in t he nuclear 
mediun1; an effect known as P auli blocking. It increases the 1nean free path of a nucleon 
to the order of the size of the nucleus. P auli blocking is the main justification for indepen-
dent particle approaches such as TDHF, in nuclear physics. Starting from the Schrodinger 
Equation, applying it Virithin the framework of the Skyrme interaction and assuming that 
the system is de cribed by an independent particle state gives the TDHF equation, which 
in its Liouville form reads 
. 8p 
ili 8t = [h [p], p] (2.18) 
where p is the one-body density matrix of the system and h[p] is the self-consistent 
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Hartree-Fock single particle Hamiltonian. 
The TDHF equation was derived by Dirac in 1930 [77]. It describes the volution of 
the one-body density of the system and provides a self-consistent mean-field evolution 
where the interaction between the particles is replaced by a one-body mean-field potential 
generated by all the particles. It is then assumed that each particle evolves indep ndently 
in this potential. The system is assumed to be always described by an asy1nmetrised 
independent particle wave function (Slater determinant). This is to satisfy the Pauli 
principle during the time evolution of the system. The independent particle picture is 
valid in low energy nuclear reactions because in this case, the Pauli principle prevents 
nucleon nucleon collisions. The one-body density matrix p can be used to compute the 
expectation values of any one-body observable. It also describes the time evolution of the 
observable ·within the TDHF framework and therefore accounts for one-body dissipation 
mechanisms. These one-body dissipation mechanis1ns are believed to play a do1ninant role 
[75] in the reaction mechanisms of low energy nuclear reactions investigated here. 
The one-body density matrix of an independent particle system can be written as: 
A1 + A2 
p ( r sq, r's' q') = :z::= 1/Jl (r's' q') 1Pi ( r sq) 
i= l 
(2.19) 
where 1/Ji are single particle wave functions , A1 and A2 are the nu1nber of nucleons in each 
nucleus and r , s and q denote the position , spin and isospin of the nucleons, respectively. 
The single particle HF Han1iltonian is self consistent and can be ·written as : 
h [p] (rsq , r 1 s' q') 5E [p] (2.20) 5p (r' s'q' ), rsq) 
·where E [p] is the Skyrme energy density functional (EDF) which describes t he interac-
t ion between the nucleons. This has been adjust ed t o fit a few nuclear tructure prop rt ies 
as reported in [78, 79] and is t he only phenomenological input in TDHF. 
The success of t he Skryme EDF extends not only to spherical nuclei but al o to deform d 
nuclei. Hartree-Fock calculations for spherical nuclei u ing kynne' density-d pendent ef-
fect ive nucleon-nucleon interaction gave a very good descript ion of ground- tat properties 
of spherical nuclei [80]. In part icular rem arkable fi t to binding energies, nuclear radii , 
and lastic electron scatt ring cross sections wer obtain d. In sub equent work [ 1] the 
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same set of values for the Skyrme interaction were found to give a satisfactory description 
of axially deformed nuclei and nuclear deformations . 
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Chapter 3 
Experimental Methods and 
Instrumentation 
This chapter details the experimental tools and techniques utilized in making fission frag-
ment measurements around the Coulomb barrier. A pair of position sensitive, gas filled , 
MWPCs were used to make these measurements. This chapter details the production of 
heavy-ion beams from the 14UD tandem accelerator, experimental setup and supercom-
puting facilities used for theoretical work. 
All experin1ents were conducted at the 14UD Heavy Ion Accelerator Facility at the 
Australian National University (ANU). All beams were provided by the 14UD tandem 
accelerator and one was further boosted by the superconducting LIN AC. Concerted efforts 
were made to obtain high statistics and precise data for all measurements. The analysis 
procedure is described in Chapter 4 and the experimental results are presented in Chapter 
5. 
3.1 The 14UD Accelerator 
All beams were produced at the Australian National University Heavy Ion Accelerator 
Facility using the 14UD Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator [82, 83]. The 14UD is a National 
Electrostatics Corporation (NEC) Pelletron accelerator [83, 84], which is currently capable 
of maintaining tern1inal voltages up to 15.5 million volts [82]. The layout of the 14UD 
accelerator and experimental area for these tneasure1nents is shown in Figure 3.1 and 
briefly described in the following sections . A detailed description of its operating principles 
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1s covered in Refs . [86j 7]. The proj ectile ions undergo the following proce ses in the 
accelerator : negative-ion production , pulsing, acceleration in the tandem, post acceleration 
in the LINAC and transportation, after which they are directed onto a target foil where 
the nuclear reaction takes place . The basic operational principle of t he 14UD involves 
subj ecting negatively charged particles to a large electrostatic potential thus accelerating 
them. 
3.1.1 Beam Production 
The ion source located at the top of the 14UD tower is an NEC SI ICS - Source of 
Negative Ions produced by Caesium Sputtering shown schematically in Figure 3.2. It 
produces negative ions by sputtering Caesium (Cs) onto a cathode and extracting t hem 
via a electrostatic potential difference . 
A reservoir of Caesiurn heated to 100-120 °C produces Cs vapour. This vapour is 
transported , by a delivery tube typically maintained at 200 °C from t he reservoir to the 
enclosed region b etween the cathode and the ionizer. The cathode, housing a cylinder 
containing the source material , is cooled to 20°C. Some of the Cs vapour condenses onto 
the cool surface of t he cathode, forming a neutral layer of caesium atomsj ·while some of the 
Cs cornes in contact with the surface of t he ioniser. The ioniser is usually a urface made of 
Tung ten (vV) or Tviolybdenum (:L\ Io) heated to a temperature of 1000 °C . Caesium vapour 
that comes in contact with the ioniser deposits an electron due to the higher electron 
affinit:; of "\i\ and 1 Io relative to C . The positively charged Cs ion that en1erge from the 
ioni er are accelerated towards the cathode. sputtering source material from the cathode 
upon impact . The puttered atom can pick up an electron while pas ing through the 
neutral cae iun1 layer and forms · a beam of negatively charged ion . The negative ion 
are drR,Yn out of the _ -res by a 5 kV potential difference between the cathode and the 
po iti\-ely bia ed extractor electrode. 
:\"egati\-e ion are extracted ei her a atomic ion or a molecular ion depending on the 
electron affinity of the ource material. For beam of Carbon. Ox gen: ilicon and ulfur , 
aton1ic ion "-ere extracted owing to heir relativel high electron affinitie . Calcium and 
~Iagne iun1 . o"-ing to heir lo"- electron affinity. are extrac ed as h dride ion . formed by 
introducing an1monia (:\"H3 ) into the -.-olume around the cathode. 
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Figure 3 .1: Schematic layout of the 14UD accelerator. Negative ions produced by 
the SNICS are injected into the accelerator after being deflected by the n1ass selection 
magnet. The singly charged ions are accelerated toward the positive tenninal, where 
they pass through the stripper foil. Here electrons are stripped and the ions acquire 
a positive charge. The ions are accelerated a second t ime, away from the positive 
terminal, towards the ground potential, after which they are deflected by the analysing 
magnet which selects a specific charge state and defines the bean1 energy. If post 
acceleration using the LIN AC is required , the LINAC magnet is set to degauss n1ode 
and t he bearn injected into the LINAC . The ions are finally guided via magnetic 
steerers and quadrupoles to the target chamber. 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic layout of S ICS. Positively charged caesium ions are focussed 
onto the cathode, sputtering the sample material on impact. The sputtered atoms 
pick up an electron while passing through the caesium deposited on the surface of the 
cathode, forming negatively charged ions. The ions are then extracted as a beam by 
a high voltage potential difference between the cathode and extractor. 
3.1.2 Acceleration and Transportation 
The negative ions produced by the ion source are accelerated across a 150 kV potential 
difference prior to being separated by mass using the 90° inflection magnet. The ion then 
enter the mass selection magnet where the magnetic field exerts a force; called the Lorentz 
force. on the 1noving ions. The resultant centripetal acceleration cause the ions to move 
in a uniforn1 circle with radius r. As all ions have the same energy E an.d charge tate q, 
the inflection n1agnet act as a mas separator by bending ions of different masses through 
different radii. By adju ting the fi eld strength. we can select the n1a m of ions that are 
inj ected into th 14UD. The field setting B for the inflection 1nagnet is given by: 
J2mE B=---
rq 
(3 .1 ) 
Follo\\·ing injection. the 10n undergo two tage of acceleration in the 14 D. The 
fir t tage of acceleration i from ground pot n ial to the po itively charged terminal at 
a ,·oltage -T (~I\ ) . during \Yhich the ion gain an energy equal to e T . where e the 
electronic charge of the ion i 1. Thu after the fir tage of accel ration. for a given 
potential -T at the tern1inal. the negative ion have an energy given by: 
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E=Vr+O.l50MeV (3.2) 
This static potential is provided by the Pelletron charging system consisting of three 
charging chains [84] . The charging chains are made of cylindrical metal pellets connected 
by insulating nylon links. At the base of the accelerator tube, the inductive charging 
system provides the pellets with a positive charge. The chains are then pulled towards the 
terminal by a pulley and motor system, and as each pellet leaves the terminal it provides 
a net positive charge, itself carrying away a negative charge. To prevent electrostatic 
discharge caused by the high potential and relatively small distance to the edge of the 
pressure vessel, the entire pressure vessel containing the terminal and charging system is 
filled with the insulating inorganic gas Sulphur Hexafluoride (SF5) at a pressure exceeding 
700 kPa or 6 bar. Biased corona discharge needles are utilized to modulate the charge on 
the terrninal, and thus maintain precise terminal voltage. 
Upon reaching the terminal, the negative ions pass through either a 4 µgcm- 2 natc 
stripper foil , or a gas filled stripper . Collisions with the stripper atoms remove electrons 
from the ions, resulting in a distribution of positively charged ions [88]. The charge state 
cf is given by the semi-empirical formula for particles passing through solids [89 , 90]: 
ij = Z l l + zO 75 ( 3.86~)-L67r06 (3.3) 
The beam then undergoes the second stage of acceleration from the positively charged 
tern1inal to ground potential. For charge state q1 the energy gained by the ions during 
this phase of acceleration is q1 Vr , with the beam having energy given by: 
E = q1 Vr + Vr + O.l50NI eV (3.4) 
There exists a second natc stripper foil assembly, a third of the distance between the 
terminal and the base of the pressure vessel , that can be used to attain a higher charge 
state distribution and thus a higher energy. Assuming a charge state of q2 after this 
stripper, the energy is given by: 
(3.5) 
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As the bearn leaves the pressure vessel, a 90° analyzing magnet selects a specific charge 
state and hence the desired beam energy. The magnetic field of the analyzing 1nagnet is 
measured using a sensitive nuclear 111agnetic resonance (NMR) probe. Setting th NJVIR 
frequency to a precise value allows selection of the correct beam rigidity. The relativistic 
relationship between the energy of the analyzed bean1 and the 1nagnetic field is giv n by 
[91]: 
(3 .6) 
where I{ is the magnet constant. The latest calibration of the magnet constant was 
carried in 2008 , using the 12 C(p,a) 9B resonance at 14.23 JVIeV, as described in Ref. [92]. 
The energy of the beam can be defined to better than 0.05 %. Thus for beam energies in 
the order of 100 MeV , the absolute beam energy is defined to ±50 keV. 
The beam was transported in the beam lines using a syst em of beam optics that includes 
magnetic and quadrupole lenses, dipole magnets, magnetic steerers, slits and irises . Beam 
profile monitors (BPJVI) were used to check the shape of the bea1n, and Faraday cups to 
measure the beam currents. All of these were used to optimise and control b am intensity 
at the target. The beam energies and target combination are shown in the following 
ection. The entire 14UD facility, including production, acceleration and transportation, 
is remotely controlled via a con1puter control system [93] and operated by the r search 
staff and students . 
3.1.3 The Superconducting LINAC 
Th LIN AC increases the energy of heavy ion bea1ns inj ected from the 14UD. It comprises 
12 Split Loop Resonators (SLRs) ·housed in 4 separate cryostats . Figure 3.3 shows the 
layout of the facility. The LIN AC magnet is common with the 14UD and is set to degaus 
1node to inject the beam from the 14UD into the LINAC. Fir t. the superbuncher employs 
a Quarter vVave Resonator (QvVR) to bunch the beam to lOOp FWH /_[_ The b am is 
then deflected through 90 degrees by an achromat co1nprising a symrn tric arrangement 
of 2 1nagnetic quadrupole triplets, 2 dipoles and a quadrupole singlet at the midpoint [94] . 
Th 4 cryostats each house 3 lead plated SLRs manufactured by Applied Supercon-
ductivity Incorporated ( ASI ). They operate at or above a potential gradient of 2 J\/_[V / 1n 
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Figure 3.3: Sche1natic layout of the superconducting LINAC. Beams accelerated by 
the 14UD are injected into the LINAC, where they are rebunched by the superbuncher , 
boosted by superconducting SLRs and bunched again by the Time-Energy Lens before 
being directed to the target chainber. 
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Fig ure 3.4: Typical configuration of the IVIWPCs used in the experirnents. 
after being conditioned in house at the ANU . The energy gain from these 4 modules is 
about 6 J\!IeV / q , where q is the charge state of the inj ected heavy-ion. There is room for 
an additional two cryostats for future xpansion. The LI AC accelerated beam i then 
deflected by a 180 degree achromat and directed back towards the beam line with the 
CUBE chamber displayed in Figure 3.1. The final beamline in the LINAC loop hou es the 
Tin1e-Energy Len · [95], a superconducting QWR. It r bunches th beam to provide good 
time re ·olution of t he post-LI AC beam. 
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3.2 The Detector System: CUBE 
All experiments were carried out in the CUBE scattering chamber. This is a multi-purpose 
vacuum chamber, which also houses the Breakup Array, a Si detector array, utilised for 
measurements of break-up fragments [96). During operation the chamber is maintained at 
a vacuum of 2*10-5 Torr using a turbo pump at the base of the chamber. At the centre 
of the chamber sits a target ladder which can hold up to 7 targets and a 2 mm diameter 
aperture. The aperture is used to optimise the beam shape and position at the center of 
the target. It is placed in the path of the beam and the current on a suppressed Faraday 
cup, downstream from the chamber, is optimised by adjusting the steering and focusing 
units on the beam line. The target is flanked by two large-area (28.4 X 35.7 cm2 ) position 
sensitive multi-wire proportional counters (NIWPCs). Fission fragments were detected 
using these detectors, typically arranged as depicted in Figure 3.4. 
The principle of operation of a NIWPC is based on the interaction of charged particles 
with gases. As a charged particle enters the gaseous inter-electrode space of a NIWPC, it 
loses a small fraction of its energy and ionises the gas. The degree of ionisation depends 
on the atomic number, mass and energy of the charged particle and the density and 
ionisation potential of the gas. In the absence of an electric field, the free electron-ion 
pairs that are produced rapidly lose their energy in collisions with gas molecules and 
assume a Maxwellian velocity distribution. The electrons and ions taking part in this 
rando1n thermal motion diffuse a-way from the high ionization density region created along 
the path of the incident charged particle. Subsequently, the positive ions may neutralize 
through recombination of the electron-ion pair or by charge transfer in collisions with 
neutral gas molecules , while the free electrons form negative ions by interacting with the 
neutral gas molecules. Such events suppress the ionization process and information about 
the incident charged particle is lost. Applying a voltage between the electrodes results in 
a net drift motion of the ions and electrons. The electrons are accelerated by the electric 
field to a high velocity, causing a localised cascade of ionisation. This is collected on the 
wires and results in an electric current proportional to the energy loss of the incident 
particle. 
Each NIWPC consists of two planes of gold coated tungsten wires that provide position 
. sensitivity. The X and Y planes are made up of 284 vertical and 357 horizontal ·wires , 
respectively. The wires are 20 µmin diameter and are spaced at 1 mm intervals. The two 
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planes are each 3 mm from t he center foil. Each wire of t he X and Y planes is connected 
to a 1 ns tap of a 10-tap passive delay chip , and all chips are connected in series . This 
delay line system provides a posit ion resolut ion of 1mm . The center foi l (cathode) of each 
1VIWPC provides t he t iming and energy-loss (~E) ignals . The cathode is made of a 0.9 
µm sheet of l\!Iylar , coat ed on both sides wit h 40 µ gcm - 2 Au. In order to reduce the 
capacitance of t he center foil it is divided into 4 quadrants . The centre electrode is biased 
with a voltage of typically 500 V . The volume of each 1VIWPC was filled wit h propane 
to a pressure of 4 Torr and the purity of t he gas is maintained by a gas flow system . 
The ent rance window for each det ector consist ed of a 0.9 µ1n copper coated Mylar fo il. 
The coating reduces the diffusion of gas from the detector and t he build up of charge on 
t he window. A grid of three horizontal and four vert ical stainless steel wires of 0.45 mm 
diamet er reduces t he bowing of the window towards the target due to t he 4 Torr pressure 
different ial. 
By design , t he lVIWPCs can be mounted vertically in t he CUBE chamber in 3 different 
positions such t hat t he det ectors are centered at one of t hree angles e = 45°, 90° or 135° in 
t he laboratory frame. The mount points were designed such t hat each 1IW P Cs t iming fo il 
·was 18 .0 cm from t he target cent re. In principle we can mount 4 MvVP Cs, 2 at forward 
angles and 2 at backward angles . However , in practice we only use one forward and one 
backward MWPC . Each detector provided a coverage of 75° in scattering angle e. 
l\!Ieasurement s of all reactions used the detector configuration shown in Figure 3.4 , 
with the front 1VIvVP C centered at ( e, cp) = ( 45° ,0°) and the rear NIW PC centered at 
( e, cp) = (90° ,180°) . T here was only a subtle difference in the posit ioning of the r ar 
NivVPC for some experi1nents. The det ection area of the fWP Cs is not symmetric in X 
( corresponding t o 8). As a result , the back det ector had an angular coverage of e = 50° 
to 125° (labelled a in Table 3.1 ) for some experiments and e = 55° to 130° (labelled b ) 
for others. 
A pair of ilicon surface barrier detectors (monitor ) . placed at e = 22 .5° ¢ = 90° . 270°, 
were used to measure the elastically cattered beam particlP for elastic normalization and 
absolute cro s-section determination . An electronic scheme of t h sy te1n is included in 
Appendix B. 
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3.2.1 Position and Time Calibration 
The raw position and timing information obtained from the MWPC detectors is used to 
calculate the velocity vectors of the fission fragments. The position and time calibration 
is described below while the determination of the velocity vectors using the Kinematic 
Coincidence method is described in the next chapter. 
Position Calibration 
To calibrate the position data, full coverage of the front and back lVIWPCs was recorded 
separately by collecting data in singles mode. This allows us to relate the raw channel 
numbers (figure 3.5) with the corresponding physical edges of the detectors and thus 
determine the ( x, y) positions. The physical dimensions of the detectors and the position 
of the mid-points are known from the mount points in the CUBE chamber. These are 
used to convert the ( x, y) positions to ( e, </>). The angular calibrations are checked by 
comparing measured elastic folding angles and ( e, </>) distributions with their calculated 
(and expected) values. Note that the angle calibration runs were recorded in singles but 
for the actual measurements there was a coincidence requirement. 
Time Calibration 
In Chapter 4 we describe the determination of the absolute time-of-flight (ToF). Before 
this can be done we need to calibrate the output of the timing electronics. Specifically, 
we require a calibration coefficient to convert the raw output, in channels, to a time, in 
nano seconds. The calibration of the TAC was done using an Ortec 462 time calibrator 
to produce pulses separated by 10 ns. This results in a time spectrum that consists of 
discrete peaks with a temporal separation of lOns. The position of each peak in channels 
was used to calculate a scaling factor between the raw channels and time in nano seconds. 
3.2.2 Timing Glitch Correction 
During some of the measurements (34S,28Si,241\!Ig and 4°Ca induced reactions) the TACs 
associated with the lVIvVPC time signals behaved erratically. The output gain fluctuated 
randomly during data acquisition and due to this the timing information from the detectors 
needed to be corrected. The shifting gain is seen as abrupt changes in the response of 
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F igure 3.6: ( a) A spectrum of the raw timing signal from the Back lVIvVPC as a 
function of event number. (b) The time spectrum fron1 the Back JVIWPC as a function 
of event nurnber after accounting for the TAC gain drift. 
the detectors as a function of event number as seen 1n Figure 3.6(a). The intense group 
seen below channel 800 corresponds to elastically scattered beam particles. The narrower 
distinct group around channel 850 1s the pulser. 
To correct for t he drift ing gain, we exploited the fact that the position of the pulser 
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in t he t in1e spectrun1 i expected to be constant and independent of t he reaction. If th 
pulser posit ion shifts t hen we assume t hat t here has been a shift in t he TAC gain. T he 
expected value of t he pulser was fixed by examining runs close to t he calibration runs for 
t he delay line readouts of t he JVIWPCs. In t he example shown t his was channel 825 . 
For a given block of events we average over the pulser counts . If t he average is wit hin 
a fixed threshold ( typically 2-3 channels) of the expected value t hen we leave all events 
in t hat block unchanged. If it is outside the fixed t hreshold we shift every event in t hat 
block. The magnitude of the shift is not constant. It is scaled linearly, relative to t he 
pulser position, such that events below the pulser have a smaller scaling t han t hose above 
it . The shift for a given block of events can be written as : 
pul ser deviation 
LltNniVP C = l * t NJvVPC 
pu ser expect ed 
(3 .7) 
where pulser expect ed is the expect ed value of the pulser , pulser deviat ion is t he deviation 
of t he pulser fro1n t he expected value and t is the channel number of t he event being 
processed. Figure 3. 6 (b ) corresponds t o t he same measurement hown in F igure 3. 6 (a) 
but wit h t he shifting gain now correct ed for. The pulser peak is stable. The shift in the 
t ime of t he detected particles is caused by small phase shifts in t he beam arrival t ime at 
the detector , caused , for example, by sparks in t he 14UD. 
3.2.3 The Experiments 
In total we measured 8 react ions , with several calibration run · tlS1ng targets of 208Pb 
and 197 Au done during the measurements. In t ot al 7 unique beams were accelerated , 6 
using only the 14UD , and 1 using the 14UD in conjunction with the superconducting 
LI AC. Energies ranged fro1n sub-barrier to above t he barrier , as presented in Table 3.1. 
The barrier V B .c.m. r ferred t o h re is t he average Coulomb barrier determined using the 
syst n1atics of Swiatecki in [97]: 
Vb= 0. 85247z + 0.001361 z2 - 0.00000223z3 l\!J eV (3.8) 
where z i t he Coulornb para1neter: 
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Table 3.1: The range of beam energies for the reactions of interest. The columns 
correspond to the reaction , scaled Coulon1b barrier (in the centre-of-rnass frame - see 
text) , range of energies n1easured (in the centre-of-mass frarne) and detector geornetry. 
Reaction VB ,c. m. (JVIe V) Energy (1v1e V) geometry 
12c + 238u 60.59 57.9 - 74.8 b 
iso + 232Th 77.97 73.1 - 87.5 b 
24 Jv1g + 238 U 119.74 110.8 - 142.6 a 
30Si + 232Th 135.71 129.2 - 147.8 b 
28Si + 238U 139.34 127.9 - 156.6 a 
34S + 232Th 154.79 143.9 - 167.0 a 
4oca + 232Th 193.77 185.9 - 224.6 a 
4oca + 238U 197.3 186.6 - 225.4 a 
(3.9) 
? ?38 ? ?3? - ? ?08 Targets of 200 µgcn1-~ ~ U, 80 µgcn1-~ ~ ~Th and 80 µgcn1-~ ~ Pb were evapo-
rated onto 15-20 µgcn1- 2 natc backings , ·while the 250 µgcn1- 2 197 Au targets were self-
supporting. The gold and thoriun1 targets were rnade up of elen1ental rnaterial. For the 
lead targets , sulphide ·was used due to the higher 111elting point compared to elen1ental 
Pb (1114°C for PbS versus 327°C for Pb) , allovving then1 to better ,~rithstand exposure 
to the incident bean1 without degradation. For the uranium targets , fluorides (UF 4) of 
238U were used. The targets were oriented with their non11al at 60° with respect to the 
bean1 axis , with their backing facing downstrean1 to rnininlise energy loss of the fission 
fragn1ents detected in the rear JVf\iVPC. 
Apart fron1 sulphur , fluorine and the carbon backing, other light irnpurities rnay also be 
present in the targets. Reactions with these light in1purities are above-barrier for all the 
rneasured bean1 energies , resulting in fusion evaporation residues travelling in the forward 
direction , thus giving little or no contribution to coincidence frag1nents at backward angles. 
Any sn1all contribution is ren1oved fron1 the final results using the gates described in 
Chapter 4. 
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General Measurement Practice 
During all experiments a few general protocols were followed to ensure consistency between 
measurements : 
• Before each run the 1\/IWPCs were properly mounted in the CUBE chamber n1ount 
points , to ensure they were positioned and aligned as described above . 
• The vacuum in the CUBE chamber was maintained at a pressure of 10- 7 Torr during 
operation. 
• A pulser was sent through to the MWPCs, triggered by signals from one of the 
monitor detectors , to monitor the system dead time. It also served a useful purpose 
in allowing us to correct for the unexpected TAC gain drift. 
• Events were only recorded when events in the front counter came in coincid nee 
with a trigger signal from the back counter . The trigger condition on the back 
counter was to limit counting rates . The front 1\/IvVP C, being at angles close to 
t he beam , was exposed to elastically scattered bearn particles and thus triggering 
on t his would result in a high count rate, in excess of the capacity of the data 
acquisition system. Fission fr agment 1neasurernents ·were done with a hardware 
based inultiplicity-2 require1nent. Only calibration measurements were carried out 
in singles mode (no multiplicity requirement) . 
• For most of the experimental runs the count rate was limited to below 2000 Hz, by 
adjusting t he bea1n intensity using irises. 
• The elastic counts fro1n the 1nonitor detectors , were pre-scaled by a factor of 10 to 
100 to li1nit the count rate . The pulser was triggered by the pre-scaled monitor 
events . 
3.3 Supercomputing Facilities used 
During th theoretical and computational work done in thi the is , two superco1nputer 
were used to run the T DHF3D [98] code. 
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3.3.1 Vayu 
One of the systen1s used was a high-density integrated cluster called VAYU, based on a 
Sun rvficrosysten1s Sun Constellation Systern. It is hosted at t he National Con1putational 
Infrastructure National Facility (NCI-NF), located at t he Australian National University 
in Canberra, Australian Capital Territory. As of Novernber 2012 it ,vas ranked 24th in 
world and t he best in Australia. A summary of its specifications follovirs [99] : 
The system co1nprises 11 ,936 Intel Xeon 2.93 GHz - Nehalem series CPUs in 1492 nodes 
in Sun X6275 blades. These provide a peak perforn1ance of 140 TFlops , a sustained per-
fonnance of 250K Standard P erfonnance Evaluation Corporation floating point (SPECfp) 
rate and total user resources of 11 OlV[ hours per annu1n. The 1ne1nory syste1n consist of 
24GB DDR3-1333 111emory, 24GB Flash DINI}/[ for s~rap and job scratch space. The sys-
te1n has a total of 36.9TB of RAJ\!! on con1puting nodes and 835 TBytes of user storage. 
Po~rer consun1ption of t he full 11936 CPU syste1n is 605 kvV, all fron1 green energy sources 
[99 , 100]. 
3.3.2 Mercure 
The other systen1 used was an SX-8 superco1nputer called MERCURE hosted at t he Centre 
de Calcul Recherche et Technologie (CCRT) at Con1111issariat a l'energie ato1nique et aux 
energies alternatives ( CEA) in Saclay, France [101]. The SX-8 is a sup ercon1puter built by 
Nippon Electric Con1pany (NEC Corporation). The syste1n co1nprises 4,096 Intel Xeon 
X5570 2.93 GHz CPUs in 512 nodes. It has a peak perfonnance of 65 TFlops and the 
systen1 has a total of 35.6TB of RANI on con1puting nodes and 400 TBytes of user storage. 
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Chapter 4 
Mass-Angle Distributions (MADs) 
4.1 Mass Angle Distributions and Nuclear Reactions 
Mass Angle Distributions are a useful tool for studying and understanding heavy ion 
reactions. To understand what they are and how they arise we need to first visualise how 
a nuclear reaction between two heavy ions proceeds. Figure 4.1 (left panel) illustrates 
the evolution of the dinuclear system in a classical physics interpretation. The nuclei are 
drawn to be spherical liquid drops with no diffuseness or other quantum properties. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the evolution of a di-nuclear system. a) Three 
different quasi-fission outcomes (I to III) depending on reaction lifetime ( T) and rota-
tion speed ( w). b) Corresponding expected NIAD illustrating the correlation between 
emission angle (Bc.m.) and mass ratios (NIR). 
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The proj ectile nucleus (red ) is incident from abov and after contact with the target 
nucleus (blue) forms a dinuclear system. For non-central collisions this system will begin 
rotating due to the angular momentum conservation . As the systen1 rotates the two nuclei 
exchange mass and on average, rnass flow occurs frorn t he heavy to the light fragment . The 
systern is taken to approach 1nass-syn1metry (1VIR = 0.5) asymptotically with a character-
istic time dependence proportional to 1- exp(-t/ T) [16 , 26]; where Tis the characteri t ic 
mass-equilibration time constant. 
After a time t the angle it rotates through is es, as indicated in figure 4.1. If sci ·sion 
occurs soon after initial contact (label I) the system rotates through a s1nall angle es. Littl 
m ass is exchanged and the proj ectile-like fragment is ejected at backward angles (8c.m. > 
go 0 ) with the corresponding target-like fragment ejected at forward angles (8c.m. < go 0 ). 
If the dinuclear system stays intact for a bit longer before scission , it rotates through a 
larger angle and more 1nass is exchanged. Points II and III depict t his . 
The expected 1VIAD for this di-nuclear evolution is shown in the right pan 1 of figure 4.1. 
The three distinct cases explained above (I to III) have been placed at their corresponding 
mass ratios (1VIR) and angles ( 8c.m.). A long lifetime , where t he system complet s more 
t han one rotation will destroy the correlation between mass and angle, resulting on average 
in symmetric mass splits independent of angle. The corresponding points in the 1VIAD will 
have a uniform and narrow n1ass distribution about NIR = 0.5 , for all angles. 
1 IADs allow us to distinguish between reactions labelled I , II and III very clearly 
because of the significant differences in 1VIR and 8c.m .. However if sci sion takes place at 
t ime scales longer than those corresponding to III this distinction can no longer be made . 
Thus \Ve ee t hat the 1 IAD technique is extre1nely sensit ive to the shortest reaction tim 
scales and insen it ive to longer reaction t imescale . 
Quasifission in reactions forming heavy elements occurs on short timescales, <10-20 · 
[16. 35). fusion fis ion or CN fis ion: occurs on timescales > 10-20 . to 10- 16 s [35. 
-J5). Thus s,-e see that the :i\IAD technique is extren1ely s n itiv to mass asymmetric 
quasifi sion (point I) . It i al o ensitive to more mas sym1netric quasifis ion which show · 
up a a characteristic correlation between mass and angle (point II). Fu ion fi sion i · 
al o ob ervable in I\ IAD but we cannot distinguish between different timescale for thi 
proce due to the unifonn di tribution in 8c.m. (point III onwards) . Elastic scattering, by 
it nature of having a "'-ell defined mas with a small width . how up as a distinct group 
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at extreme 1nass ratios. Deep inelastic scattering will slightly broaden this group. 
From this description it is clear that vve can differentiate betvveen several different 
reaction outco1nes by accurately measuring the mass and angle of reaction fragments. 
4.2 Determination of MR 
The detern1ination of the angles e and c/> is explained in Chapter 3. Determining the 111ass 
ratios NIR of the fission frag1nents is a 1nore involved process that requires an accurate 
determination of the frag1nent velocity vectors. The laboratory fra1ne frag1nent velocity 
vectors are detennined using the position infonnation together with the ToF measured 
with respect to the pulsed bea1n. The analysis procedure described only works under the 
assu1nption of binary kinen1atics and this assun1ption is satisfied by selecting binary events 
via very specific gates . This section describes all of these steps of the analysis procedure. 
4.2.1 Kinematic Coincidence Method 
(a) (b) Uperp 
(p12 
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Uperp 
Figure 4.2: Diagran1 of t he geon1etry used t o describe t he fission fragn1ent velocit ies . 
a) View of the plane parallel t o t he bean1 axis and b) perpendicular to t he beam axis . 
The analysis procedure employed to determine NIR is called the Kinematic Coincidence 
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Niethod. Figure 4.2 depicts the geometric convention [36] used in this analysi . The 
coordinate origin is defined as being at the centre of the target. The cattering angles ei 
are measured with respect to the bean1 direction and the azimuthal angles <Pi are n1easured 
·with respect to the forward detector. Note that we define velocity vectors and their 
components in two distinct planes, one parallel to the beam axis and one perpendicular 
to the bea1n axis. The centre-of-mass components are only relevant in the plane parallel 
to the bea1n. The components in the plane perpendicular to the bean1 are identical in the 
laboratory frame and center-of-mass frame since the beam has no momentum component 
in this plane. 
The laboratory fra1ne velocity vectors of the two fragments Vi are defined in spherical 
polar coordinates. The parallel and p erpendicular components of Vi with respect to the 
beam axis are labeled Vpar and Vperp respectively. The velocities of the fragment in the 
centre of mass frame ( within the plane parallel to the beam axis) are labelled v';;. In the 
centre of m ass frame the two fission fragn1ents are emitted back to back, as shown in figure 
4 .2 ( a) . Within the plane parallel to the beam axis (figure 4.2( a)) the measured velocity 
vectors vi are deco1nposed into their parallel and perpendicular components with respect 
to the bea1n axis as follows: 
(4 .1 ) 
(4.2) 
Full mo1nentum transfer fission (F l\lIT) refers to when the proj ectile is completely cap-
t ured by the target and followed by fission. For such events we assume that the velocity 
vector of the two fis ion fragments are coplanar with the beam axis. This assumption of 
a \\-ell defined reaction plane i equivalent to as urning Vperp = 0. The component perpen-
dicular to the sci ion plane ( depicted in figure 4.2 part (b)) is determined fron1 U i and 
the azin1uthal folding angle 0 12 via: 
(4.3) 
Thi ,-alue de,-iate onh- lightly from zero for ligh particle e1ni 1011. In the reactions 
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measured we expect only light particles such as neutrons , protons and a to be evaporated 
frorn the nuclei either before fission or from the fission fragments. These cause only a 
slight broadening of the velocity distributions. Thus the assumption of planar kinen1atics 
is sound for F NIT events. The only events that cause a significant deviation from Vperp = 0 
are transfer ( or sequential) fission. In this case the assumption of binary kinematics and 
planar geometry break down but , as will be seen, vve exclude these events via gates. 
The fr agments will be emitted in opposite directions in the centre of mass fran1e. If 
we neglect the small effects of pre-scission particle evaporation the ratios of their velocity 
components will ren1ain constant: 
(4 .4) 
The minus sign arises from the fact that u can only be positive, unlike w which can be 
positive (for 8i < go0 ) and negative (for 8i > go 0 ) . Rearranging for Vpar gives: 
Vpar = 
v1 v2sin( 81 + 82 ) 
v1sin81 + v2sin82 
(4 .5) 
which for FNIT events at near-barrier energies vvill be equal to the calculated centre of 
rnass velocity Ven for CI fission. This value is detern1ined from mornent um conservation: 
{E;;;; Ap 
VCN = 1.3ggv A; Ap + Ar cm/ ns . (4 .6) 
Using these velocities we can now determine the mass ratio of the fission fragn1ents. 
The n1ass ratio NIR is defined as the mass of fragment 2 with respect to the total mass of 
the syste1n: 
(4.7) 
Historically f-i IR has often been detennined fron1 mon1entum conservation in t he plane 
perpendicular to t he bea1n: 
(4 .8) 
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Co1nbining equation 4. 7 and 4.8 gives : 
A1u1 
JVI = u2 
R A + A1u1 1 u2 
(4.9) 
which sim plifies to : 
(4 .10) 
However , light part icle emission (a, beta and neutron) perturbs t he fiss ion fragment 
vectors and results in a spread of Vpar values . At values of ei around 90° this spread in 
velocity is small compared to t he perpendicular velocit ies v _.L ,i ( ui) . This spread beco1ne 
more significant as t he values of ei approach 0° and 180° and can severely affect the 
deduced 1nass ratio. To avoid t his proble1n we instead use 1nomentu1n conservation in the 
centre of mass frame [36] : 
( 4.11) 
(4.12) 
This dictates the need for an accurate detennination of the fragment velocity vectors 
of both fission fragments . 
The instrumental resolution of the detector systen1, in t erms of MR is typically 0.018 
which is equivalent to a 1nass of 4-6 a1nu . That is, the FWH f of the sn1allest r solvable 
p eak is AIR = 0.01 . 
4 .2.2 D et e rmining Fragme nt V e locities 
The frag1nent velocity vectors are determined using g ometrical position infonnation and 
the calibrated ti1ne-of-flight (ToF) mea ured with respect to a pul eel beam. The velocity 
vectors of the two frag1nents can be determined if the flight path and the absolute ToF 
between the target and the detectors are known. Th RF r ference signal us cl to pul e 
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the various signals associated with the RF pulsing and 
time-of-flight (ToF) system. The RF signal generated by the 14UD electronics has 
a spacing of 106.7ns. The ToF is measured with respect to the RF signal. t0 is the 
time delay between the RF pulse being generated and the trigger signc;1l from the rear 
1VIWPC. at is the electronic time difference between the two MWPCs. 
the beam was therefore also supplied to the data acquisition system to allow for a time 
measurement. Calibrating the TOF requires the optimisation of two parameters t0 and 
ot. 
Figure 4.3 is a diagram of the ToF system and associated time intervals. The RF 
signals are generated at intervals of 106. 7ns. After a finite time the beam pulse arrives 
at the target and a fragment detected in the rear NIWPC triggers the acquisition system. 
to characterises the time between the RF reference signal being generated and the beam 
pulse arriving at the target. to is dependent on the transmission time of the beam through 
the accelerator and the beam lines .. Therefore it will be dependent on the beam species 
and energy. 
At energies near the barrier we can neglect pre-equilibrium particle emission and the 
parallel velocity of the fragments Vpar is expected to match the calculated centre-of-mass 
velocity for FNIT events vcN, as defined in equation 4.6 of section 4.2.1. t0 was optimised 
based on this condition. 
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5t is a con tant electronic delay between t he two IvIWPCs and it is ind pendent of 
beam energy. It arises due to differences in cabl lengths and t ransn1ission t imes of t he 
electronic signals of t he two NIWPCs. 5t is opt imised by requiring t hat t he mass ratio 
distribut ion of binary fission fragn1ents be symmetric about JVIR = 0. 5 at Bc.m. = 90° . 
vVe do not expect 5t t o vary significantly between runs. vVe expect a minor variation 
as t he ten1perature of t he associat ed electronic syst en1s varies but t his will b a slow 
and gradual drift . A major variation was observed in some experimental runs due to an 
lectronic glitch in the t iming units of th acquisition syst en1. After correcting for t his 
glitch as described in section 3.2.2 the value of 5to varied only slightly (less t han 0.2 ns) 
within any given experiment. 
4 .2.3 Event Se lect ion 
The Kinematic Coincidence Niethod described in section 4.2 .1 is only applicable to binary 
events . A deviation from binary events violates the assumption of planar kinematics and 
any such events need to be eliminat ed from the data to produce reliable n1ass distribut ions. 
We employ a specific set o f gat es t o eliminate any events t hat violate t his assumption and 
select out only binary events . 
Velocity Gates 
React ions with fiss ile targets such as 238 U and 232 Th produc a significant flux of transf r 
fission or three body fission events . These events generally have a non-zero Vperp compo-
nent . The target like nucleus undergoes fission after a transfer reaction. T hu · the fiss ion 
fragn1ents arising from the target like nucleus will generally not b emitted in th initial 
reaction plane. 
The mas · ratio of such event can no longer be accurately d tern1ined u. ing the Kin -
n1atic coincidence 111ethod since the assumption of binary kinernatic and planar geometry 
breaks clown. Therefore these events are r rnoved fron1 the data by setting an appropriate 
gate on the fragrnent velocity vectors . Their elimination is an important step in the anal-
ysis procedure becau e their l\ IAD will interf re with th MADs for reactions of intere t 
( ·ee figure 4.9 wh re the overlap with the region of intere tis very apparent). 
Figure 4.4 show· the velocity di tributions for the 34S + 232Th reaction at t h highest 
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Figure 4 .4 : Velocity distribut ions for the highest energy 1neasured in t he 34S + 
232Th reaction. The t hree panels correspond to a) Raw, ungated distribution b) the 
distribution betv.een I fR=0 .15 and 0.85; and c) Final , with velocity gate . 
energy n1easured. Each panel corresponds to different gating conditions . Panel (a) shows 
the raw , ungated distribution. Panel (b) shovvs the distribution for events between 0.15 
<]..JR < 0. 5 (this rernoves the elastic scattering events) . The intense group of events at 
Vperp = 0 and Vpar - Ven. = 0 are F NIT events. In both panels (a)-and (b) the three body 
events can clearly be seen as a 'disc ' like structure for Vperp I- 0 and Vpar - Ven > 0. To 
elirninate them we apply an elliptical gate on the velocities centered at ( Vpar - Ven,Vperp) 
= (0.0) cn1/ns with radius ( Vpar - Ven,Vperp) = (0.08 ,0.07) cm/ ns . This is drawn in red in 
panel (b) . P anel ( c) shows the velocity distribution produced by applying t his elliptical 
elocity gate . ote that t his distribution is for events between O < J1vIR < l. 
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Fig u re 4 .5 : elocit · di tributions at all energies measured for the 3-1 3 + 232 Th 
reaction. Vperp i plotted relati -e to the calculated cen re-of-ma S velocity as Vpar - Ven . 
Ft IT fi ion event lie at Vperp, par - Ven = 0. The t hree body events can be clearly 
seen in the region Vperp · Vpar - Ven / 0. 
Figure 4.5 how the elocit distributions for the 34S + 232 Th reaction for all mea ured 
energies. The e are he raw unga ed -elocit di t ributions . The event forming a diagonal 
a perp > 0.02 and Vpar - en > 0.02 are correlated with a high counting rate and are 
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elirninated with the gate on (vpar - Ven), Vperp · Note that figure 4.5 has a larger range for 
both axes when co111pared to figure 4.4. This is to show the events at Vperp > 0.5 cm/ns, 
which are due to reactions wit h the 12 C backing. 
Total Kinetic Energy Gates 
Figure 4.6 (top panel) shows the Relative Total Kinetic Energy (RTKE) (TKE nonnalised 
1 
to the Viola systematics : TKE = O.ll89ZbN/A6N + 7.3 ]\lfeV [102]) distribution as a 
function of mass ratio prior to any gating. The plot shown here corresponds to the highe t 
energy measured (like the distributions in figure 4.4 and the right most panel in figure 
4.5). The elastics form an intense group around l\lIR ~ 0.15 and the fissions form a clear 
group centred just above rJJIE = l. The group of events at r.Jf-<E > 2 and 0.2 
Viola Viola 
< NIR < 0.8 are the t hree body events 
Figure 4 .6 (bottom panel) shows the RTKE distribution after the application of the 
elliptical velocity gate. This gate eliminates the majority of the three body events but 
a few are still present at rJJIE > 2. These three body events get past the velocity 
Viola 
gate due to the fragments having a s111all but non zero probability of being emitted at 
Vpar - Ven = 0. This is evident fro111 the trend seen at the highest energies in figure 4.5. 
As the beam energy increases the value of Vpar - Ven, for three body events, approach s 0. 
These events are eliminated via the RTKE gate shown in figure 4.6 (bottom panel). This 
gate on RTKE also s rves to eliminate any tail of the elastic events that extends to low 
RTKE values . At lower beam energies these events can xtend into the QF 111ass region 
in the l\lIADs. 
4.2.4 Angular Coverage 
Figure 4. 7 shows the typical angular coverage , in e and ¢, of th backward fvVPC. Thi 
serves to highlight the fact that th coverage is uniform in ¢ . 
collected in coincidence 111ode. 
4.3 Three Body Event Separation 
ote that the data were 
For collisions with 23 and 232Th targets , three body events originate from th fi sion 
of an excited target or target-like nucleu . They corre pond to collisions where a few 
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Figure 4. 7: Angular coverage of th backward IVIWPC in coincidence mode. 
10 
1 
nucleons are transferred to the proj ectile from the target . The heavy (238 U-like or 232Th-
like) nuclei , being in the actinide r gion, hav a small fission barrier. In these partly of 
fully energy darnped collisions, the _ energy deposited is enough to cause th t arget-like 
fragn1ent to undergo fission . This fission of the heavy fr agm nt , prior to d tection by 
the T\I \VPCs. lead to the three body flux . Thes events lie in th n1ass region between 
the rnass-asyrnrnetric quasifission peak at fR ~ 0.75 (see figure 5.21) and th elastic 
peak at T\IR ~ 0. 6. If a large fraction of the three body events arise fro1n events that 
correspond to 111a s-asymmetric quasifission , then the valleys een around NIR ~ = 0.2 
and 0. could very ea ily be filled and the distinct mass-asymmetric peak will no longer 
be evid nt. vVe would in tead e ·u1 haped mass di tribution with no dips in between 
the n1a s-asymmetric QF peaks and elastic peaks. 
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Figure 4 .9: JVIAD for 3 body events in the 4°Ca + 238U reaction. Like all other 
lVIADs the ones shown here have been 1nirrored around JVJR = 0.5 and Bc.m. = 90° 
To investigate this , three body events were isolated by gating out the elastic peaks and 
using the anti-gate of the elliptical velocity gate gate discussed in section 4.2.3. This was 
the gate previously used to eliminate the three body events. In this section we only focus 
on the 4°Ca + 238 U reactions. Other reactions with targets of 232Th and 238U exhibit very 
similar behaviour. 
The ratio of the three body counts to that of the F !IT events is plotted in figure 4.8 . 
• 
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Figure 4.9 shows the corresponding NIADs for the three body events. Since these events 
cannot be correctly analysed using the Kinematic Coincidence Niethod the mas scale i 
not indicative of t he actual masses of the three body fragn1ents. It is presented only to 
allow a co1nparison with figure 5.2, to illustrate that this pattern of events is not vi ible 
in the FNIT NIADs. 
From figure 4.8 we see that at the highest energy the number of three body events 
1 roughly the san1e as the number of FMT events. This ratio increases with decreasing 
energy and at the lowest energies the number of three body events is 7 times greater than 
the FNIT events. This straightaway highlights the importance of good gating require1nents. 
The point is further strengthened when we consider that the three body events in figure 
4.9 populate the same region of the NIAD as the QF and FF events, as seen in figure 4.1. 
The three body flux was reconstructed in Ref. [16] using a Nionte Carlo model, to 
predict the flux of these events and where the corresponding 1nass splits would lie in 
t he mass distribution. The cited work concluded that a negligible three body flux that 
populates the gap between elastic scattering peak and mass-asymmetric quasifission peak. 
Sin1ilarly, in the work of Nishio et al. [57], the three body events were eli1ninated via 
software gates and the flux considered negligible. In our work, we see that the t hree body 
flux (Figure 4.8) is at least as large as the two body flux , at the highest energies, and 
up to seven ti1nes higher , at the lowest energies; which depending on the prin1ary masses 
populated t hat lead to sequential fission ( three body events) could fill the valleys around 
1tI R ~ 0.2 and 0.8. 
The significance of these events will be highlighted in the discussion at the end of 
Chapter 5, after t he experimental results have been presented to provide context . 
Chapter 5 
Results and Interpretation of 
MADs 
In figure 5.1 the upper panels show three different mass-angle distributions (MADs), each 
with a different dominant reaction outcome. The lower panels show the corresponding 
mass projections. The JVIADs display the centre-of-mass angle ( 8c 1v1) of the fission frag-
1nents versus their mass-ratio (lVIR)- The colours indicate the number of counts per bin in 
the JVIADs. Since we collect data in coincidence and record information for both the fission 
fragments , each point in the JVIADs has a corresponding point at a centre-of mass angle of 
180°-8cm and at a 1nass ratio of 1-JVIR. All the JVIADs shown in this work are presented in 
this way. This also makes visual identification of any mass angle correlations easier. Note 
that unless otherwise mentioned, all energies are reported in the centre-of-mass frame. 
The reaction products following capture, shown in figure 5.1 from left to right , range 
from mass asyn1metric quasifission ( QF) , to mass symmetric quasifission (MSQF) , to 
compound nucleus fission also termed fusion-fission (FF). 
In the first two panels , the intense groups seen at very high and very low mass ratios 
(JVIR ~ 0.15 and JVIR ~ 0.85) are elastically scattered beam particles and the corresponding 
target recoils. These are not seen in the third panel due to the luw mass of the projectile , 
resulting in elastically scattered projectile nuclei , and the corresponding target recoils , 
being below the detector electronics thresholds. 
The left panel ( a) shows a typical example of mass asymmetric quasifission. In the 
JVIAD we see a group of events that is strongly focused at forward and backward angles and 
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Figure 5.1: A sa1nple of 1\!IADs corresponding to three distinct reaction outcom s. 
Left to right , the reaction channels shown range from predmninantly n1ass asy1nmetric 
quasifission (panel a), to 1nass syn1metric quasifission (panel b) , to pure fusion fission 
(panel c) . The upper panels how the 1nirrored 1\!IADs and the lower panel · show the 
corresponding n1ass proj ections. The colours indicate the nun1ber of counts per bin 
in t he I\!IADs. The reactions shown are a) 34 S + 232Th at E cm = 143.9 1\!IeV, b)34 S + 
232Th at E cm = 167 i\!IeV and c) 12 C + 208 Pb at E cm = 71.9 iVIeV . 
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t he corresponding mass distribution shows that these events hav very asymmetric rnasse . 
The e groups correspond to the targe_t -like and proj ectile-like frag111ents , respectively. That 
is. for asym111etric qua ifission the light peak is een at backward angles and the heavy peak 
is seen at forward angles . vVe also ee a few events around mas symmetry (J..IJR = 0.5), 
which 111ay correspond to fusion fission or to 111ass syn1metric quasifis ion. The pre nee 
of 1\ISQF events is inferred based on the width 0"11,JR of the 111ass- ym111etric p ak. A width 
O" i\f R < 0.07 is consistent with FF [35]; a width significantly higher than this indicates the 
pres nee of 1\ISQF as well. Sine th observable characteristics of FF and 1SQF overlap 
significantly we cannot s par ate the two types of event . How ver , in this 1AD , ince 
111as -asyn1n1etric QF fonns a eparate component altogeth r w can parate it from th 
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symmetrically peaked FF and JVISQF components. 
This is not the case in the middle panel (b). Here fission-like events furthest from 
symmetry are found at forward and backward angles. This is a clear example of mass-
symmetric quasifission (JVISQF). In the JVIAD there is a correlation between the mass ratio 
and the centre-of-mass angle, seen as a characteristic 'tilt', or anisotropic distribution, for 
J\IIR /0.5. This is due to MSQF events, that are found at forward and backward angles 
for light and heavy splits furthest from J\IIR=0 .5, respectively. Previous work [35] has 
shown that these events are quasifission taking place at time scales significantly longer 
than 10-21 s , with more mass being exchanged prior to reseparation. Events close to mass 
symmetry (MR = 0.5) may correspond to fusion fission. Since the two components have 
significant overlap in their mass and angle [34, 35] , the corresponding mass distribution is 
wide (aN1R=O.l4) and peaked at JVIR=0.5. Here we clearly see that JVISQF events and FF 
events do not form two separate components in the JVIADs. 
The contrast between this and the previous panel highlights the extreme sensitivity of 
the JVIAD technique to the shortest (few 10-21 s) QF reactions, and reduced sensitivity 
to longer reactions. QF reactions taking place at longer timescal~s (longer than 10-20s) 
overlap with FF in the JVIADs, even though they themselves might have very different 
relative timescales (10- 20s for JVISQF vs. 10-18s to 10-16s for FF [35]). 
The right panel ( c) is an example of pure fusion fission. The JVIAD exhibits an angular 
distribution sy1nmetric around 8cm = go 0 . The corresponding mass distribution is narrow 
(a1wR = 0.056) and sym1netric about NlR=0.5. This is due to the CN splitting into two 
syn1n1etric fragments after a relatively long contact time (10-18s to 10-16s [35]); and since 
all degrees of freedom have equilibrated, the fragments are emitted isotropically in e. 
This exa1nple does not show the influence of shell structures generating mass-asymmetric 
fusion-fission. At lower excitation energies we may see an angular distribution symmetric 
around 8cm = goo but a corresponding mass distribution that has a mass-asymmetric 
con1ponent. This is not seen in our data for this particular reaction , but examples of this 
will be shown subsequently for other reactions. 
To avoid any bias in characterisation of the mass distributions due to the geometrical 
acceptance of the detector syste1n, a rectangular gate was applied when extracting mass 
ratio distributions. An example of such a gate is shown in the third panel of figure 5.1. 
Such a gate was applied to all systems, at all energies , to obtain mass ratio distributions 
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Figure 5.2: An exan1ple of a fit to the mass distributions . The dotted lines cor-
respond to individual Gaussian functions while the solid line is the overall fit. The 
shaded area corresponds to the mass regions below and above elastic scattering. 
unbiased by detector edge effects. Note that the gat shown here is only an indicative 
example. The angular width of the gate used for each reaction was not always as pictured . 
The gat e was varied such that it only covered the region of full geometrical acceptan e. 
We extracted information from the unmirrored IV[ADs (Bcm from r'sJ 90° to r'sJ 135°) 
primarily by fitting th n1ass distributions. That is , only the unsymmetrised n1ass distri-
butions were used in the fitting protocol d scrib d below. 
To quantify the differences between the reactions , the n1ass ratio distributions for all 
data ets wer fitt ed with up to three overlapping Gaussian functions in th mass range 
b tween the elast ic peaks (different for each reaction , typically fR ~ 0.15 to 0. 5) . Figure 
5.2 shows a typical fit of three overlapping Gaussian functions to a mass proj ction. ot 
all peaks wer expect d to be Gaussian. The use of Gaus. ·ians her is justified by the 
need to systen1atically quantify the peaks and extract centroid , width and ar as . The 
centroid allovvs us to calculate t he corre ponding averag 1nas and estimate the charge 
of the frag1nents. The area allow · u to stin1ate the flux in a certain reaction channel. 
"\Vhen calculating the area under a certain peak , we restrict d integration to th region 
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Table 5.1: Table of all reactions 1neasured. The columns correspond to the entrance 
channel charge product , 1nass of con1posite systen1, scaled Coul0111b barrier (in the 
centre-of-1nass fra1ne) , Q value for fusion, reaction type and detector gemnetry. Ex-
cept for the 4°Ca induced reactions , all other reactions cmnprise pairs that form the 
same con1pound nucleus. 
Reaction ZpZt AcN Vb,c.m. (JVIeV) Q (JVIeV) type geo1netry 
12c + 208pb 492 220 55.46 -32.02 calibration b 
180 + 208pb 656 226 72.45 -45.73 calibration b 
30Si + 197 Au 1106 227 122.28 -88.14 calibration b 
30Si + 208pb 1148 238 125.76 -95.58 calibration b 
12c + 238u 552 250 60.59 -23.86 interest b 
180 + 232Th 720 250 77 .97 -36.51 interest b 
24 J\/Ig + 238 U 1104 262 119.74 -69.02 interest a 
30Si + 232Th 1260 262 135.71 -95.58 interest b 
28Si + 238U 1288 266 139.34 -87.89 interest a 
343 + 232Th 1440 266 154.79 -108.19 interest a 
40 Ca + 232Th 1800 272 193.77 -135.69 interest a 
4oca + 238U 1840 278 197.3 -140.21 interest a 
between the elastic peaks ( unshaded region in figure 5. 2). This avoids integration over 
unphysical 1nasses, and 1nasses not populated in the reactions . The width of the central, 
syn11netric, peak gives son1e discrin1ination between MSQF and FF. Typically, the widths 
and centroids of the Gaussians were not constrained. Any exceptions to this general 
characterisation protocol "\i\rill be explicitly described in the relevant section. 
In the first section of this chapter we present the calibration reactions ,vith targets of 
208Pb and 197 _Au. The expectation of 111ass sy1n1netric fission is exploited to determine 
6t and calibrate the tin1e of flight (Details in Chapter 4). The second section presents 
reactions with 238U and 232Th targets, ,;vhich were the reactions of interest. Table 5.1 lists 
all the reactions presented in this work. 
The experiments were all done in the sa1ne scattering cha1nber under near-identical 
conditions. The changes n1ade were n1inor and only slightly affected the geometry as 
detailed below. The back detector had an angular coverage of Bzab = 50° to 125° (labelled 
a in Table 5 .1 ) for so1ne e:~(periments and Bzab = 55° to 130° (labelled b) for others. 
Reactions "\i\rith 208P b and 197 Au were interleaved with reactions of 238U and 232Th, where 
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possible. In t he cases where due t o t ime constraints this was not possible, a minimu1n of 
two calibration runs were performed , one t owards t he beginning of t he experi1nent and 
one towards t he end . 
5.1 Time Of Flight Calibration using Reactions with 208Pb and 197 Au 
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Figure 5.5: JVIass angle distributions for FJVIT events in the reaction 30 Si + 208 Pb 
(Vb ,cm = 125. 76 JVIeV) and 30 Si + 197 Au (Vb ,cm = 122.28 MeV), respectively. The 
lower frames show the corresponding projected mass-ratio distributions. 
work and hence we do no go into a detailed investigation into the features seen here. 
We only need these reactions for the absolute calibration of the time-of-flight information 
( described in Chapter 4). To do this reliably we need reactions where the fission mass 
distribution is peaked at l\!IR = 0.5. Specifically, all we require is an unmirrored mass 
distribution that is peaked at l\!IR = 0.5 , at ec.m. = 90°. 
Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 show the lVIADs of reactions with 208Pb and 197 Au targets. 
The lVIADs for 12 C and 18 0 induced reactions show no mass-angle correlation. The mass 
ratio distributions for the 12 C induced reactions are peaked at l\!lR=0.5, with no discrete 
asy1n1netric component. The same reaction was studied by I. V. Pokrovsky et al. in 
Ref.[103] at energies ranging from Ecm = 53.9 to 85.1 lVIeV. At the lowest energies, below 
the range measured in this work , an asymmetric fission mode was observed in addition 
to sym1netric fission. At higher energies, matching the range measured in this work, the 
symn1etric splits were dominant , in agreement with the results seen here. 
The mass ratio distributions for the 18 0 + 208Pb reaction are peaked at l\!IR = 0.5 but 
also have a discrete 1nass-asyn11netric component, clearly visible at the lowest energies . 
The same reaction was studied by I. V. Pokrovsky et al. in Ref. [104] at Ecm = 71.8 
lVIeV, very close to the lowest energy studied in this work. The cited work observed a 
mass distribution with a symmetric and asymmetric component consistent with the mass 
distribution seen here. 
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The 30Si + 208 P b and 30Si + 197 Au reactions exhibit a slight mass-angl correlation. The 
corresponding mass ratio distribut ions are peaked at NIR=0. 5, wit h no discrete asyrnn1etric 
co1nponent . T he mass projections for t he 30 Si + 208 P b, 197 Au reactions are broad co1npared 
to the 12 C + 208 P b and 18 0 + 208Pb reactions. 
Fro1n t he fADs and mass projections it is clear t hat none of the reaction have a 
con1ponent t hat is consistent wit h 1nass-asymmetric quasifission. All reactions have a 
strong mass-sym1netric component and thus were ideal for t he absolute calibration of t he 
t ime-of-flight inforn1ation. The agreement wit h previous work in Refs. [103, 104] confirn1s 
that t here was no experimental error or inconsistency during t hese measure1nents . 
All reactions wit h 208Pb and 197 Au have t he added advantage t hat target-like nuclei 
have a large fission barrier and thus do not undergo transfer fission for t he energies studied 
here . Thus we do not have to apply any special gat es to eliminate transfer fi ssion events, 
making t he detenn ination of 5t a simpler process . 
5.2 Reactions with 238 U and 232Th 
We now pr sent t he reactions of in terest . These are reactions induced by various projec-
tiles, ranging from 12 C to 4°Ca, wit h targets of 238 U and 232Th. In total we pres nt 
reactions, 6 of which are in pairs fanning t he sa1ne compound nucl us . The discussion of 
the results is broken up into two parts. T he NIADs and mass projections are presented 
in this section, along wit h a di cussion relevant to each reaction pair. The subsequent 
section ties all of these reactions together in a general di cussion, including an analysis of 
the 1nass widths which are used to infer the presence of 1nass sy1n1netric quasifission. 
5.2.1 R eactions forming 25°Cf . 
Figures 5.6 and 5. 7 show the 111ass angle distributions for all the measured n rgies for the 
1 0 and 12 C induced reactions re pectively. Both reactions forn1 the co1npound nucleu. 
2.~ocf. 
Fron1 th T\IADs it is clear that for both systems there i no significant dependence of 
n1as ~ ratio on the centre-of-1nas angle . at any of the energie studied. The corr ponding 
111a s ratio di tributions ( hown for 8cm fro1n rv 90° to rv 135°) do not have a component 
that i con i tent with 111ass asym111etric quasifi sion . The mas projection have two mas 
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Figure 5.6: J\!Iass angle distributions for FJVIT events in the reaction 12 C + 238U 
(Vb ,cm = 60.59 JVIeV). The gap seen at Bc.m. ~ 90° in the MADs is due to the small 
forward focussing of fission fragments from this reaction and where the detector ge-
ometry gave no coverage. The resultant mirrored JVIAD has a drop in counts, seen as 
a gap. The lower frames show the projected mass-ratio distributions for the unsym-
metrised JVIADs i.e. Bcm from rv 90° to rv 135°. 
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Figure 5. 7: J\!Iass angle distributions for FJVIT events in the reaction 18 0 + 232 Th 
(Vb ,cm = 77.97 JVIeV). The lower frames show the projected mass-ratio distributions 
for the unsyrnmetrised JVIADs i.e. Bcm from rv 90° to rv 135°. 
asymmetric peaks close to NIR _ 0.5 at the lowest energies , tending to one broad peak at 
MR =0.5 for the highest energies. 
We used two separate fitting protocols to characterise the mass distributions , the first 
using a single Gaussian for all energies, and the second using two overlapping Gaussian for 
all energies. The single Gaussian fits were used to compare this work with that of Yadav 
et al. [105] where the same reactions were studied and single Gaussian fits were used. 
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Th double Gau sian fi ts were us d because we see an asy1n1netric con1ponent in t he mass 
distribut ions in t his work. Figure 5.8 shows a con1parison of a single and double Gaussian 
fit to t he same, un1n irrored (i. e. Bcm fro1n rv 90° to rv 135°) mass distribut ion. Comparing 
the single Gaussian fi t (x2 = 50.905 ) with t he double Gaussian fi t (x2 = 1.949) we clearly 
see t hat a double Gaussian fi t is more appropriat e here. 
Using t he single Gaussian fits we compare the fr agment mass ratio widt hs as a function 
of excitat ion energy. Figure 5. 9 shows the widt hs as a function of excitation energy E* . 
For t he 18 0 + 232Th reaction , t he widths of t he single Gaussian fi ts are only slight ly higher 
for almost all energies . 
In t he work of Yadav et al. [105] the mass distributions were fitted using a single 
Gaussian and t he 18 0 + 232Th reaction was found t o have a wider mass width co1n pared 
to the 12C + 238 U reaction . The widths were scaled for T and < l2 > and t he cited work 
concluded t hat t he 180 + 232Th reaction shows signs of incomplete 1nass equilibration and 
t herefore n1ass sy1nmetric quasifission. 
In [105] t he measured m ass distribut ions did not show as clearly, t he asymmetric mass 
splits seen in t his work at t he lowest energies . Figure 5.10 depict s t he 1nass of t he two 
asy1nn1etric peaks as a function of energy, from t he double Gaussian fits . The 1nass 
splits show that , for both react ions, t he heavy fragment lies close to A=140 and t he light 
fragn1ent lies close to A=l l O. T he 1nedian n1ass number of t he heavy fragn1ent is, on 
average: a constant around A= 139 ± 4u for t he 180 + 232Th reaction and around A=l39 
± 2u for the 12 C + 238 U reaction . 
Previous work [21, 106 , 107] has fo und that the 1nass distribution of t he fission frag-
n1ents. arising frorn the low- nergy fiss ion of actinide nuclei, were asymmetric . Sev ral 
actinide nuclei ranging from 227Th to 249 Cf were studied, sumrnarised in [106], and the 
n1edian n1a of the heavy fragments was found to be a constant A=139 , whereas the 
n1edian n1a s of the light fragments varied to account for the total mas of the fi ioning 
sy ten1 (A= 9 for the fi sile system 227Th and A=106 for the fissile ystem 249 Cf). It 
,,·a concluded that the constancy of the mass number of the heavy fragment wa related 
to the pronounc d stability of the clo ed proton (Z=50) and clo. ed neutron C 1= 2) hell 
structures found in this n1as region. The con tancy of th n1ass of th heavy fragment 
seen in thi \York . illustrated in figure 5.10 . is con i tent with the empirical yst matics 
reported in [106]. 
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Figure 5.8: A comparison of single Gaussian and double Gaussian fits to the same, 
unmirrored mass distribution. The upper curve shows a single Gaussian fit to data. 
The lower curve is the same mass distribution, scaled down by a factor of 10 for the 
sake of comparison, with a fit using two overlapping Gaussians. The thin blue lines 
correspond to individual Gaussian functions while the thick black line is the overall 
fit. 
1 
We see increasing evidence for a symmetric fission component at the highest energies, 
where the mass distributions no longer have a flat top. This component is due to an 
increasing contribution from symmetric fusion fission as the excitation energy increases. 
The syn1metric fission arises due to the disappearance of shell effects on the nuclear level 
density with increasing excitation energy [106, 107]. However , the asymmetric compo-
nent is clearly still present and data from these energies can still be described with two 
overlapping Gaussian peaks. 
vVe conclude that both these reactions lead predominantly to CN formation and its 
subsequent fission into two mass asymmetric fragments. This is the only explanation for 
what we see in this work: no mass-angle correlation and asymmetric mass distributions , 
characterised by two overlapping Gaussian peaks. The lack of a quasifission component 
is consistent with the large entrance channel mass asymmetry, or low charge product ZpZt 
(see Table 5.1) of these reactions. In our work , we see no evidence for mass symmetric 
. ~ 
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60 
quasifission . This would have been seen as a distinct correlation in mass and angl , as 
seen in Figure 5 .1 panel (b) . The corresponding mass distribution would be characterised 
by a single Gaussian, peaked at NIR = 0.5 , ·with a width CJ[VJR exc eding 0.07. 
This conflict between our results and those of Yadav et al. n1ay be du to the signifi-
cantly higher statistics in this work. The larger angular coverage of our detector system 
aided in collecting high statistics data without extren1ely long run times . The detector 
setup in the cited work had an angular coverage, at backward angles. of e c.m. = 95° to 
123° degrees. In this work v.re had -an angular coverage, at backward angles of e c.m. = 
90° to 135° degree . The tatistics in the curr nt work exce d that of the cited work by a 
factor of three for the lowest en rgi s and a factor of ten for th highest energies. 
5 .2.2 R eactions forming 262 Rf 
Figures 5 .11 and 5 .12 ho,v the 111a angle distribution for all the 111ec ured nerg1e 
(Ecm) for the 2-11\ Ig and 30 i induced reactions . respectively. Both reaction fonn the 262Rf 
con1pound nucl u . 
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Figure 5.11: l\!Iass angle distributions for Fl\!IT events in the reaction 24 l\!Ig + 238 U 
(Vb ,cm = 119.74 l\!IeV). The lower frarnes show the corresponding projected mass-ratio 
distributions. The circles on the lVIAD for Ecm = 110.8 l\!IeV serve to highlight the 
weak mass-asymmetric component. 
From the MADs for the 241\t'Ig induced reactions (figure 5.11) it is clear that there is no 
discrete mass-asymmetric component for most of the energies studied. The corresponding 
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mass ratio distributions are symmetric and generally do not have a component that is 
consistent with mass asymmetric quasifission. The only exceptions are the two lowest 
energies where we see a small nu1nber of counts for the most asymmetric splits, at forward 
and backward angles. The projectile-like light fragments are seen at the most backward 
angles, whereas the target-like heavy fragments are seen at the most forward angles. The 
1nass-asymmetric co1nponent is weak and therefore not visually apparent in the mass 
distributions. It is quantified via fitting. Note that the mass-asymmetric component seen 
at the lowest energies in Figure 5.11 may extend to more backward angles , beyond the 
acceptance of the detector geometry here , and could be considerably stronger . Thus the 
fitted yields represent a lower bound to the mass-asym1netric quasifission flux at the lowest 
energies ( indicated by the arrows in Figure 5 .11). 
For the 30 Si induced reactions (figure 5.12) , the lowest energies exhibit two distinct 
components in the NIADs and mass projections; a mass-asymmetric component focused 
at forward and backward angles and a mass.:.symmetric component for all 8cm· As energy 
decreases, we see a gradual increase in counts for asymmetric splits between the elastic 
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and n1ass sy111metric peaks (between 1!lR = 0.2 and 0.4 at backward angles and betv,,een 
1IR = 0.6 and 0. 8 at forward angles) . At the lowest energy thi a yn11netric component 
is clearly visible in the 111ass ratio distribution as well . At the highest energies we only 
see t he 111a s-sy111111etric co111ponent. The JVIADs at the highest energies show no depen-
dence of mass ratio on the centre-of-mass angle. In the 111ass proj ections there is a clear 
increase in counts in the symn1etric component , relative to the asy111111etric component , 
·with increasing energy. 
The various n1ass components 111 these reactions are quantified by fitting the mas 
distributions. The 111ass distributions at the highest energies required a single Gaussian 
fit. For the lower energies, the presence of an asymmetric mass con1ponent called for a fit 
using three overlapping Gaussians. 
The relative strengths of the asy111111etric and syn1111etric co1nponents are quantified 
111 figure 5.13. We see that for both reactions there is a mass asymmetric quasifission 
component at ub barrier energies that is strongest at the lowest energies and becomes 
weaker with increasing energy. For the 24 JVIg induced reactions only the two lowest energies 
have a visible m ass asyn1111etric con1ponent. For the 30 Si induced reactions, the mass 
asymn1etric co111ponent peak is present at all energies . The mass asymmetric quasifi sion 
yield varies significantly between t he two reactions. The 30 Si induced reaction has a 
n1uch stronger mass asyn1111etric quasifission component as con1pared to the 24 Mg induced 
reaction . (Note t hat this is seen for other pairs of reactions forming the sa111 CN as well 
and therefore will be discussed in the next section. ) 
Figure 5.14 shows t he 111asses of the asy111111etric (heavy) and sy111111etric p ak v . 
energy for both reactions . It is sufficient to look at only the heavy and syn1metric peak 
since the light peak corresponds to the con1plementary projectile-like fragn1ent and reveal 
no additional information. The two solid lines indicate A=l31 ( ymmetric fission for thi 
ysten1) and A=20 . 
The 111ass splits seen in figure 5.14 how that the target-like frag111ent for both r ac-
tions lie close to A=20 and does not 111ove ignificantly towards mass y111111etry with 
increa ing energy. AYeraging over energie where a mas -asymmetric componen i · ob-
'erYed gi,-e a light-heayy fragn1ent mas of 62-1 99 ± 12u for the 30 Si induc d reaction 
and 62-199 ± 2u for the 2--1 }1Ig induced reactions . _ ote that the uncer aintie pre ent d 
here ( and for ub equent reactions) indicate the uncertainty in the average. The counts in 
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the asymmetric QF peaks are not enough for a detailed investigation. A detailed investiga-
tion is presented for subsequent reactions , where a stronger mass asyn1metric quasifission 
component is observed. 
5.2.3 Reactions forming 266 Sg 
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Figure 5.15: 1\!Iass angle distributions for F1VIT events in the reaction 28 Si + 238 U 
(Vb, cm = 139.34 MeV). The lower frames show the corresponding projected mass-ratio 
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Figures 5.1 5 and 5.16 show the mass angle distributions for all the measured energies 
(Ecm) for the 28 Si and 34S induced reactions respectively. Two distinct components are 
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Fig ure 5 .1 7: Relative yield of the asymmetric and syrnn1etric mass components , 
for the four heaviest reactions presented so far, with resp ect to E/ Vb. The arrows 
on the lowest energie indicate that the yield represents a lower bound to the 111as -
asymmetric quasifission flrn< . 
evident in the I\ IADs and the mass projections . At energies below the barrier w see a 
111ass a yrn1netric cornponent that is trongly focused at forward (heavy fragment) nd 
back,-.-ard angles (light fragment) . At energie above the barrier we see a more mass-
syn11netric co1nponent \\ ith no particular angular focu ing. In the mas projections for 
both reaction there is a clear increa e counts in the yn11netric con1ponent with increasing 
energy. 
Figure 5.17 depicts th fraction of the asyn1metric component as a function of en rgy 
,,-ith re pect to the barrier . The 111a -a yn1111etric fi sion peak corre pond to 1nas asym-
111etric qua ifis ion "-hile the yn1111etric fi ion peak corre pond to either fu ion-fi 10n or 
111a --- yn11netric qua ifi ion. 
Fro1n figure 5 .16. 5 .15 and 5 .17 \\-e ee that for both reaction there i a trong ma 
a :-111n1etric qua ifi ion co1nponent at ub barrier energie . Bo h reaction · al o ha a 
-inall 111a a yn11netric con1ponent at energie above th barrier. In addi ion o hi . at 
the highe t enerrrie the ~IAD for both reaction 1ne ured ho"- a correla ion b tw en 
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Figure 5.18: JVIasses of the heavy and symmetric fragrnents f01·--both reactions as 
a function of Excitation Energy E*. The two solid lines mark A=133 (symmetric 
fission) and A=208. The error bars are smaller than the size of the point markers. 
the mass ratio and the centre-of-1nass angle. There is a significant overlap between mass 
sy1n1netric and 1nass asymmetric fission at these energies. This might be due to the pres-
ence of FF, 1nass asy1nmetric quasifission ( QF) and mass symmetric quasifission (NISQF) 
events. Nonetheless , the quasifission co1nponent is visible even at the highest energies. 
The mass asymmetric quasifission yield varies significantly between the two reactions. 
The 34S induced reaction has a much stronger component as compared to the 28 Si induced 
reaction. 
The drop 1n the mass-asymmetric flux , as the beam energy passes over the fusion 
barrier , seen in figure 5.17 may be due to the role of defonnation align1nent in the entrance 
channel as observed in ref. [36]. In ref. [36] it was found that collisions at low beam 
energies , where only contact with the tips of the target nuclei are possible , result in 
quasifission. Collisions above the fusion barrier , where all orientations of the target nuclei 
result in contact, lead to a mix of quasifission and fusion-fission events. 
Figure 5.18 shows the 1nasses of the asymmetric (heavy) and symmetric peaks vs . 
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energy for both reactions. On average t he asyn1metric splits observed in t he 34 S induced 
reaction corre pond to a light -heavy fr agn1ent n1ass of 62-204 ± 4u. Th 2 Si induced 
reaction has a n1ore symmetrised light-heavy fragn1ent 1nass plit of 71-195 ± 4u. This i 
partially due to t he fact that t he highest energies for t his reaction show t he greatest m ass 
equilibration. If we average over energies below E *=60 NieV (matching t he range studied 
for t he 3-+ S induced reactions) the average is 88-1 98 ± 3u; still rnore symmetric than the 
3
~
1s induced reactions. The mass split indicate t hat t he doubly n1agic shell closure at 
20 P b might be playing a role in t he outcome of t he asyn1metric reaction channel. 
The n1ore sy1nmetric splits seen at t he two highest excitation energies are not l\!ISQF 
events but QF events . The increased n1ass symmetry of t he splits might be due to shell 
effects being washed out as excitation energy increases . This dan1ping of shell effects is 
apparent only at very high excitation energies: perhaps due to t he large shell correction 
energy of 208Pb. 
The 3-+ S induced reactions were studied in further detail because of t he large a ymmet-
ric quasifission co1n ponent at low energies and better statistics as co1n pared to the 2 Si 
induced reactions . For t he 34 S induced reaction the lowest 3 energies were u1nmed to 
boost tatistics and 5° cut in centre-of-mass cattering angle were made . For each angu-
lar cut the 111a s projection " -ere fitted wit h up to t hree overlapping Gaussian . F igure 
5 .19 ho"--s the 1na ratio of t he heayy and y1nmetric peak vs . scattering angle obtained 
fron1 the e fit . ~ ote that the bars corre pond t he widths ( o-_u) of the re pecti e peak 
and do not OYerlap. T he uncertaintie on the centroid po ition are on a\-erage a big a 
the point 111arker . 
Follo\\-ing contact (for non-central colli ion ) the dinuclear y te1n begin rotating and 
the angle it rotate through i directly proportional to the reaction time . Thu w can 
relate the outc,oing angle of frac,111ent (the 1nea ured angle) to the reaction time cal 
For the hea\-y frac,111ent a for\\-ard outgoing angle corre pond to hort reaction ti1ne 
in1ilarly for the light frag111ent a back"--ard outgoing angle corre pond to hort reaction 
ti1ne . If the dinuclear y ten1 eparate after a lightly longer contact time. the outgoing 
anc,le of the hea\-y frac,111ent ,Yill be 1nore back"--ard. \\-hile that of the light fragment will 
be n1ore fon..-ard. Thi i explained in detail in Chapter --1 and Re£ . [16 . 35]. 
In fic,ure 5.19. at the 1110 t for"--ard anc,le the fragment corr pond to the nucleu 
20
--- Pb (a -unlinc, ~ / Z equilibration take place early on in the colli ion [110]) \\-hich i 
1 
A= 133 
+..J 
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Figure 5 .19: Niasses of the heavy and symmetric fragments measured for the 34S 
+ 232 Th reaction vs. centre of mass scattering angle. Note that the bars shown here 
correspond to the widths (a-) of the respective peaks and that the uncertainties on the 
centroids are on average as big as the point markers. The two solid lines mark A=133 
(symmetric fission) and A=208. The curved line depicts the expected qualitative 
mass evolution of the heavy peak in the absence of any shell effects. 
~ 
~ 
the complementary light partner of 58 Cr. At the most backward angles the fragments 
correspond to 197 Au and 69 Co. The mass drift , of the heavy fragment , from A = 208 to 
A = 197 varies only slightly with respect to scattering angle. Thus the systern exhibits a 
very strong tendency of splitting into two fragments ·with the heavier being in the A= 208 
region. Since the outgoing angle is directly correlated with the interaction time of the 
dinuclear system this in1plies that once t~e dinucleus reaches the 208Pb-58 Cr configuration 
the n1ass drift is slovved. In the absence of a shell closure we expect a smooth evolution 
of the (light fragment) n1ass from asymmetric splits at the most backward angles to more 
symmetric splits at forward angles. Therefore, the only explanation for the behaviour we 
see is that the doubly magic shell closure at 208Pb strongly influences the evolution of the 
dinuclear system. 
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Figure 5.20: JVIass angle distributions for FJVIT events in the reaction 4°Ca + 232Th 
(Vb ,cm = 193.77 JVIeV) . The lower fran1es show the corresponding projected mass-ratio 
distributions. 
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F ig ure 5.21: JVIass angle distributions for F 1T events in the reaction 4°Ca + 238 U 
(Vb ,cm = 197.3 JVIeV). Th lower frames how the corresponding projected rnass-ratio 
distributions. 
5.2.4 4°Ca R eactions forming 272 D s and 278 Cp 
,o' 
1o' 
10 
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show the rnass angle distributions for all measured energie (Ecm) 
for the 4°Ca induced reactions. 
The 1IADs for both reactions have a trong ma s asyn1metric component at all energies 
studied. The 111ass sy111metric yield is only significant at th high t energie . Her the 
a ·yn11netric con1ponent is still apparent in the 1IADs and the mass distributions. There i · 
significant overlap between the symn1etric and asymmetric chann ls at the highest energies. 
Fro111 the 1nass distributions at the three highest energies we see that the r action with 238U 
has a stronger a yn1m tric component, relative to the ymmetric co111ponent , as compared 
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Figure 5 .22: l\!Iasses of the heavy fragments for both reaction& as a funct ion of 
Excitation Energy E*. The solid line marks A=208. 
to the reaction with 232Th. 
For the 4°Ca induced reactions quantifying the peak positions in a systematic manner 
was not straightforward. At the lowest energies the mass asymmetric peaks lie very close 
to the elastic peaks and therefore do not have a profile consistent with a Gaussian function. 
JVIoreover, a symmetric peak is not visible at these energies. Hence fitting the mass 
distribution with overlapping Gaussians was not possible. At higher energies there is 
a significant overlap with symmetric splits that have a very wide distribution. A fit of 
overlapping Gaussian was not possible in this case either. 
To systematically quantify the 1nean mass splits at all energies we had to constrain the 
mass range for some of the fits , in contr~st to the fitting protocol employed for previous 
reactions. For the lowest energies, where we do not see any contribution from the mass 
symmetric channel, we restricted the fitting from MR = 0.5 to 0.8. For energies where we 
observe counts around mass symmetry as well , we fit the full range between the elastic 
peaks (JVIR = 0.2 to 0.8) with up to two Gaussians , with the centroid of the mass symmetric 
peak constrained to JVIR = 0.5. 
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Figure 5.23: Angular distributions for 1IR between 0.6 and 0. for the 4°Ca + 
23 
- reaction. -ote that a subset of all the energie 111easured is shown. The region 
bet"·een the shaded area correspond to full angular coverage. 
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Figure 5. 22 depic s he rnass of the heavy peak in these reaction a a function of 
excitation energy E*. A·veraging over all energies tudied. the a y1nmetric plit ob erved 
in -1o Ca reactions ,Yi th 23 - and 2·32 Th corre pond to a light-heavy fragment ma s of 7 4-204 
: u and 70-202 : 16u respectively. 
To further inve tigate thi tendency to split in the A=200 region we look at the evolution 
of the 111a split a a function of angle. \Ye cannot follow the 3<-13 exan1ple here becau ·e 
of the relati,·ely larger energy tep between the lowe t three energies and low tati tic ·. 
In tead "·e look at the angular di tribution of the a ymmetric peak a a function of energy. 
fio-ure 5.23 and 5.2-J depict the angular di tribution (fully-projection ) bebveen :\IR= 
0.5 and 0. :::i . for the reaction \"\·ith 23 and 232Th re pecti\·eh·. :\" ote that only a ub t 
of all the enero-ie 111ea ured are ho,Yn here. To aYoid any bia due to a finite geometrical 
acceptance ,Ye on(\- focu on the re(J"ion between the haded area that corre pond to full 
angular coYerao-e. In thi un haded re(J"ion \\·e ee that the angular di tribution eYolve in 
ana-le fron1 bein(J" for\\·ard focu ed to 1nore back\\·ard focu ed with increa ing energy. vV 
haYe already een . fron1 fi(J"ure 5.22. that the ma plit corre ponding to the a ymm tric 
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F igure 5 .24: Angular distributions for l\!IR between 0.6 and 0:-8 for the 4°Ca + 
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180 
QF channel re1nain consistent around A = 204 for the 238 U target and around A = 202 
for the 232Th target . 
The 1nass drift (from A ~ 208 to A ~ 194) varies only slightly with respect to the 
change in angular focusing from forward to backward angles. Thus the system exhibits a 
very strong tendency of splitting into two fragments with the heavier being in the A= 208 
region. Since the outgoing angle is directly correlated with the interaction time of the 
dinuclear system, this implies that once the dinucleus reaches the configuration where the 
target like nucleus has A~ 208, the mass drift is slowed. From the slow evolutions of the 
mass splits, as a function of energy and angle, it is clear that the doubly magic shell closure 
at 208Pb influences the outcome of the asymmetric reaction channel for both reactions. 
vVe will return to the 4°Ca + 238 U reaction in the next chapter , where a theoretical 
investigation is presented. 
" 
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Figure 5.25: Average rnasses of the heavy and light fragn1ents as a function of ZpZt 
for reactions where mass asyn1metric quasifission was observed. The numbers are 
listed in table 5.2 
5 .3 Discussion of all R eactions 
In the previous section the reactions studied were presented in pairs , in increasing mass 
of the con1posite nucleus . Here we discus attributes shar d by th reactions and so111 
global features that emerge from looking at all of the reactions. 
5 .3 .1 Shell Effects 
In Chapter 4 we discussed the importanc of elin1inating three body events becaus of 
th ir large flux and overlap . in l\IAD , with binary fission events. The natur of events 
ha i111portant in1plications on the shell effect seen in thi work ince the three body 
flux can greatly perturb the binary fi sion mass distribution. Any conclusions based on 
the 111a s di tributions ar therefore only relevant to th binary fission flux. How v r the 
reaction tin1e cales inferred by the 1IAD techniqu remain unaffected. 
Figure 5.25 how the variation of the average mas plit a a function of entrance 
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channel charge produce ZpZt for the reactions of interest. The mass number of the heavy 
group is approximately a constant around A=200, whereas that of the light group varies 
to account for the total mass of the system. The nearly constant position of the heavy 
group is observed for all systems where mass asymmetric quasifission is observed. The 
pronounced stability of this position is an indication of the influence of the closed proton 
(Z=82) and closed neutron (N =126) shells found in this mass region. 
Table 5.2: Table of reactions of interest. The columns correspond to the entrance 
channel charge product, average mass of the heavy peak determined from the mass 
distributions and calculated mass of the heavy fragment (see text). Except for the 
4
°Ca induced reactions, all other reactions comprise pairs that form the same com-
pound nucleus. 
Reaction ZpZt AcN MH MShell H 
4oca + 23su 1840 278 204±8 204 
4oca + 232Th 1800 272 202±16 201 
34S + 232Th 1440 266 204±4 198 
2ssi + 23su 1288 266 198±3 198 
30Si + 232Th 1260 262 199±12 196 -
241\!Ig + 23s U 1104 262 199±2 196 
180 + 232Th 720 250 139±4 190 
12c + 23su 552 250 139±2 190 
Table 5.2 lists the average mass of the heavy peak, determined from the mass dis-
tributions , for each reaction where an asymmetric peak was observed. This summarises 
the outcomes of the various reactions studied. The heaviest reactions have an asymmet-
ric split corresponding to mass-asymmetric QF whereas the lightest two reactions have 
mass-asy1nmetric splits corresponding to CN fission. 
Also listed is the predicted mass of the heavy peak l\!Iy/ell for each reaction based on the 
following basic assu1nptions/ calculation [108]. The Z=82 , N =126 ( doubly magic 208Pb) 
shell closure strongly influences the asym_metric quasifission reaction channel (seen in the 
current work and in refs [71 , 108, 109]). So far we have not focused on shell effects in the 
light fragment. It 1nay be the case that closed shells at Z=28, N =50 affect the mass drift 
in the dinuclear system. This could lead to a shift of the 1nass-asymmetric quasifission 
peak. vVe used these shell closures to calct1late the masses of the corresponding heavy 
fragments. We assumed that the heavy quasifission fragment was influenced by the Z=82, 
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N =126 hell closure g1v1ng a calculated heavy fragment m ass of 208u , while t he light 
quasifiss ion fragn1ent was influenced by t he Z= 28, N =50 shell closure giving a calculated 
heavy frag1nent mass of AcN-78u . Averaging over 208u and AcN-78u gives Niy__/ell in Table 
5.2. 
The values calculated from these basic assumptions agree well wit h t he experi1nentally 
determined ones . This confinns that , averaged over all energies, the mass-asymmetric 
QF yield is influenced by a mixture of t he Z=82, N = 126 and Z=28, =50 shell closures . 
Since t he lightest two reactions proceed via CN fission, the comparison with Niy__/ell is 
not applicable. Here t he syst em forn1s a compact shape prior t o fission and t herefore t he 
outgoing fr agments are not sensitive to t he shell effects around 208 Pb. On the other hand 
for t he six heaviest reactions of interest , the quasifission flux arises from the scission of 
an elongated dinuclear syst e1n which is sensitive to shell effect s around 208Pb during its 
shape and mass evolution. The same calculations were employed in [108] and a si1n ilar 
agreement with experiment was observed for reactions of projectiles ranging from 26 Nig to 
64 Ni wit h targets of 234 Cm and 238U . 
Vve now compare our experimental results with a macroscopic-1n icroscopic model by 
looking at an adiabatic P otent ial Energy Surface (PES). Figure 5.26 shows a two dimen-
sional (PES ) for t he 266 Sg system generated using t he macroscopic-1n icroscopic model of Y . 
Aritomo [55 . 56] . The distance parameter z characterises t he radial distance between the 
centres of the two interacting nuclei R , scaled to the radius of the compound nucleus Re 
i.e. z = R:.v. vVe see a wide valley corresponding to 208 P b at a mas ratio of l'vf R = 0. 7 
and z ~ 1.25 . Such a PES is typical fo r t he ix heaviest reactions studied in this work. 
The prediction of a wide local mini1num around 20 P b is consistent with the experim ntal 
results pres nted in this chapter . 
5 .3 .2 Evidence for MS QF and Quasifiss ion Thresholds 
Figure .- .27 ho,,· the R~IS of the mass distributions between ~IR= 0.2 and 0. a a 
function of excitation energy. For all reactions . except for those induced by 1 0 and 12 C. 
,,·e ee an decrea e in R~ I -value of the 1na s di tribution with increasing energy. The 
decrea ing R~I \·alue reflects the decrea e in the mas -asymmetric channel ~ energy 
1ncrea e ·. 
Figure 5.2 ho\Y the ,vidth of the ma - ymn1etric peak. extract d from th fit as 
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Figure 5.26: Potential Energy Surface for reactions forming the 2668g composite 
system. The axes correspond to the distance parameter z ( see text), mass ratio JVJ R 
and potential energy V. 
a function of excitation energy. The 4°Ca induced reactions did not have a systematic 
1nass-sy1nmetric peak and hence are not shown. We recall that reactions with a mass-
symmetric peak with O"JvIR exceeding 0.07 [35] are thought to have a significant NISQF 
flux. The global trend for all reactions is a decrease in the width of the mass-sy1nmetric 
peak with increasing energy. The width _ of the n1ass-symn1etric peak increases with the 
mass of the con1posite system as well. This i1nplies that the NISQF flux increases with the 
mass of the composite system and decreases as excitation energy increases . We conclude 
that all reactions, except for those induced by 180 and 12 C, have a significant NISQF flux. 
The mass-symmetric peaks for the 18 0 and· 12 C induced reactions are not characterised 
by a single Gaussian, as discussed in Section 5.2 , and hence do not correspond to NISQF . 
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The data fron1 these reactions are plotted only for consistency. 
The observable characteri tics of l\!ISQF overlap wit h t hose of FF and t he presence of 
1 ISQF implies t hat t he fusion fission flux is not simply proportional to the flux in t he 
mass-sy1nmetric channel. Based on t he data presented in t his section we can conclude 
that quasifission comprises much higher fr action of t he total reaction flux, for t he 24 Mg, 
30 Si, 28Si and 34S induced reactions, than what is represented by t he m ass-asym1netric 
flux shown in figures 5.13 and 5.17. 
In t he t heoretical 1n odel of Y. Arit omo [5 5, 56] a m ass-symmetric mode of quasifi sion, 
termed deep quasifission (DQF), is predict ed t o compete wit h FF for reactions forming 
superheavy elements. DQF corresponds t o a dinuclear system t hat has almost achieved 
mass-symmetry but remains elongated. The time scale of DQF events is predicted to be 
longer t han that of m ass-asymmetric quasifission. Its observable characteristics of mass-
symmetry and a wide mass widt h a 1v1R m atch t hose of l\!ISQF in this work. 
In t his work , t he 24 1\!Ig and 30 Si induced reactions are the lightest studied t hat have a 
l\!ISQF component . The lack of any quasifission component in the reactions induced by 
t he 18 0 and 12 C projectiles suggests t hat t hese reactions lie below the t hreshold for QF 
and 1 ISQF. l\!Iass-asymmetric QF is only seen weakly in 24 Mg induced reactions and is 
much stronger in 30 Si reactions. This suggests t hat, for reactions with 238 U and 232 T h, 
the transit ions from mass-asymmetric QF to l\!ISQF to FF, lie around this combination of 
projectile and target . We infer t hat t he tran ition from mass-asymmetric QF to l\!I 'QF 
occurs for ZpZt below 1104: for react ions wit h 238 U and 232 T h . T he transition from 1\ISQF 
to FF lies between the reaction forming 25°Cf and 262 R f; i.e. between ZpZt = 720 and 
1104. for reactions with 238 U and 232 T h. 
The projectile studied here do not include Fluorine . ~eon and S0dium 1 lying b tween 
L O and 24 :\Ig. The corresponding jump in ZpZt values is significant. It may be the case 
that the actual thresholds lie somewhere between these values: a point to be con. ·idered 
in futur -Yvork. 
5.3.3 Variation b etween Targets 
Fro1n figure 5 .13. 5 .1 7 and .- . 2 . \Ye con i ten ly ee tha for reaction forming the ·ame 
C~. reaction ,,-ith 232Th have a ignificantly higher QF and :\I QF flux than tho e with 
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Figure 5.27: The RJVIS values of the mass distribution between iv'IR= 0.2 and 0.8 , 
as a function of excitation energy E* for all reactions . 
100 
238 U. Secondly, we see that for a given target, as the projectile mass increases, t he quasi-
fission flux increases. These observations are explained by the dependence of quasifission 
on the entrance channel mass-asymmetry ; a well studied phenomenon [17, 108, 111]. For 
reactions forrning heavy systems, the quasifission flux increases with decreasing entrance 
channel mass-asymmetry. 
5.4 Summary and Outlook 
l\!Iass-angle distributions were studied for reactions of 180 , 30 Si, 34S and 4°Ca proj ectiles 
with targets of 232Th and 12C, 241\!Ig, 28 Si and 4°Ca projectiles ·with targets of 238 U, at 
energies below and above the Coulomb barrier. The target and projectile combinations 
were chosen such that , except for the 4°Ca induced reactions , all other reactions comprise 
pairs t hat form three unique compound nuclei. The compound nuclei produced ranged 
from 25°Cf to 278 Cp. 
A detailed analysis of the MADs, mass ratio distributions and angular distributions 
indicated t hat the doubly magic 208Pb shell closure strongly influences the evolution of 
. ~ 
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the dinuclear system. The presence of this shell effect was confirmed by exploiting the fact 
that we can relate the outgoing angle of fragments ( the measured angle) to the reaction 
time scale. W found that the light-heavy mass split for the mass-asyn1metric quasifis-
sion fragments did not vary in a smooth continuous fashion with the reaction time scale. 
Instead. the flow of n1ass between the target-like fragment and projectilP--like fragment is 
slowed as the system passes through the configuration where th heavy fragrn nt has A ~ 
20 u. For example. in the 34S + 232Th reaction ( cf. figure 5.19) we saw that the heavy 
frag111ent evolv s in mass. from A=204 at the most forward angles ( and correspondingly 
shortest quasifission time ) . to A= 195 at the most backward angle ( and correspondingly 
longer qua ifis ion ti111e ) . This effect was een clearly in a range of reactions. including 
3.J S + 232 Th . ..ioca + 232 Th and 4°Ca + 23 . Evidence for this hell effect was seen in th 
30 i + 232Th and 2 Si + 23 reactions a well. 
Based on the width a .uR of the ma - ymmetric plits. evidence for a strong component 
fro111 ma - ymn1etric qua ifi ion ,.,-as al o en . for all but the two lighte t reaction . The 
latter two reaction (1 0 + 232Th and 12 C 1 23 U) were found to proceed via C fi ·ion· 
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perhaps influenced by the Z=50 and N =82 shells. However it is very likely that deforrned 
shell gaps are playing a role as well. In the work of Bockstiegel et al. [22] it was observed 
that fragment mass distributions arising from the fission of neutron deficient actinide nuclei 
had mass-asymmetric components. They were described by multiple modes of fission and 
it was concluded that the fragment splits were influenced by deformed shell closures around 
Z = 53 and N = 88. Similarly in the work of Itkis et al. [112], it was found that the weights 
of the fission channels are principally determined by an interplay of the neutron shells at 
N = 82 and N = 88 with the liquid-drop potential. Thus it is plausible that the mass 
splits seen for the 18 0 + 232Th and 12 C + 238 U reactions (A=139) may well be due to 
these deformed shells. A detailed study of the Total Kinetic Energies may shed more light 
on the origin of the fragment mass distributions for the reactions studied here. This is not 
the focus of the current work and is left for future research. 
Finally, the large range of reactions studied allowed for a rough deduction of thresholds 
in ZpZt, for reactions with 232Th and 238 U, between mass-asymmetric quasifission , mass-
symmetric quasifission and fusion fission. 
These conclusions were possible only due to the detailed and comprehensive experi-
mental measurements carried out in this work. The large area detectors that covered a 
wide angular range, combined with the versatility of the 14UD in delivering high quality 
beams was crucial. The work here adds to the existing body of experimental work that 
investigates the properties of quasifission, providing a rich testing ground for theories and 
dynarnical models that atte1npt to predict the synthesis of superheavy elements. Such 
work will help understand and fonn a co1nplete picture of the nuclear reaction process 
Outlook 
Some interesting questions were raised during the course of this work that lead the way 
for future experimental effort s: 
" 
• It would be worth studying the t~ree body events in further detail. The author 
proposes experi1nents using JVIWPCs in conjunction with the double-sided silicon 
strip detectors (DSSD) [96] used in breakup measure1nents. Placing the DSSDs at 
forward angles would facilitate detection of transfer-fission events. This would allow 
a kinematic reconstruction of these evei1ts, independent of any assumptions or 1nodel 
calculations. 
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• To better define t hresholds between mass-asyrnmetric QF , JVISQF and FF, reactions 
wit h projectiles intermediate to the ones used here could be studied . These would 
include reactions of projectiles F , Ne, Na, Al , P , Cl, Ar and K wit h targets of 
232Th and 238 U . The author is confident t hat t hese reactions, studied using t he large 
angular coverage of the CUBE det ector syst em , would cover the range of reaction 
outco1nes observed here and better define t hresholds between them. 
Chapter 6 
Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock 
Calculations 
The tenets of a good physical model are twofold: to make correct predictions and no ( or 
few) incorrect ones; and as a secondary objective, to have a certain economy and elegance . 
It is judged by the extent to which its predictions agree with experimental observations 
and on its ability to make new predictions which can be verified by observations. It is 
further judged by its beauty in simplicity, a notion sometimes called II Ockham's razor II in 
which the simpler of two theories that describe the same system just as well is preferred. 
An important aspect of this elegance is a connection to reality. As physicists, we are 
interested in the development of models driven by real, testable properties of systems we 
describe. 
The time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) [113] theory is one that shows promise 
in satisfying these criteria . The Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock theory provides a self-
consistent n1ean-field description of the dynamics of quantum many-body systems. Pro-
posed by P. A. 1VI Dirac , it is applied in a Nuclear Physics context to model nuclear 
properties and reactions. 
Studies of nuclear reaction dynamics · have been performed using several theoretical 
models. For exainple, some macroscopic approaches [72] use multidimensional Langevin 
equations to determine the outcome of the reaction by calculating its trajectory over a 
multidimensional Potential Energy surface. lVIicroscopic models like TDHF use the same 
formalism to describe both the structure and reaction mechanisms of nuclei. With only 
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a few input parameters; TDHF is elegant and has excellent predictive powers [114; 115, 
116, 117]. 
P revious work [115, 116, 117] on TDHF predicts and describes several qualitative and 
quantitative features of nuclear reactions. E arly work [115] on TDHF approxirnated nu-
clear collisions as t he collisions of two lab of spin and isospin symmetric nuclear matter . 
T his relatively simplistic model predict ed a wide variety phenomena, such as fusion , dis-
sipation , strongly damped collisions, shock wave propagation , and fr agn1entation. Subse-
quent work [116], relaxed these approximations and modeled t he collisions of 16 0 wit h 16 0. 
In t his work, the fusion excitation functions predict ed by TDHF are in good agreement 
wit h experiment. In a review art icle [117], calculations based on TDHF and extensions 
addressed heavy-ion collisions, fusion and strongly darnped collisions. The salient features 
of forward t rans1nission , fusion , and deep-inelastic scattering were predicted , consistent 
wit h experi1nental results [117]. 
In t his work , we use TDHF to model t he quasifission process in reactions of 4o,4 Ca 
wit h 238 U. The first part of this chapter describes briefly the TDHF syst ematics and t he 
numerical investigation protocol. The results are presented and discussed in th subse-
quent section. To t he aut hors knowledge, t his part icular work is t he first detailed study 
of t he quasifission process wit hin the TDHF framework. This complements experiments 
( as described in previous chapters) on t he same reactions using the Ma and Angle dis-
tribution (:!VIAD ) technique. The experiments and t heoretical calculations were performed 
independent of each other and no atte1n pt was made to adjust t he parameters of t he mod 1 
to 1natch experi1nental results. 
6.1 Numerical Application with the TDHF3D code 
6.1.1 Introduction to the TDHF3D Code 
Th HF and TDHF calculations were both performed with the SLy4d Skyn11e energy 
density functional [9 . 11 ] allowing for a fully con ist nt treatment of nucl ar structur 
and reaction dyna1nics. 
HF is a variational principle that provides the energy m1111mum 111 the . ub-spac of 
independent particle . The nuclei wer assu1ned to be initially in their Hartree-Fock (HF) 
ground tat . The HF ground states are generated using the imaginary ti1ne method [1 19] 
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by solving the stationary version of the TDHF equation. 
The single-particle wave functions are spatially discretised on a regular , three dimen-
sional Cartesian grid. In the calculations to be discussed below, t he mesh size is equal 
to 0.8 fn1 [98] . The rnesh unit n1ust be s1nall enough to give an accurate representation 
of nuclei. On the other hand , computing speed and storage considerations favour a large 
mesh size. This number was chosen as a compromise between these two considerations , 
as in the work in [76 , 98 , 113]. 
Each single-particle wavefunction 1Pi is defined in a rectangular bounding box. This 
bounding box 'Was made large enough such that the tails of the HF wave functions are not 
significant ly affected by the hard box boundary condition . The coordinate axes (shown 
graphically in Figure 6.1) are defined as follows: the x-axis is parallel to the horizontal 
direction, the y-axis to the vertical direction and the z-axis perpendicular to both of these, 
out of the plane of the paper. The HF box had dimensions of 14 mesh units of .6.x from t he 
coordinate origin "With the centre of the nucleus being at the origin. This corresponds to 
a cubic box with side length of 22.4 fin. The HF calculations for all nuclei were converged 
-
using a 283 .6.x3 box with 3 planes of symmetry at x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0. 
The dynan1ical (TDHF) calculations are performed in a half-box where only the z=O 
plane of sy1nn1etry is kept. The dynamical calculations for central collisions are performed 
in a half-box with Nx = 70 , Ny = 28 and Nz = 28 mesh points. For non-central collisions 
t he box size is increased along t hey and x axes such that we have Nx = 84 and Ny = 70 
mesh points. This is to allow for full re-separation of the fragn1ents and avoid spurious 
reflections off the hard box boundaries , before t he frag1nents have fully separated. 
The init ial velocity vectors of the nuclei are determined assu1ning a Rutherford trajec-
tory prior to the start of the calculation. That is, the Rutherford trajectory is accounted 
for prior to any nuclear interaction. To give the nuclei an init ial translation energy they 
are given t he appropriate Galilean boost by applying a translation in 1non1entum space 
[120]. 
The TDHF equations are then solved iteratively using a real t i1ne propagation algorithn1 
that ensures energy conservation [115, 121]. The TDHF3D [98] code en1ployed in this work 
used a time step of 1.5*10- 24s. The final TDHF result is a many body wavefunction of 
the system at t he last t i1ne step . It contains all the information about the syste1n and 
from it we can extract the expectation values of one body operators . 
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In Chapter 5 the 4°Ca + 238 U reaction was studied llS1ng the JVIAD technique and 
high statistics experimental data have been presented. We saw almost exclusively mass-
asymmetric quasifission for sub barrier energies ( ~ = 0.95) and a strong quasifission com-
ponent even at the highest energies ( ~ = 1.14). 
For each TDHF calculation we need to set paramet ers that describe the entrance chan-
nel of the reactions of interest . These independent variables are interaction energy E, 
initial angular momentum L, relative initial orientation of the deformed 238U nucleus and 
the relative initial positions of the two colliding nuclei. The number of time steps, another 
independent variable, determines the interaction time of the calculations. 
Interaction Energy 
The reactions were studied at energies ranging from ~ = 0.88 to 1.26, similar to the range 
studied experimentally in Chapter 5. As previously 1i[J is the average barrier determined 
using the systematics of Swiatecki in [97] ( equation 3.8). The energy was varied in steps 
of~~ > 0.05. 
A few specific energies were also studied in detail by varying the impact parameter. 
The energies chosen for this were a subset of those measured using the JVIAD technique. 
We chose t hree energies, one below the average Coulomb barrier where asymmetric quasi-
fission is the strongest, one just above it where we still see asymmetric quasifission and 
fusion fission/mass symmetric fission as well and one well above the average barrier where 
quasifission is no longer the dominant exit channel and has significant overlap with fu-
sion fission/mass symmetric fission. The choice of energies was limited by cornputational 
t ime constraints and a choice of energies where we had good statistics in the experimental 
JVIADs. 
Initial Angular Momentum 
In reality only a small fr action of collisions will be central (L = 0) and t he vast majority 
will occur at non zero impact parameters, with a finite angular momentum Ln being 
introduced to the dinuclear system. The system subsequently rotates while exchanging 
mass. Therefore we also studied non central · collisions (L > 0) for three specific energies. 
A range of L values were studied from L = 0 to L = 150. This was done to ensure that 
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all reaction outcomes fron1 fusion ( expect ed at low L) to elastic scattering ( expected at 
high L ) were covered . By making this extensive series of calculations , MADs could b 
interpret ed using TDHF calculations. To the author 's knowledge this has not been done 
previously. 
The computationally intensive nature of TDHF calculations makes a very detailed 
investigation extremely time consuming. As a comprornise between computing tin1e and 
adequate resolution in L, the step size was ~L > 5. 
Initial Orientation of 238U 
The 238 U exhibits a strong prolate cleforrnation and in the initial stages of the interaction 
can take all possible orientations . In these calculations , due to computational consider-
ations , we studied two out of three extreme orientations , labelled "axis" and "equator''. 
They are defined according to how the elongated axis of deformation was oriented with 
respect to the coordinate axes. 
The axis (aligned) case corresponds to the deformation axis of 238U being parallel to 
the x-axis , while the equator ( anti-aligned) case corresponds to it being perpendicular to 
the x-axis and parallel to the y-axis . Th se initial orientations are shown in the figure 
6.1 top left and top right panels, respectively. The third extreme orientation corresponds 
to the defonnation axis being perpendicular to the x-axis and parallel to the z-axis. To 
prevent clutter the labels axis ( axial collisions) and equator ( equatorial collision ) will be 
used henceforth. 
In axial collisions, contact first occurs between the elongat cl t ip of t he 23 U nucleus 
and the spherical 40 ,48 Ca nuclei (figure 6.1 bottom left panel). Conversely in equatorial 
collisions. contact first occurs between the hortened side of t he 23 U nucl us and t he 
-lOA Ca nuclei (figure 6.1 botto111 right panel) . 
~ote that fo r collisions with the 23 U nucleus init ially in th axis orientation , th re 1s 
less distance between t he nuclear surfaces of t he interacting nuclei. Thus contact between 
it and t he Calciun1 nucleus occurs at larger di tances than in the equat or orientation. At 
nergie below the average barrier . only the axis configuration will lead to contact. The 
quator orientat ion will lead to contact only at energie above the averag barri r. 
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Relative Initial Positions of Nuclei 
For all cases studied the init ial separation of the nuclei is > 22.4 fn1. This minimum was 
set to give t he nuclei enough t irne in t he approach phase t o allow Coulomb excitation/ po-
larisation to take place prior t o contact. 
For cent ral collisions (L = 0) t he axis along which collisions t ake place is parallel to 
t he x-axis. For non central collisions (L > 0) t his is not the case and t he collision axis is 
angled wit h respect t o the x-axis. The initial positions of the nuclei were set such t hat 
collisions wit h t he axis/ equat or took place at the Rutherford dist ance of closest approach . 
This ensured t hat every case, at L > 0, corresponded to eit her an axial or equatorial 
collision. Thus we 1naintained uniforrnity and consistency in the point of first contact. 
This point of init ial contact is shown in figure 6.1 , bottom panels. In the bot to1n right 
panel of figure 6.1 we see that t he neck begins t o fon11 prior t o the nuclei reaching t he 
Rut herford distance of closest approach. However , at the dist ance of closest approach t he 
relative posit ions of t he nuclei were consistent wit h t he axial orientation. 
Interaction Time 
The calculations in t his work were set for a n1inimum si1nulation t ime (TDHF t ime) of 
2.3*10- 20 s unless t he system reseparated prior to t his . This duration was sufficient for 
contact follo-\ved by a long interaction t i1ne in all cases studied. Only a few cases were 
studied for longer t in1es ( up to 5.4 *10- 20 s) . These will be ident ified on a case by case 
basis in subsequent sections. 
On average , to calculate 10- 20 s in TDHF v. e require 100 hours on a machine equivalent 
to t he NCI facility of Australia . The calculations were done on t he CI facility at t he AN 
and on the :Niercure systen1 at CCRT in CEA ( described in Chapter 3) . The co1n prehensive 
nature of t he work done here required a total comput ing t in1e exceeding 13,000 hours , 
corresponding to 1. 6 years of CP U t ime. 
6.2 Results: The 48 .4° Ca + 238 U case 
To compare experimental results wit h TDHF result we need to choose a set of parameters 
that are experimental! acces ible and si1nultaneously predicted by t he 1nodel. In the 
f-/IAD t echnique we accurate! 111easure t he 111ass and angle of each frag1nent . Based on 
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Figure 6.2: Isoden ities at half the saturation density. i.e. ; BJj- = 0.0 fm - 3 . in 4°Ca 
+ 23 U colli ions. Evolutions associated to the two initial configurations , axi and 
quator. are plotted for non central collision at energies below and above the average 
barrier energy. Snapshots are giv n at ti1nes ranging from t=O to reseparation, from 
top to botton1. 
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the model presented in Chapter 4 we can differentiate between reaction timescales in the 
range 10- 20-10- 21 s. 
The TDHF outputs give an average ( expectation) value for the mass ; proton and neu-
tron numbers of each fragment. In these calculations; nucleons are counted by integrating 
wave functions at t he final time step over a regime where the nuclear density exceeds 0.001 
fm- 3 . The ti1ne scale is explicit ly known since t his is an independent variable. Based on 
the initial and final momentum vectors we can also determine t he inco1ning and outgoing 
angles . Thi allows us to calculate t he centre of mass angle. Thus t he nun1ber of outputs 
provided by TDHF exceeds the number t hat vve have measured with t he NIAD technique. 
vVe compare the mass and angle outputs wit h experimental NIADs. vVe also use t he neu-
tron and proton numbers predicted by TDHF to gain additional insights into the 4°Ca + 
238 U reaction. 
The next two sections deal wit h a brief investigation of t he dependence of net n1ass 
transfer and contact ti1ne; on interaction energy. In t his preliminary investigation only 
the interaction energy was varied for central collisions (L = 0) . The behaviour of contact 
-
t ime and net mass transferred are discussed separately before exa1nining their interdepen-
dence. The third section deals with a detailed study of t hree energies for which the impact 
para1neter vvas varied. Here we look at net n1ass transferred; interaction time; neut ron; 
proton nu1nbers and outgoing angles . \Ve end with a TDHF based interpretation of 1 IADs 
for these t hree energies . 
6.2.1 Contact time 
Contact tin1e wa defined a the duration between contact and re-separation of the two 
interacting nuclei: or t he tin1e spent as a dinucleus. A dinuclear configurat ion is defined 
b} t he forn1ation of a neck "v\ ith a mini1num crit ical density. defined arbitrarily: of 0.08 
fm- 3 (half he nuclear saturation densit}) . Thu initial contact wa defined as the point 
in tin1e ,, hen the neck densit . exceeded 0.0 fm-3 and re- eparation v\ as defined a the 
t ime when the neck densit dropped below 0.0 fin- 3 . 
Figure 6.3 how t he contact t ime as a function of energy for central collisions (L = 0) 
for each initial rela i e orientation. The arrow on points lying abo -ea contact duration of 
~ 2*10- 20 corre pond to ca e where he· dinuclear y tern did not re-separate Tuithin he 
maxi1nun1 calculat ion time . A urning these config1.1rations sta - in contact for long enough 
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correspond to calculations where t he dinuclear system did not reseparate wit hin the 
t ime limit . 
1.16 
to form a CN, subsequent decay would occur by fis ion or , the less likely, evaporation 
residue formation. However , we were interested in th quasifission reaction proces which 
takes place on timescales of ~ 10- 20 s and hence the calculations for the aforementioned 
cases were not ext nded beyond 2.3*10- 20s. 
For 4°Ca induced reactions with 238 U in the axial orientation. the contact tin1 hows a 
I 
slight peak at energies around the average barrier and the system reseparat s at all of the 
energies studied , even at E / Vb = 1.15. A sin1ilar trend is seen for the axis orientation of 
the 48 Ca induced reactions with contact time p aking slightly b low the av rage barrier 
and th system reseparating for all energies , even above the average barrier. 
For equatorial collisions with 4°Ca, contact ti1ne incr ases rapidly as a function of 
energy and exceeds the calculation tin1e limit (2.3*10- 20 s) for all but on of the nergi s 
above E / V6 = 1.02. At these nergi th two nuclei are as urned to fu e within the ti1ne 
scales ,' tudied in this work. This conclu ion was made by xamining the i odensity of 
the neck and the elongation of the dinucl us at 2.3*10- 20 . . We assumed that a co1npact 
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Fig ure 6.4 : Niass of t he heavy fragment , for L = 0, as a funcfion of beam energy 
for 4°Ca + 238U. The dotted lines correspond to A = 238 , 208 and 139. The points 
at A = 139 ( open symbols) correspond to cases where t he nuclei do not separate 
within the calculation t ime and were assumed to have formed a CN that subsequently 
decayed via symrnetric fission. The rnass splits from experimental 111easurements are 
also presented. 
shape and a neck density well above 0.08 fn1- 3 suggested that the nuclei were not about to 
reseparate soon after this time li1nit . In fact , there was no neck at all. The 48 Ca reactions 
exhibit a sin1ilar trend , not reseparating for E / Vb > 1.05 for equatorial collisions. For the 
equator configuration all of the reactions at lower energies re-separate within 5*10- 21 s of 
contact. The time scales on which the syste1ns reseparate are consistent ·with quasifission 
[16 , 26 , 35], confinned in the next section based on the masses of the outgoing fragments . 
6.2.2 N et Mass Transferre d 
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the n1ass of the heavy fragment as a function of energy for 
central collisions (L = 0). The dotted lines represent the masses A = 208 and A = 238 , 
corresponding to 208Pb and the target mass in t he entrance channel, respectively. The 
dotted lines at A = 139 and 143 correspond to A~N . The trend lines are shown to guide 
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the eye . For a few of the higher energies there are open syn1bols at A = 139 and 143 , 
indicating that the system did not re-separate within the calculation tin1e. For these cas s 
we assumed that the systen1 forms a CN which subsequently undergoes symmetric fi ssion . 
Events corresponding to asymmetric quasifis ion are expected to li between A ~ 140 to 
238 for the heavy frag1nent. Quasi- lastic and deep inelastic scattering ev nts are expected 
to lie near the entrance channel at A = 238. There are thr e distinct group of events in 
figures 6. 4 and 6. 5. one around A ~ 140 ( C fission or fu ion-fission), a s cond around 
A~ 200 (asymn1 tric quasifission) and a third group around A ~ 23 (quasi-elastic and 
deep inelastic colli ion). 
For both Calciu1n isotope· t he net mass flow , fro1n t he heavy to the light frag1n nt , 
for axial collision shows very little change with increasing nergy. The total number of 
nucleons transferred is n1axi1num at energies around the averag barri r. The syst m re-
separates for all energie · studi d and the re ulting heavy fragm nt 1nasse ar catt r d 
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on average around A = 207. This partial mass symmetrisation prior to re-separation is 
consistent with quasifission. The average mass of the heavy fragn1ent suggests that it is 
driven by the doubly magic shell closure around 208Pb. 
For both Ca isotopes , the behaviour of the equator configuration at low energies is very 
different to that at high energies . Focusing on the low energy region (E /Vb < 1.03 for 
4
°Ca. E /Vb < 1.04 for 48 Ca) we see little to no net mass transfer prior to re-separation. 
At higher energies the system does not re-separate within the maxin1un1 calculation time . 
Thus for the equator configuration there is a rapid transition from collisions where the 
system reseparates: to the system does not reseparate . Note that some of these cases may 
reseparate if the calculation time is extended , so this rapid transition does not necessarily 
represent the onset of true fission. The i1nportant point here is the significant difference 
in reaction outcomes: at various energies , between the axis and equator configurations. 
ote that all the 111ass splits seen here correspond only to the expected average of the 
frag1nent 111a s distributions for a given initial orientation of the 238 U nucleus. In reality, 
the nuclei can take on an orientation in the entrance channel and this v. ill result in 
-
a distribution about each point studied. Particle number fluctuations in the fragn1ents 
would also contribute to this distribution [123]. These will be the subject of future studies . 
Discussion of Net Mass Transfer and Contact Time 
So far we have onl looked at the contact tirne and net n1ass tran ferred separately. The 
follo\\ ing i an overall discus ion. of the prelinlinar) TDHF calculations with central col-
lisions. 
Firstly. both Calciun1 isotope exhibit very i1nilar behaviour and we see no clear iso-
topic dependence on the gros features. There is no change in the quasifission co1nponent 
with respect o isotope. The only difference between the two i otopes is the barrier or 
··fusion .. thre hold: he hre hold. in enns of E / Vb. between the ystems reseparating and 
not re eparating. In Ref. [110] where \\-e studied reaction of 4 Aoca + 20 Pb: TDHF 
calculation predic ed fa t equilibra ion of N / Z in the t\\-o fragment early in the collision . 
Thi · ran fer of nucleon wa predicted to break the shell effect and cause the reaction 
wi h 4°Ca to beha, e more like a non-magic one. ho\\ing trong eYidence for qua i-fi 10n. 
though bo h nuclei are doubl - magic. The reaction \\,ith 4 Ca did not exhibit thi be-
haviour: uggesting that 4 C retains its magicit in a reaction. 
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Table 6 .1 : Table con1paring barriers determined by various n1ethods . Th columns 
correspond to the reaction, scaled barrier using Swiateckis syste1natics [97], barrier 
detennined by HF frozen calculations and barrier detennined fr01n TDHF calcula-
tions . 
Reaction Swiat ecki HF Frozen TDHF 
4o c a + 23su 197.3 Axis : 183. 78 no fusion 
Equat or: 199.13 202.22 
48 Ca + 23su 192 .59 Axis: 181.27 no fusion 
Equator: 196.14 203.12 
In the current work , reactions with 48 Ca have a higher "fusion" threshold compared to 
4
° Ca . Table 6 .1 shows the barriers for the two reactions as det ennined by the systematics 
of Swiat ecki [97L by HF Frozen calculations [114] and by TDHF calculations. ote t hat 
t he HF Frozen calculations allow us to take into account the orientation of t he deformed 
nucleus. Thus we get two barriers, one for the axial and one for the equat orial configura-
t ion. We see that the barriers or "thresholds" as predict ed by Swiatecki 's systematics and 
HF Frozen are lower for the 48 Ca case . 
The point of distinction is the shift in barrier , i.e. the difference in "fusion" t hreshold 
between t he dynamical TDHF calculations and the static 1nodel calculations, for t he 4°Ca 
case as compared to t he 48Ca case. Compared to HF Frozen we see t hat t he shift is high r 
for t he 48 Ca case (6 .98 JVIeV) t han for t he 4°Ca case (3.09 JVIeV). 
This relatively larger shift for t he 48 Ca case may be due to t he fact t hat 48 Ca preserve 
its n1agicity and is more inert t han 4°Ca. As a result a higher int eraction energy is required 
to initiate nucleon transf r wit h 48 Ca. 
Indeed this is t he behaviour seen at sub-barrier energies . At E / Vb = 0.9 the exit 
channel for t he 4°Ca ( i = 1) and 238U ( i = 1.5869) case shows signs of N / Z equilibration 
initia ting nucleon transf r. T he outgoing fragments , on average, are 42 K ( i = 1.2105) 
and 236 N p ( 1; = 1.5376) thereby deviating fron1 the 1nagic configuration of the ntrance 
channel. In contrast to this, at t he sa1n e en rgy the 4 Ca ( z = 1.4) case does not transfer 
nucl on and t he outgoing fragments, on average, are 48 Ca and 238 U. 1 ucleon tran fer for 
the 4( Ca case is only observed above E / Vb = 0.92. Thi differ nc between t he two isotope 
i~ con ·i tent with the behaviour een in [110], where / Z equilibration was re pon ' ibl for 
breaking entrance channel 1nagicity early on in colli ion of 4°Ca and 23 U. 
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Secondly the axis configuration always reseparates and has very short contact times j 
even for energies well above t he average barrier. This is due to a rapid increase in nu-
clear density at t he contact point for axial collisions . The neck density saturates rapidlyj 
reaching an average value above 0.154 fm- 3 typically within 6*10-22 s after init ial contactj 
thereby developing a repulsive core in t he dinucleus and helping t he system to re-separate . 
The outcomes of axial collision are consistent with the experimentally measured asym-
n1etric mass splits reported in Chapter 5. This prelin1inary investigation shows good 
agreernent with experirnental results (Figure 6 .4). Note t hat t he asymn1etric channel is 
largel) populated b) axial collisions. The contact tin1es of cases that result in mass splits 
consistent wit h mass-asymn1etric quasifission are all betv\ een 5 to 20 zsj in agreement with 
the expected t in1e scales for 1nass-asyin1netric quasifission [35). 
For collisions of 4°Ca wit h 238 U in t he equator configurat ion ; the point at E / Vb = 1.04 
deviates from t he trend seen at high energies and re-separates in less t han 2.3*10-20 s . 
The poin s at E / Vb = 1.03 and E / Vb = 1.05 do not . This apparent deviation can be 
attributed to strong dyna1nical fluctuations of t he internal densityj causing a deviation 
-
from standard transfer where nucleon exchange takes place wit h a smooth change of the 
shape of the frag1nents. Insteadj the breaking point of the nuclear system may be modified 
as described in Ref. [113). 
Finall). we see a correlation be ween net 111ass transfer and contact t in1e in this pre-
lin1inar) in es igat ion. The peak in 111ass ransferred correlates with peak in contact time 
around E / Vb ~ 1 for 4°Ca and around E / Vb ~ 0.95 for 48 Ca. Recalling from Chapter 4; as 
a dinuclear S) sten1 evol -es: the wo nuclei exchange mass and on a, erage; n1ass flow occurs 
fron1 the hea - r to the light fragrnent . The system approaches mass-symrnetn (1 IR = 0.5) 
as -i.11pto icall r ·wit h a characterist ic time dependence proportional to 1- exp(t/ T) [16: 26); 
\\-here T is he characteristic 111a s-equilibration t i1ne constant . Thus the net nu1nber of 
nucleons ransferred fron1 t he hea, r nucleus to he light nucleus is expected to be propor-
tional to the ti1ne spent by the fragments in a dinuclear config1uation [124). The initial 
orient a ion of t he colliding nuclei are al o expected to play a role here. as previous work 
[113) ha sho\\ n . Thi correlation be -een net ma s ran fer and contact t ime is quantified 
sub equent l) in this chap er . 
Thi general invest igation of he dependence of reac ion outcome on interaction energy 
sugges tha he 20 P b shell closme influences the qua ifis ion exit channel. particularly 
.. 
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for collision with 238 U initially in the axis configuration. To investigate thi further w 
now look at non central collisions for three specific energies. 
6.2 .3 T DHF and Non-central collis ions for 4°Ca + 238 U 
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Figure 6 . 6 : Contact tirne as a function of angular rnomentum L for energies corre-
sponding to experirnentally measured JVIADs. The points with the arrows correspond 
to cases where the system did not reseparate within the total time of the calculation. 
Increasing the impact parameter is expected to reduce the contact duration and the 
number of nucleons tran ferred due to centrifugal repulsion. W now investigate the role 
of the initial angular 1nomentum L by looking at the contact tin1e , net mas. transferred , 
neutron and proton numbers and outgoing angles of the frag1nents in the exit chann 1. The 
final 1nass and angle should allow us to compare these results with fAD s from Chapter 
5. The final neutron and proton numb rs should provide additional insights into the role 
of the 20 Pb shell closure. 
Figures 6. 6 and 6. 7 show the contact time and the 1nass of the heavy fragm nt a a 
function of L. re pectively. In figure 6. 7 the dotted lines repr sent the ma A= 20 and 
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Figure 6. 7: Final masse of the hea 'J fragn1ent as a function of angular mon1entun1 
L for energies corresponding to experin1entall - measured 1IADs. The do ed line 
corre pond to A = 23 . 20 and 139 . The open s -mbols correspond to ca es where 
the nuclei are a su1ned to fu e and subsequenth- undergo symmetric fission. 
A. = 23 . corresponding o 20 Pb and he target 111ass in the entrance channel: respectively. 
The dotted line at A. = 139 corresponds to A~s. 0 -erall: the total number of nucleons 
transferred and contact tirne are strongly dependent on the orientation of the 23 - nucleus . 
a een earlier in ection 6.2.2 . 
For h a..-xi orien ation at 225 .4 ::\ Ie - here i only a slight. gradual decrease in contact 
in1e \\-i h increa ing L. Abo-\-e L = 100 the con act time drop off quickly. The total 
number of nucleon tran ferred _re1nain relati-.-eh- con tant a a function of L till L = 100 
after which i drops off as well. For L < 110 he average light / heayy split \\ a AL / AH 
= 74/ 204. con i en \\ i h rna a ymme ric qua ifi sion. Above L = 100 the ma - plit 
ran ition o quasi-ela tic and deep inela tic ca tering. 
The ame beha -iour wa een for the axis orientation at 205 .9 ::\Ie . In th.i ca e the 
hre hold be een 1nass a rmmetric qua ifi ion and qua i-ela ic/ deep inela tic cattering 
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Figure 6 .8 : Final Proton number (Z) of the heavy fragn1ent as a function of angular 
mornentum L for energies corresponding to experi1nentally measured lVIADs . The 
dotted lines correspond to Z = 92 , for 238 and Z = 82, for 20 Pb and Z = 56. 
The open syn1bols correspond to cases where the nuclei are assu1ned to fuse and 
subsequently undergo syn11netric fi sion. 
is L = 80 . For L < 80 the average light / heavy split remains consistent around AL / AH = 
75 / 203 , consistent with mass asymmetric quasifission. 
The behaviour for axial collisions at 1 6.6 1vieV only showed a light variation from 
this behaviour. The contact tin1e rernains relatively con tant with a light increase (30%) 
between L = 30 and L = 45 . Contact tirne drops off quickly abov L = 45. The 
1na s transf rred re1nains relativ ly constant here as well , despite the light increase in 
contact t i1ne. This is one exception een. in this work. of the limitat ion to th direct 
proportionality observed between contact tin1e and net 1nass transfer. For L < 45 the 
a, erage light / heavy plit remains con istent around AL/ AH = 67 / 211. consistent with 
111a a yn11netric quasifis ion. Although this is higher than AL / AH = 70/ 20 , in the 
sub equ nt ection we ee that the average proton and neutron nu1nber for th 
(Z = 4 and - = 127. re pectively) are till in the 20 Pb region. 
splits 
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Figure 6.9: Final Neutron number (N) of the heavy fragment as a function of 
angular 1110111entum L for energies corresponding to experi111entally measured 1VIADs. 
The dotted lines correspond to N = 146, for 238 U and N = 126, for 208Pb and N = 
83 . The open symbols correspond to cases where the nuclei are assumed to fuse and 
subsequently undergo symmetric fission. 
The equator orientation exhibits very different behaviour. For the equator orientation 
at 225.4 1\!IeV, contact time drops off sharply above L = 30. Below this the dinuclear 
system does not re-separate within the calculation time and we assume that the system 
forms a CN. The total number of nucleons transferred drops off with increasing angular 
n1omentum and decreasing contact time. The same behaviour was seen for the equator 
orientation at 205.9 1\!IeV with the exception that contact time drops off sharply above 
L = 10 and below this the dinuclear system does not re-separate within the calculation 
time. 
The 205.9 MeV L=O and 225.4 MeV L=30 ,40 calculations were extended beyond the 
normal 2.3*10- 20s limit to 5.4*10-20 , 2.9*10- 20 and 3.8*10- 20s respectively. This was 
done because the isodensity of the neck at 2.3*10-20 s suggested that the nuclei were 
about to reseparate soon after this limit. 
. - __ :.... .. 
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In figure 6.7 the points at 225.4 1\!IeV, L = 70 and at 205.9 JVIeV, L = 40 are the only 
two consistent with mass asymmetric quasifission. We also see a few n1ass splits around 
A= 110 and A = 170 (225.4 MeV, L = 50, 65; and 205.9 1\!IeV, L = 20) that are consist nt 
with more mass symmetric quasifission , also known as deep quasi fission (DQF) [55, 56]. 
Th respective timescales (> 10-20 s) of these points in figure 6.6 are consistent with 
DQF. 
Neutron and Proton Numbers 
The dependence of the proton and neutron numbers in the outgoing heavy fragrnent (238 U 
like) , as a function of initial angular momentum, is plotted in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 , respec-
tively. The dotted lines at Z , N = 92 , 146 and Z, N = 82 , 126 represent the nucleon values 
of the target nucleus in the entrance channel and 208Pb, respectively. The dotted lines at 
Z , N = 56, 83 corresponds to z~N and N~N. 
The equator orientations for 205.9 1\!IeV and 225.4 feV show two distinct groups, one 
towards mass symmetry at Z < 70 and N < 100 and one around elastic scattering at 
Z = 92 and N = 146. There is a rapid transition between symmetric splits and elastic 
scattering. Only one point for each energy (L=30 for 205.9 1\!IeV and L=70 for 225.4 1\II V) 
is consistent with mass asymmetric quasi fission around Z = 82 and N = 126. Contrary 
to this, the axis orientations for 205.9 1\!IeV and 225.4 feV show a remarkable consistency 
around Z = 82 and N = 126 , with only the lowest energy (186.6 1\!IeV) exhibiting slightly 
more asymmetric splits. 
Interpreting MADs 
Figure 6.10 is a cornpilation of experimental MADs and masses and angles calculated 
by TDHF. The fAD s correspond to the three energies studied in detail in TDHF. This 
representation provides a clear visual comparison between the points studied in TDHF and 
experin1ental data. The elliptical points indicate the n1ass and angle obtained for each 
TDHF calculation for a given energy and L value . The pink points correspond to the axis 
configuration and the blue points correspond to the equator configuration. The angles 
shown here have not been corrected for the Coulomb trajectory following r - paration of 
the dinuclear sy tern. The correction was ignored du to this being a small effect, typically 
less than 2° -3° . and time con traints. Collision in which the system did not re. eparate are 
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not shown since we cannot extract mass and angle values for these cases . The points are 
labelled with the corresponding initial angular 1nornentum. The labels for axial collisions 
are shown next to the proj ectile-like fragments while the labels for the equatorial collisions 
are shown next to the target-like fragments. This was done to avoid clutter. 
For the lowest energy (186.6 MeV) , only the axial orientation leads to contact . Hence 
t he blue points, corresponding to equatorial collisions, are only shown for elastic scattering. 
The TD HF points ( over layed pink ellipses on the lVIAD) follovv the sa1ne trend as the 
experimental data. For L < 40 we see points at extreme mass asy1nmetry, consistent 'With 
1nass asym1netric quasifission. The TDHF points also show the same angular focusing 
as the experimental data. The experimental angular distribution, for the proj ectile like 
fragment , falls off at 8cm = 60°. For L > 40 the TDHF points depict little mass transfer 
and at 8cm = 60° there is a transition to mass splits consistent with elastic scattering. 
At the energy just above the average Coulo1nb barrier (205.9 lVIeV) both the axis 
and equator configurations lead to contact . For L < 80 the axis configuration leads to 
1nass splits with only partial mass sym1netrisation , consistent with the experimental data 
-
presented in the lVIAD. The drop off in the angular distribution takes place at L = 80 at 
angles beyond t he coverage of the experimental setup. Hence we cannot make the same 
co1nparison here. The equator configuration populates more 1nass sy1nmetric splits with 
only one point at L = 30 , consistent with mass asy1nmetric quasifission. The points belovv 
L = 30 are consistent with n1ore 1nass sym1netric quasifission (DQF). Above L = 30 t here 
is a transition to 1nass splits consistent with elastic scattering. 
At the highest energy (225.4 lVIeV) both t he axis and equator configurations lead to 
contact . For L < 100 t he axis configuration leads to mass splits consistent with mass 
asyn1metric quasifission. I ote t hat the point at L = 100, for axial collisions, is depicted 
by a dotted outline on the point marker and dotted line connecting t he 111arker to higher 
L values . Here the dinuclear syste1n undergoes 1nore t han half a rotation prior to resepa-
rating. Here too , we see a few points beyond the coverage lin1itations of the experimental 
setup and cannot use t hese to con1pare between TDHF and data. Again , only the equator 
configuration populates more sy1nn1etric splits . Only one point , at L = 70 is consistent 
with 1nass asyn11netric quasifi sion. The points below L = 70 are consistent with more 
1nass symn1etric quasifission (DQF) with two cases at t he lowest L being very close to 
mass symn1etry and having a reaction time scale consistent with DQF. Above L = 70 
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there is a transition to n1ass splits consistent with elastic scattering. 
An interesting observation, com111011 to all energies, is the angle at ·which TDHF pre-
dicts a transition between collisions that lead to mass transfer and collisions that lead 
to (in)elastic scattering. The angle of onset of elastic scattering, as predicted by TDHF, 
matches well with the experimental measurements. vVe focus on the light mass region 
(J11;JR ~ 0.150) for the following discussion. 
At 186.6 i eV TDHF predicts a transit ion to elastic scattering at L > 60 for axial colli-
sions . The axial orientation populates elastic scattering for angles Bcm < 120°, consistent 
,:\ ith the tail of the (in)elastics seen in the MAD. At 205.9 I\!IeV the t ransit ion to elastic 
scattering is at L > 100 for axial collisions and at L > 50 for equatorial collisions. The 
axial orientation populates (in)elastic scattering for angles Bcm < 90°. Here t he equatorial 
orientation populates elastic cattering for angles Bcm < 135°, consistent with the tail of 
the elastics seen in t he iIAD. Finally at 225.4 feV it predicts (in)elastic scattering at 
L > 150 for axial collisions and at L > 80 for equatorial collisions . The axial orientation 
populates (in)elastic scattering for angles Bcm < 75° . The equatorial orientation populates 
(in)elastic scattering for angles Bcm < 90°, also consistent with the tail of the (in)elastics . 
0 ·erall: t he TDHF n1ass splits and angular distribu ions show excellent agree111ent with 
experin1ental data. The size of the blue and red points in figure 6 .10 is not indicative of 
he v.ridth of the n1ass distributions . Reproducing experi111ental ma s widths in T DHF is 
not a trivial process. However : it is likely that any such calculation will only bolster the 
level of agreement seen cturently between TDHF and experi111ent . 
6.2.4 Summary and Discussion 
Figure 6 .11 depicts the net nu111ber of nucleons transferred as a function of contact ti111e . 
'l\le see that for both configurations the net n1a transferred i proportional to contact 
ti111e and not very en itive to n1inor variation in contact time. From figure 6.6 and 
6.7 . for a..-x.ial collision at 1 6.6 ·1Ie "·e ee a light (30 percent) increa e in contact time 
around L ~ 40 , bu the final 111as plit ren1ain relatively unaffected. Axial collisions at 
205.9 1Ie\ and 225.4 1Ie how a gradual decrea e in contact ti111e with increa ing L but 
no ignificant ·ariation in ne ma tran fer dw·ing thi decrease. Equatorial colli ions at 
205.9 - Ie and 225 .4 11e al o how a ditect proportionalit between contact time and 
net mas t ran fer . The only except ion is at L = 50 for 225.4 1Ie\ . Thi is attributed to 
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strong dynamical fluctuations of the internal density as seen in [l 13]. 
The 1nass splits in figures 6.4 and 6. 7 how excellent agreement with the mass splits 
fron1 experin1ental 1neasurem nts of the 4°Ca + 238 U reaction. TDHF predicts quasifission 
to be the dominant reaction outcome at all energies, particularly for axial collision . The 
added infonnation of contact ti1n in figures 6.3 and 6.6 is consistent with the t imescales 
expected for quasifission [35] as well. For ti1nes ranging from 5.75*10- 21 s to 9.5*10- 21 s 
after contact, the final mass split of the syste1n is clo ·e to AL / AH ~ 70/ 208. Thus we 
can infer that the dinuclear system t nds to fonn a AL/ AH ~ 70/208-like yste1n early 
on in the reaction and stays that way for relatively long contact t im s, primarily in axial 
collisions. 
The proton (fig 6.8) and neutron numbers (fig 6.9) of th fragn1ents in the exit channel 
were found to be very consistent around Z = 2 and N = 126. Th TDHF mass splits, 
wh ther as a function of energy or initial angular 1no1nentu1n, al o uggest that the doubly 
1nagic 20 Pb shell closure influences the evolution of the syste1n. ote that the averag Z 
values are v ry clos to 2: whereas the av rage values ar 01newhat lower (122) than 
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126. This may be due to N / Z equilibration, which for 278 Cpu2, t he CN made here , would 
result in Z=82,N=122. 
A few points also populate the mass region consistent with more mass symmetric quasi-
fission , also known a deep quasi fission (DQF). Indeed t he time scales for these cases are 
longer than 10- 20s, consistent with t he expected t imescale for DQF [55, 56]. We do not 
have enough points here to investigate this particular reaction channel in detail. 
In Chapter 5 we saw that shell effects in the asymmetric quasifission channel become less 
apparent with increasing energy. From a physical point of view this is due to shell effects 
damping as the excitation energy increases . In TDHF the axis configuration is apparently 
rnore sensitive to shell effects around 208Pb than the equator configuration, regardless of 
energy. Thus not only is the contribution to asymmetric quasifission primarily from axial 
collisions ( there is a small contribution from equatorial collisions within a very narrow 
range of L values), it is also see1ningly independent of energy. This can be interpreted by 
considering the relative cross sections of t he various orientations as a function of energy. 
At energies below t he average barrier , only axial collisions lead to contact. At higher 
energies the equatorial collisions also lead to contact; and as energy increases the equatorial 
collisions will be favoured over axial collisions. Thus at the highest energies t he apparent 
'damping ' of shell effects may be due to the equatorial collisions being increasingly selected 
over axial collisions , leading to less quasifission overall. 
Syste1ns fanned via equatorial collisions are the only ones that do not reseparate within 
timescales studied in this work. This suggests that they are the only collisions that can 
lead to fusion and CN formation. This is important from the point of view of SHE 
fonnation. Current experiments aimed at SHE formation are conducted at energies close 
to the average barrier to ensure Cl formation and ER survival. From our calculations 
we can conclude that fusion and CN forn1ation at above barrier energies is mainly due to 
equatorial collisions ( and possibly other si1nilar configurations) and not axial collisions . 
6.3 Conclusion 
The TDHF 1nodel was used to study the 40,48Ca + 238 U reactions. The role of entrance 
channel interaction energy, deformation , orientation and angular 1no1nentum was investi-
gated and the output parameters of net mass transferred , contact time , neck density, N 
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and Z numbers and outgoing angle ·were used to interpret the results . TDHF re ults were 
compared wit h exp eri1nental measure1nents of t he 4°Ca + 238 U reaction. 
In all cases studied , whether as a function of energy or angular moment um a f w global 
observations can be 1nade: 
• The axis configuration always reseparates aft er a short contact t ime and 1 ads to 
asym1netric m ass splits in the A= 208 region. The quasifission process was found to 
be the primary component in axial collisions . The short contact ti1nes corresponding 
to these splits are also consist ent with quasifission. A det ailed analysis of th N and 
Z numbers confinns that this is due to the doubly m agic 208Pb shell closure. 
• The equator configuration lead to fusion for high energies and low initial angular 
momenta L. This configuration leads to relatively longer contact times and much 
great er m ass transfer compared to the axis case. Thus equatorial colli ions are far 
more likely to lead to CN formation. 
• The theoretical m ass splits m at ch the experimental m ass splits very well. Outgoing 
angles extract ed from TDHF accurat ely reproduce exp erimental TVIADs as well. 
Overall , excellent agreement was seen b etween TDHF and t he exp eri1nents discussed 
in Chapter 5. A few points can b e investigated fur t her in fut ure work. 
Outlook 
There are two 1nain avenues available for fut ure work , at t he TDHF 1 vel and beyond 
T DHF. At t he TDHF level t here are several options w plan to pursue in fu ture work: 
• The 4°Ca + 23 U syste1n can be studied in 111ore detail: In t his work we only looked 
at the two extreme orientations where the d format ion axis of 23 U was parallel to 
the x-axis ( axial) and y-axis (equatorial) . T here i a third extreme orientation wh r 
the defon11ation axis is parallel to the z-axis that could be explored. We expect this 
orientation to behave 1nore like the equator orientation for central colli ion . For 
non central colli ions the axis of rotation now passes through the deformation axis 
and thus the behaviour may lie intennediate to axial and equatorial collisions . 
An ext nsion of thi line of thought would be to investigate intermediate orientations 
where the deformation axi is not parall 1 to the coordinat axes, but angled wit h 
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respect to t hem. By populating the QF channel with orientations other t han axis, we 
could gain addit ional insight into the dynamics of this QF process . In t he current 
work , we also see hints of QF and DQF wit hin a narrow range of L values for 
equatorial collisions. A detailed look into t he interplay between all these processes 
might also be fruitful. 
Furt hennore, we could select only few energies and study t hem experimentally in 
111uch more detail. I. e. collect dat a for longer , such t hat we have extre111ely high 
statistics to compare fine structures in t he :i\1ADs wit h TDHF results . 
• vVe also propose investigating other , lighter reactions. The first would be 34 S + 
232Th, before n1oving on to other systems studied in t his t hesis . For t he lightest 
syste111s we expect TDHF to consistent ly predict fusion at energies above t he average 
barrier. The aim of t his investigation would be to see where TDHF predicts t he 
threshold between QF and FF to lie and how t his compares wit h experi111ental results . 
• Finally, beyond TDHF 111ethods like Balian-V eneroni [114] and part icle number pro-
jection [123] can be used to predict 111ass widt hs . These methods are beyond t he 
scope of t his work , but are current ly being investigated and n1ay be promising can-
didate for fu t ure applications to quasifission. This would provide, by far, t he 111ost 
robust co111parison wit h experimental fADs. 
All t hese are steps towards testing TDHF as a reliable model of reaction dyna111ics . 
Guided by experimental results , vve aim to investigate and uncover t he interplay between 
reaction channels ranging fron1 FF to DQF to QF using one model, with a limited and 
self consistent init ial parameter space. TDHF and its extensions are pro111ising candidates 
for this goal. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
Experimental and theoretical studies were carried to develop a quantitative understanding 
of the variables influencing quasifission. 
Experimental measurements ,v-ere carried out using t he ANU 14UD accelerator. Reac-
tions of projectiles ranging from 12 C to 4°Ca, with targets of 238 U and 232T h were studied. 
In total eight reactions were studied, six of them in pairs form{ng the same composite 
nucleus , at a range of energies spanning the fusion barrier. The measurements utilized the 
large angular coverage of the CUBE fission spectrometer allowing wide ranging mass-angle 
spectra to be obtained for each reaction. 
A systematic analysis , based on the mass and angle of binary fission fragments was 
carried out. Results indicate that the lightest two reactions, forming 25°Cf proceed via 
true compound nucleus fission , with the fission of the CN being mass-asymmetric due to 
shell effects . The remaining six reactions of interest , forming the 262Rf, 266 Sg, 272 Ds and 
278 Cp composite systems , all have a measurable quasifission flux. The quasifission flux 
observed had two 1nodes, mass-asymmetric and mass-symmetric. The reactions fonning 
262 Rf had the weakest mass-asym1netric quasifission flux of all reactions studied. The 
reactions fonning 266 Sg had a 1nuch stronger mass-asymmetric quasifission flux , visible at 
all energies studied. The 4°Ca induced reactions forming 272 Ds and 278 Cp were dominated 
by mass-asymmetric quasifission, with only a few of the highest energies studied leading 
to 1nass-sym1netric splits. 
The mass splits of these six reactions indicated that the mass-asymmetric quasifission 
flux is influenced by doubly 1nagic shell closure at 208Pb. A detailed analysis of the mass 
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of the outgoing fragn1ents as a function of outgoing angle revealed conclusiv ly t hat t he 
208 P b shell closure slows t he evolution of t he dinuclear systems as the heavy fragment 
passes t hrough t his mass region. A sirnple calculation t hat accounted for t he role of hell 
effects in t he light fragment indicated that shell closures around Z= 28, N =50 also influence 
t he evolut ion of t he dinuclear system. 
Based on t he fission n1ass widt hs we identified t he presence of mass-symmetric quasifis-
sion. Its overlap with the observable charact eristic of fusion-fission implied t hat a signif-
icant fraction of the mass-symmetric flux is due to non-equilibrium fission ( quasifission). 
Thus CN formation is severely hindered by quasifission in these reactions. These n1ea-
surements also revealed that t he transition from quasifission to fusion-fission , for r ac tions 
wit h 238 U and 232Th, occurs below ZpZt = 1104. 
We also saw evidence for t he role of entrance channel on the quasifission flux . The 
quasifission flux increased with decreasing entrance channel mass-asym1n t ry, a well stud-
ied phenomenon in t he literature. 
The experin1ental work was co1nple1nented by a · theoretical study of t he heaviest re-
action: 4°Ca + 238 U . The TDHF t heory, applied ntunerically via t he TDHF3D code was 
used to study cent ral and non-cent ral collisions for two different extre1ne orientation of 
t he defonned 238 U nucleus, at a range of energies spanning t he fusion barrier. Masses, 
angles, neutron (N) and proton (Z) numbers of t he reaction products were extracted from 
t he outputs and used to compare TDHF results with experi1nental re ult . For three 
specific energies where non-central collisions were studied , :NIADs were calculated u. ing 
the T DHF results. As a check , central collisions were also studied for the 48 Ca + 238 U 
reaction . 
The calculations for central collisions reveal d that the mass ·plits predict d by T DHF . 
as a function of interaction energy, rriatch well with the experimental results . The entrance 
channel n1agicity was found to to be weaker for 4°Ca induc d reactions compared to 4 Ca 
induced reactions. / Z equilibration was found to play a strong role in initiating nucl on 
transfer in the 4°Ca case. but not in the 48 Ca case. 
The i\IADs calculated fro1n non-central T DHF collision agreed well with th exper-
in1ental :\ IADs. The global feature of the experimental 1 IAD . namely the position of 
the 1na s-a ymm tric qua ifi ion peaks . were reproduced well by T DHF. The timescale 
of reaction con istent with quasifi ion were found to be few 10-21 , in agr ement with 
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the experimentally inferred time scale of quasifission. The orientation of the deformed 
238 U nucleus was found to play a major role in reaction outcon1e with the aligned case 
always leading to quasifission and the anti-aligned case being the only orientation leading 
to longer contact times, with a few cases not reseparating within the calculation time. Ad-
ditionally, the angular threshold between mass-transfer collisions and (in)elastic collisions 
was also reproduced well by TDHF. An investigation into the N and Z numbers confirmed 
that the 208 Pb shell influences the mass-asymmetric quasifission splits for this reactions. 
The outgoing fragments were found to be consistent around Z = 82 and N = 126. 
The measurements presented in this thesis are the most comprehensive data set of 
wide angular coverage mass-angle distributions for reactions with 238 U and 232 Th forming 
superheavy composite nuclei. The theoretical work presented in this thesis comprises 
the most comprehensive set of TDHF calculations for the 4°Ca + 238 U reaction forming 
the 278 Cp co1nposite nucleus. The agreement with experimentally observed and inferred 
quantities demonstrates the predictive power of TDHF. 
Any dynamical model aimed at predicting the synthesis of super heavy elements should 
-
be able to describe the presence of quasifission for such a wide range of systems and cal-
culate the detailed and consistent structures seen in the experimental mass-angle distri-
butions. The co1nbination of experimental and theoretical work as presented in this thesis 
is a step towards this goal. Similarly detailed investigations of other reactions promise to 
shed light onto the nature of quasifission, eventually leading to a consistent picture of all 
observables and a full understanding of the variables controlling heavy element formation. 
" 
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Appendix A 
Codes used for Data Analysis 
A.l Code used to Correct Gain Drift 
// This n eat littl e progr a m will (hopefully) take input cube 
// raw dat a fil e (e.g. SSITHU_RUNOlO.root) and shift the time spectrum 
// b ase d on the va lu e of the puls er drift. 
// In c lud e stand a rd st uff 
# includ e < string > 
# in c lud e < £stream > 
# in c lud e < io st r eam > 
# in c lud e < st dio .h> 
# i n cl u d e < s t d 1 i b . h> 
# in c lud e < sys/stat .h> 
// In c lud e ROOT st uff 
# in c lud e < T Canvas . h> 
# in c 1 u de <TCutG. h> 
#inc lud e <1ROOT . h> 
#inc 1 u de <TH2 . h> 
#inc lud e <THl. h> 
#inc lud e < TGListBox. h> 
# i n c 1 u d e < T Fi 1 e . h> 
# in c lud e <TEnv .h> 
# in c lud e <TKey. h> 
# in c lud e < TDirectory . h> 
# in c lud e < TVecto r3. h> 
# in c lud e <TMath . h> 
# includ e < TTree .h> 
#include <TGTab.h> 
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# in c 1 u de < TGProgressBar. h> 
# i n c 1 u d e < T G Fi 1 e D i a 1 o g . h> 
# in c 1 u d e < TG T a bleLayo u t. h> 
# in c lud e < TGTextEntry.h> 
# in c 1 u d e <TGComboBox. h> 
# in c lud e < TPRegexp.h> 
# i n c 1 u d e < TS tr in g . h> 
//Type d e f f o r t h e c ub e t r e e b r a n ch es 
typedef unsigned short DCPElement; 
// Stru ct ur e of the Tr ee 
ty ped e f struct TAG_InterestingData{ 
/ / Bran ch 11 Cube 11 
DCPElement EBack ; 
DCPElement EFront: 
DCPElement TBack: 
DCPElement TFront: 
DCPElement XB ack: 
DCPElement YBack: 
DCPElement XFront: 
DCPElement YFront: 
// Br a n ch II r--I onitors 11 
D CPElement AlphaPul se r: 
DCPElement ~I o nitorl: 
DCPElement tioni tor2 : 
/ / Branch 11 Annul a r 11 
DCPElement EAnn ul a r: 
DCPElement TAnn ular: 
// Branch 11 Fr ont 11 
DCPElement EAlphaFron t : 
DCPElement TAlphaFront: 
} Tint e r estingData: 
tru c tur e o f th e Tr ee 
typ e d ef st ru c t :\° E \\- T AG Intere tingData{ 
/ Br a n c h " Cube " 
DCPElement EB ac k: 
DCPElement EFront: 
DCPElement TB ack: 
DCPElement TFro nt : 
DCPElement .\:.Back: 
DCPElement YBack: 
DCPElement :\:Fro nt : 
DCPElement YFront ; 
// Bra n ch " J\!Ionitor s " 
DCPElement AlphaPuls e r ; 
DCPElement J\!Ionitorl ; 
DCPElement J\1Ionitor2 ; 
/ / Br a n ch "Annular" 
DCPElement EAnn ular ; 
DCPElement TAnnular; 
/ / Branc h "Front" 
DCPElement EAlphaFront ; 
DCPElement TAlphaFront ; 
} TNEWinterestingData; 
int timeshift () { 
A .1 Code used to Correct Gain Drift 131 
// S et number of bins to divide file into 
// Set the d es ired position of TBack pulser and TFront pulser (in channels 
[continued] ) 
// Set the tolerance on this ( typically 2-5 channels) 
// Set n a m es of fil e to process and file to write to 
// Set BShiftFlag and FShiftFlag to select either a constant shift (0); 
// or a lin ea r shift (1) that scales with the position of the pulser 
// Finally go to lin e 160 and set gates to accurately select the pulser 
int m ax bins = 100 ; 
int TB Puls er 131.0; 
int TFPulser 772. 0 ; 
int Btol e ran ce 100 . 0 ; 
in t Ftolerance 2.0; 
int BShiftFl ag O· ) 
int FShiftFlag 1· ) 
TFil e * runfile new TFile ( "CAGEX. RUN018. root" ) ; 
TString outfileName = "CAGEXTS.RUN018 . root" ; 
TFile *O utfil e; 
out f i 1 e = new TFile ( ou tfileN ame , "RECREATE" , "ROOT f i 1 e " ) ; 
o u t fil e-> SetCompressionLevel ( 1 ); 
/ / get tree a nd ass i g n branches 
TTree *C ub et r ee = (TTree -*) runfile-> Get(1'CubeTree"); 
Tint e r esti n g D ata id; 
TNEWint er est ingD ata id n ew; 
// setting the br a n ch a ddr esses of the r aw d ata t r ee . 
// This is th e standard form at with whi ch the d ata 
// are convert e d to root format from the DCP format ( co urt sey Micheal Brown 
[continued] ) 
132 CODES USED FOR DATA ANALYSIS 
c ub tree-> SetBranchAddress ( 11 Cube 11 • &id . EBack) ; 
cubetree-> SetBranchAddr s ( 11 1\!Ion it ors 11 , &id . AlphaPulser) ; 
c ub e tree-> SetBranchAddress( 11 Annular 11 , &id .EAnnular); 
cu b e tree-> SetBranchAddress ( 11 Front 11 , &id. EAlphaFront) ; 
int n eve nt_tot = (int) c ub etree-> GetEntries (); 
int nevent = nevent tot: 
double shift [1026 ] [3 ]; 
double TBTotal O· 
' 
double TFTotal O· ) 
double TBavg=O ; 
double TFavg=O ; 
int bin =0 · ) 
int frac =l; 
int co unt=O; 
TTree * n evvTree = new TTree () ; 
n ewTr ee = new TTree('1 CubeTree 11 , 11 ROOT tree filled with ravv data 11 ) ; 
nev.rTree-> SetAutoSave ( 1000000000 ); 
newTree-> Branch ( 11 Cube 11 ,& id n ew . EBack , 11 EBack / s: EFront: TBack: TFront: XBack : 
[continued] YBack: XFront: YFront 11 ) ; 
newTree-> Branch ( 11 Ivioni tor 11 ,& id . Alp h a P ulser , 11 Alp a P u lser / : Monitor 1 : 1I oni tor2 
[continued] 11 ) ; 
n ewTree-> Branch ( 11 EAnn ular 11 ,& id . EAnn ular , 11 EAnn ular / s : T Annular 11 ) ; 
newTree-> Bran c h ( 11 Front 11 .& id. AlphaPulser. 11 EAlpaPulser / s: TAlphaPuls e r 11 ): 
co u t < < 11 START EVEJ."\JT LOOP ... 11 < < n vent << e nd 1 : 
// Loop to generate array of bins a nd co rr es pondin g time s hifts 
for ( int evt = 00000: evt < n eve nt: ev t ++) 
{ // get the o ld tuff 
c ub et r ee-> GetE,·ent ( evt): 
// se l ct pulser via a very com pr e h e nsiv e gate 
// then ca 1 c u 1 ate '" a I u es for a g i , -e n bin 
if ( id. TBack > lOO && id. TBack < l70 && id. TFront > 650 && id . TFront < . 0 && 
[continued] id .YBack > lO O &:.& id . YB ack < ll O && id .XBack .> 10 0 &d:,:, id . 
[continued] XBack < ll O && id . EBack .> 300) 
{ 
TB Total TB Total _L id. TBack: I 
TFTotal TFTotal id.TFront: 
count-+: 
} 
// store Yalu e on a bin b:,· bin bas i 
// dependinrr on the ,·alu of frac 
if ( e,·t o/c( ne,·ent / maxbin )==0 11 e ,·t=neY nt-1 ) 
.. 
} 
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/ / i f ( fr a c * e v t % ( n event /max bins ) ==0 I I e v t=n event -1) 
{ 
} 
if(count!=O) 
{ 
} 
TBavg=TBTotal/ co unt; 
TFavg=TFTotal/ count; 
shift [b in ][ O]=evt; 
shift [b in ][ l ]=TBavg; 
sh ift [b in ][2]=TFavg; 
// print values for bins above maxbins-25 as a check 
if ( bin > maxbins -25) 
cout <<bin <<" "<<evt << " "<<TBavg<<" "<<TFavg<< " "<< count << end l 
[continued] ; 
if ( bin=maxbins) bin--; 
bin++; 
//frac++; 
TBTotal=O ; 
TFTotal=O; 
count=O; 
TBavg=O; 
TFavg=O; 
// co ut << " chec k" << evt << end l ; 
/ / cout << " check"<< end l ; 
// Loop to write new tree with modified TBack and TFront 
// TBack pulser shou ld be @ ch TBPulser and TFront Pulser @ ch TFPulser 
// Allow a to l erance of 5 or less channe l s on e ith er side 
double binstart =0; 
double binend =0; 
int flagf=O; 
int flagb=O ; 
double Delta TB =0; 
double DeltaTF=O; 
for (int nbin = O; nbin < maxbins; nbin ++) 
{ //set flags to determine if we have to shift TBack 
/ / and TFront , only TBack , on l y TFront , or none 
if (( shift [nbinl[l] < (TBPulser-Btolerance) 11 shift [ nbin l[ l ] > (TBPulser+ 
[continued] Btolerance) )&& shift [ nbin ] [ l ] ! = 0) 
flagb=l; 
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l s e 
fl agb= O; 
if (( sh if t [ nbin] [2] < (TFPulser-Fto lera n ce) 11 s hif t [ nbin ][ 2] > (TFPu lser+ 
[continued] Ftolerance)) && sh ift [nb in ] [2] !=0) 
flagf=l; 
e 1 s e 
fl agf=O; 
// set start and end of eve nt loop 
// acco rdin g to bin s 
if ( nbin ==O) 
{ 
binstart = 0 ; 
binend=shift [ OJ [ OJ; 
} 
if (n bin > O) 
{ 
} 
binstart=shift [ nbin - 1 ] [0 ]+1; 
binend=shift [ nbin J [ OJ; 
// set d e l ta TB a nd TF d e p e ndin g on flag stat u s 
if ( fl ag b ==O && fla gf==O) 
{ 
D lt aTB = O· 
' 
DeltaTF=O; 
} 
if (flagb==l && flagf ==O) 
{ 
} 
DeltaTB= TBPulser-shift [ nbin ] [ l ]; 
DeltaTF=O ; 
if ( fl a g b ==0 && f l a g f = = 1) 
{ 
DeltaTB=O: 
D eltaTF=TFPulser-s hi ft [ nbin ] [ 2 J: 
} 
if ( flagb ==l && flagf==l) 
{ 
DeltaTB= TBPulser-shift [ nbin ] [ l ] : 
D ltaTF=TFPulser-s hi ft [ n bin ] [ 2 ] : 
} 
for ( int e Yt =bin tart: evt <=binend: evt++) 
} 
{ 
} 
} 
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I I get o ld va lu es and set new values 
cubetree-> GetEvent ( evt); 
idnew. EBack = id. EBack; 
idnew. EFront = id. EFront; 
if ( BShiftFlag==O) 
{ 
idnew . TBack DCPElement ( id. TBack + D elt a TB) ; 
} 
if ( BShiftFlag==l) 
{ 
idnew. TBack = D CPElement ( id. TBack + ( Delta TB ITBPu lser) *id . 
[continued] TBack ) ; 
} 
if ( FShiftFlag==O) 
{ 
idnew. TFront 
} 
if ( FSh iftF l ag==l) 
{ 
D CPElement ( id. TFront + D eltaTF) ; 
idnew. TFront = DCPElement ( id. TFront + ( DeltaTF I ( TFPulser-
[continued] DeltaTF)) *id. TFront ) ; 
} 
idnew . XBack 
idnew . YBack 
id. XBack; 
id. YBack; 
idn ew. XFront id. XFront; 
idnew . YFront id. YFront ; 
I I write to new Tree 
newTree-> Fi 11 () ; 
newTree-> vVrite () ; 
o u t f i 1 e - > Write () ; 
r et urn l ; 
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// In c lud e standard st uff 
# in c lud e < str in g > 
# in c lud e < fstream > 
# in c lud e < io st r ea m > 
# i n c 1 u d e < s t d i o . h> 
# i n c 1 u d e < s t cl 1 i b . h> 
# in c lud e < sys/stat . h> 
// In c lud e ROOT stuff 
# in c lud e < TCanvas. h> 
# in c l ucl e <TCutG. h> 
# in c l ucl e <'IROOT. h> 
# in c 1 u d e <TH2 . h> 
# in c l ucl e <THl . h> 
# in c lud e < TGListBox. h> 
# in c lud e < TFile. h> 
# in c l ucl e <TEnv. h> 
#i n c lud e <TKey . h> 
# i n c 1 u cl e < TD ir e ct or y . h> 
# in c lud e < TVector3. h> 
# in c lud e < T lVIath. h> 
#inc lud e < TTree. h> 
#i n c lud e <TGTab. h> 
#inc l ucl e < TGPro g r ess B a r. h> 
# includ e < TG Fil Di a lo g. h> 
#inc lud e < TGTableLayout. h> 
#i n c lud e < TGTextEntry. h> 
# in c 1 u d <TGComboBox. h> 
# in c lud e < TPRegexp . h> 
# i n c 1 u d < TS t ring . h> 
//Type d e f f o r t he cu b e t r e e bran c h es 
typedef unsign e d short D CPElement; 
// define the tree str uctur es 
// Structure of the Tree 
t~·pedef struct TNE \iVInter stingData{ 
// Branc h 11 Cube 11 
DCPElement EBack: 
DCPElement EFron t: 
DCPElement TBack: 
DCPElement TFron t: 
DCPElement XBack: 
DCPElem nt YBack: 
DCPElement XFront; 
DCPElement YFront ; 
/ / Bra n ch II IVIo nit ors 11 
DCPElement AlphaPuls e r ; 
DCPElement Monitorl; 
DCPElement IVIoni tor2 ; 
/ / Br a n ch II Annular 11 
DCPElement EAnn ular ; 
DCPElement T Annular; 
/ / Branch II Front 11 
DCPElement EAlphaFront; 
DCPElement TAlphaFront ; 
// Branch II Eventlnfo 11 
DCPElement EventNo; 
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} TNEWin terestingData; 
int plotter() { 
gROOT- > R eset () ; 
--- --- ••• '=> 
// get the stuff from the tree 
/ / TFile * inf i 1 e = new TFil e ( 11 NE\iVSSITHU. RUN042 . root 11 ) ; 
-
TFile * inf i 1 e = new TFile ( 11 raw _ CAGEX/CAGEXTS. RUN050. root 11 ) ; 
/ / TFil e * inf i 1 e = new TFile ( 11 tmprun044. root 11 ) ; 
TTree *C ub et r ee = (TTree *) infil e-> Get( 11 CubeTree 11 ); 
TNEWinterestingData idnew; 
c u b etree-> SetBranchAddress ( 11 Cube 11 , &idnew. EBack); 
c ub et ree - > SetB ranchAddr ess ( 11 IVIo ni tors 11 , &idnew. AlphaP ul se r ) ; 
c u betree-> SetBranchAddress ( 11 Annular 11 , &idnew . EAnnula r ); 
cubetree-> SetBranchAddress (1 1 Front 11 , &idn ew. EAlphaFront ); 
in t nevent_tot = (i nt ) c ub et r ee-> GetEntries(); 
in t n eve n t = n event tot; 
int sort=nevent ; 
TCanvas * c4 = new TCanvas () ; 
c4-> ToggleEventStatus (); 
/ / c4-> ToggleCrossHair () ; 
c4-> Divid e (1 , 2); 
c4-> Set Fi 11 Co 1 or ( 0 ) ; 
c4-> GetPad ( 1 )-> SetLogz () ; 
c4-> GetPad ( 2 )-> SetLogz () ; 
TH2D * P 1 o t = new TH2D ( 11 TB ac k vs Event 11 , 11 P 1 o t 11 , 1 0 2 4 , 0 , so rt , 1 0 2 4 , 1 , 1 0 2 4 ) ; 
TH2D * Plo t l new TH2D( 11 TFrontvsEvent 11 , 11 Plotl 11 , 102 4 , 0 , sort , 1024 , 1 , 102 4); 
TH2D * P 1 o t 2 new TH2D ( 11 T di ff vs Event 11 , 11 P 1 o t 2 11 , 102 4 , 0 , sort , 2 0 4 9 , - 102 4 , 102 4) 
[continued] 
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} 
kk 
for ( Int _ t i = 0 ; i < so rt ; i ++) { 
cubetree-> G et Entry ( i); 
} 
// put back the old stuff 
idnew. EBack ; 
idn ew . EFront ; 
idnew. TBack; 
idnew. TFront ; 
idnew . XBack; 
idnew. YBack; 
idnew. XFront ; 
id new. YFront; 
Plot-> Fill ( i , idnew. TBack); 
Plotl-> Fill ( i , idnew.TFro nt ); 
c4-> cd(l); 
Plot->Draw ( 11 colz 11 ); 
c4-> cd (2); 
P 1 o t 1 - > Draw ( 11 c o l z 11 ) ; 
return 1; 
A.3 Code used to Merge Output ROOT Files 
#inc lud e < iostr ea m > 
#inc lud e < fstream > 
# include < std io > 
# includ e < std lib > 
# includ e < string > 
# in c lud e < ct im e > 
# includ e <.__ C td lib > 
# in c lud e <-.. math. h> 
\. o id a cl d hi st o s " 2 () 
{ 
TFil e * runfil e l 
TFil e *runfi l e 2 
TFile * runfil e3 
TFi le *O ut fil e: 
new TFil e ( 11 ICO. R 023 .PEG . root" ) : 
new TFil e( 11 ICO.RU. 024 .PEG. root" ) : 
new TFil e ( "SICO. R 025 .PEG. root" ): 
out fil e= ne,,· TFil e( "S 'i\I023 024 025.PEG. r oot" , "RECREATE'' , "ROOT file 11 ) ; 
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outfil e-> S e tCompr ess ionL e v e l ( 1) ; 
TDir ec tor y * m y dirl =( TDir ec tor y *) runfil e l - > Get(" Hi s to2D 11 ); 
TDir ect or y * m y dir2 =( TDir ec tor y *) runfil e 2 - > Get ( 11 Hi s to2D 11 ); 
TDir ect or y * m y dir3 =( TDir ec tor y *) runfil e 3 - > Get ( 11 Hi s to2D 11 ); 
// r ead hi s to s from mydirl of runfil e l into h2fl [ i ] 
TH2F * h 2 fl [ 1 0 0 ] ; 
int hi stco unt = O; 
TKey * key = NULL ; 
Tit e r n ex t ( m ydirl - > G et Li s tOfK e y s ( ) ); 
whil e ( ( key = (TKey *) n e x t())) 
{ 
obj = key-> R eadObj () ; 
if ( o bj - > I s A () = TH2F : : C 1 a s s () ) 
{ 
h2fl [ hist c ount ++] ( TH2F * ) obj ; 
} 
} 
// r ead hi st o s from m y dir2 o f runfil e 2 into h2f2 [ i ] 
TH2F * h 2 f 2 [ 1 0 0 ] ; 
int hi s t co unt = O; 
TKey * key = NULL ; 
Tit e r n ex t ( m ydir2-> G et List OfK ey s ()); 
whil e ( ( key = (TKey*) n ext())) 
{ 
} 
o bj = key-> R eadObj () ; 
i f ( o bj - > I s A ( ) = TH2F : : C 1 as s ( ) ) 
{ 
h2 f2 [ hi stco un t++] ( TH2F * ) o bj ; 
} 
// r ead hi stos from m yd ir 3 o f runfil e3 in to h2f3 [ i ] 
TH2F * h 2 f 3 [ 1 0 0 ] ; 
in t hi stco un t= O; 
TKey * key = NULL ; 
Tit e r n ext ( m ydir3-> Get List O fK eys .()) ; 
w hil e ( ( key = (TKey*) n ex t ())) 
{ 
o bj = key-> R eadObj () ; 
if ( o bj - > I s A () = TH2F : : C lass()) 
{ 
h2f3 [ histcoun t ++] ( TH2F * ) o b j ; 
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} 
} 
} 
// add hi tos from h2fl [ i ] and h2f2 [ i ] and h2f3 [ i ] store 1n h2f3 [ i ] 
int hist co unt = O; 
f o r ( h i s t c o u n t = 0 ; his t co u n t < = 5 8; h i s t co u n t ++) 
{ 
} 
h2f3 [ hist co unt ]-> Add ( h2fl [ histcount ]); 
h2f3 [ histcount ]-> Add ( h2f2 [ histcount ]); 
// vVrite histograms to outfile 
for ( hist count = 0 ; hist count < = 5 8; hist co u n t ++) 
{ 
h2f3 [ histcount ]-> vVrit e(); 
} 
ou tfile - > C lo se(); 
Appendix B 
CUBE Electronic Scheme 
A schematic of the CUBE electonics is shown in figures B.1 and B.2. Figure B.1 depicts 
the electronics near the beam line and figure B.1 is a map of the ADC patch panel near 
the data acquisition system in the 14UD control room. 
The three signals that we get from the 1\IIWPC's are Energy (6.E), position and timing. 
Energy is derived by integrating over the centre foil signals using the modules highlighted 
in figure B.1 with boxes numbered 1. Timing is derived from the centre foil output as well 
using the modules highlighted in figure B.1 with boxes numbered 2. Position information 
is derived from the delay lines and processed using the modules highlighted in figure B.1 
vvi th boxes numbered 3. 
The rf-sync pulse is used as a stop for the 1\IIWPC-B timing and for generating a fission 
pulser (drawn in blue in figure B.1). 
The DAQ trigger is generated from one of three signals, monitor 1, monitor 2 (figure 
B.2 boxes 1 and 2) or one of the 1\IIWPCs (1VIWPC-B for this diagram). The ADC gate is 
generated fron1 the centre foil signal of 1\IIWPC-B. 
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